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InIntrodtroducuctition - Emon - Embabarrkinking on Yg on Your Rour Reseaesearcrch Ah Addvvenentureture

Hello fellow researchers,
Welcome to a journey that promises to be as enlightening as it is rewarding. Whether you’re a fresh-

faced undergraduate taking your first steps into the world of research or a seasoned graduate student
with a few academic battles under your belt, this 10-week self-paced guide is your companion through
the labyrinth of academic inquiry.

Now, I sympathize, at first glance, the idea of diving into this seemingly endless sea of data and
theories can be a tad overwhelming. But I’m here to tell you that it’s not just a checkbox on your
academic to-do list; it’s an adventure waiting to unfold.

Embarking on a research journey can feel like setting out on a road trip without a GPS guide. Don’t
worry; we’ve all been there. This self-paced course is designed to be your reliable navigator, your
Google Maps, Apple Maps, or perhaps even Waze, there to gently steer you through the complexities
of research by charting the most effective route. As a seasoned researcher myself, I am committed to
sharing with you all the valuable insights I’ve accumulated over the years. These range from my initial
beginnings in research in the second year of my undergraduate journey to my current position as a
Ph.D. student.

This course is crafted to serve as your dependable navigator, akin to Google Maps, Apple Maps, or
perhaps even Waze, guiding you smoothly through the complexities of research by charting the most
effective route. Drawing on my extensive experience as a researcher, I am committed to imparting the
valuable insights I’ve accumulated over the years. These range from my initial forays into research
during my sophomore year of undergraduate studies to my present role as a Ph.D. student.

NNurturinurturing Ag Accounccountatabilibility anty and Pd Prodroducuctitivivityty
Let’s face it—conducting research is not for the faint of heart. It’s a thrilling yet daunting task that

often leaves us staring at a mountain of information, wondering where to begin. This guide aims
to inject a bit of structure into the chaos, offering insights and tips to keep you accountable and
productive, because let’s be honest, we could all use a nudge in the right direction.

A NA Noote to thte to the Ove Overwerwhheelmlmeded
If you’re feeling overwhelmed right now, take a deep breath. You’re not alone in this, and that’s the
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beauty of this guide. Consider it a virtual hand on your shoulder, here to remind you that research, no
matter how intricate, is a journey to be savoured, not a maze to get lost in. Let’s Make Research a Bit
More Approachable, Shall We?

So, buckle up for the next 10 weeks. We’re going to dive into the world of research together, armed
with tips, tricks, and a touch of humour to lighten the load. Ready to turn this potentially
overwhelming journey into a rewarding experience?

Let’s get started!

Sevda Montakhaby
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DiscDisclaimlaimer: Aer: Accknknoowwllededginging Ing Indidivividdualiuality in Thty in Thesis Wesis Wororkk

While this guide has been meticulously designed to provide invaluable guidance and structure for
your research and writing journey, it’s crucial to acknowledge the inherent diversity in projects and
academic advisory relationships. Each academic advisor may hold specific expectations, requirements,
or methodologies that differ from the guidelines provided here.

This guide is not a one-size-fits-all solution; rather, it serves as a foundational resource to facilitate
productive dialogues with your academic advisor or principal investigator (PI). Its purpose is to equip
you with the essential tools, skills, and strategies to initiate your thesis writing process, enabling you to
align your work seamlessly with your advisor’s expectations and your academic goals.

Throughout this journey, anticipate gaining insights and resources that will empower you to adapt
and customize your writing process to suit the unique characteristics of your project and research
context. Collaboration and effective communication with your PI are pivotal in ensuring a successful
research experience. Therefore, as you progress through this guide, bear in mind that flexibility and
open discussion with your PI will be paramount in shaping your path toward a successful research
career.

HoHow to Utilize This Guiw to Utilize This Guidde fe for Maximor Maximum Benum Benefiefitt

It’s important to recognize that the timeline presented in this guide is intentionally condensed to
provide a structured framework. However, it’s essential to understand that this may not align perfectly
with your circumstances or project requirements. Avoid placing undue pressure on yourself to meet
these proposed deadlines if they don’t fit your situation. Here’s how you can adapt the guide to your
needs for maximum benefit:

1. FlFleexixibilibility in Aty in Apppplilicacatitionon: View the weekly exercises more as a series of steps rather than
strict weekly commitments. This perspective allows you to progress at a pace that suits your
unique situation and needs.

2. CCustomizinustomizing Yg Your Tour Timimeelinlinee: If certain phases of your thesis require more time – for example
if data collection takes 3-4 months to complete instead of the two weeks outlined here –
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adjust your timeline accordingly. Recognize that research often involves unexpected
complexities that may require additional time.

3. InstiInstitutitutional Deaonal Deadlindlineses: Always prioritize and be aware of the deadlines your institution and
thesis supervisor set. These are critical benchmarks that you must adhere to.

4. Stress ManaStress Managgememenentt: Remember, the ultimate goal is the successful completion of your
thesis, not rigid adherence to a predefined schedule. Prioritize your well-being and avoid
unnecessary stress from timelines that may not be feasible.

5. SeeSeekinking Fg Feedeedbabacck ank and Supd Supportport: Don’t hesitate to seek feedback from peers or mentors about
your adjusted timeline. Sometimes, an external perspective can offer valuable insights and
suggestions for efficient time management.

By treating the guide as a flexible resource and tailoring it to fit your specific research journey, you can
maintain a balanced and productive approach to your thesis project. Remember, the key is to find a
rhythm that works for you and allows you to conduct thorough and meaningful research.

Sevda Montakhaby
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UnUndderstanerstandinding Thg Thesis Wesis Worork: An Ink: An Introdtroducuctition to Aon to Acacaddemiemicc
RReseaesearcrch & Wh & Wriritintingg

In the next section of this week’s module, we will briefly go over what you may expect from a thesis
project and what some of the fundamentals

InIntrodtroducuctition to Aon to Acacaddemiemic Rc Reseaesearcrch anh and Wd Wriritintingg
Gain an understanding of the fundamentals of academic research and writing, setting the stage for your
thesis work.

What is Academic Research?: Explore the purpose and approach of academic research.
The Thesis Project: Get an overview of what a thesis entails and the various types involved.
The Research and Writing Process: Learn about the stages you’ll go through, from research to writing
to revision.
What Happens in a Thesis Project
Understanding the overall flow and common challenges of a thesis project will help you anticipate and
navigate the journey ahead.

Stages of a Thesis: Learn about each phase, from topic selection to defense.
Typical Challenges: Gain insight into common hurdles and how to overcome them.
The End Goal: Keep in mind the significance of your thesis in your academic and professional
development.
Conclusion
As you start this exciting chapter, remember that understanding your supervisor’s responsibilities and
adopting a proactive stance will set the foundation for a successful and rewarding thesis experience.
By taking the initiative, you ensure that your journey is not just guided but also enriched by your
own active engagement and dedication. Welcome to your first week, where your journey of inquiry,
discovery, and academic achievement begins!
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ThThe The Thesis Tesis Timimeelinlinee

When working on a thesis, it’s crucial to establish and adhere to specific timelines to ensure a smooth
and timely completion. Here are some important timelines to consider during the thesis process:

1. T1. Toopipic Sec Sellecectition anon and Pd Proroposal Suposal Submissibmission:on:

• Timeline: Typically, within the first few weeks to a month of your thesis initiation.

• Considerations: This period involves identifying a research topic, conducting preliminary
literature reviews, discussing with supervisors, and drafting a proposal outlining your
research question, methodology, and expected outcomes.

2. Li2. Literaterature Rture Reevivieew Cw Comompplleetition:on:

• Timeline: Usually within the first 2-3 months of the thesis process.

• Considerations: This phase involves extensive reading and analysis of existing research to
establish a theoretical foundation for your study and identify gaps your research will address.

3. R3. Reseaesearcrch Mh Meeththododoollogy Aogy Appproproval:val:

• Timeline: Immediately after the literature review is completed, often in conjunction with
proposal approval.

• Considerations: Finalize and receive approval for the research methods you’ll use to collect
and analyze data. This might also involve ethics approval if required.

4. Da4. Data Cta Coollllecectition:on:

• Timeline: Varied, depending on the nature of your research, but often a few months in the
middle of your thesis timeline.

• Considerations: Collect primary or secondary data as per your methodology.
The time required can vary significantly based on the complexity, scale, and
type of data.
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5. Da5. Data Analta Analysis:ysis:

• Timeline: Immediately following data collection, often takes several weeks to a few months.

• Considerations: Analyze the data using the chosen methods. This phase may overlap with
data collection in some iterative research designs.

66. W. Wriritinting thg the Fe Fiirst Draft:rst Draft:

• Timeline: This should start after initial data analysis, often around 6-8 months into the
thesis process.

• Considerations: Begin drafting your thesis chapters, interpreting findings, discussing
implications, and weaving together literature review, methodology, results, and discussion.

77. R. Reevisivision anon and Fd Feedeedbabacck:k:

• Timeline: After the first draft completion, at least 2-3 months before the final submission.

• Considerations: Revise your draft based on feedback from your supervisor and possibly
peers. This phase may involve several rounds of revisions to refine arguments, clarify
findings, and strengthen the overall narrative.

88. P. Prerepapararatition fon for Defor Defenseense::

• Timeline: A month or two before the final submission.

• Considerations: If required, prepare for the oral defence of your thesis. This involves
creating a presentation, anticipating questions, and rehearsing your defence. This is most
likely not a requirement for an undergraduate thesis. If you are completing an undergraduate
thesis, you may be required to create a research poster to present at your institution’s
graduate fair.

9. F9. Final Suinal Submissibmission:on:

• Timeline: As per the university’s deadline, usually at the end of your academic program.

• Considerations: Ensure your thesis meets all formatting and submission requirements set by
your university. Double-check all citations, references, and the overall structure.

1100. P. Post-Suost-Submissibmission Ron Reevisivisions (ons (if aif apppplilicacabbllee):):

– Timeline: Immediately after the thesis defence, as specified by the examination committee.
– Considerations: Make any required changes or improvements to your thesis manuscript as

suggested during the defence or by the examiners.
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GenGeneral Teral Tiips:ps:

• Start Early: Begin each phase earlier than you think you need to. Unexpected delays are
common in research.

• Regular Check-ins: Have frequent meetings with your supervisor to ensure you’re on track.

• Set Personal Deadlines: Establish personal deadlines that are earlier than the official ones to
buffer against unforeseen delays.

• Stay Flexible: Be prepared to adjust your timeline based on progress and feedback.

By considering these timelines and planning accordingly, you can navigate your thesis process more
effectively, ensuring a well-conducted study and a timely completion.

Sevda Montakhaby
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ThThe Me Mulultifatifaceceted Sited Signifignificancance of Thce of Thesis Pesis Prorojecjects - A Dualts - A Dual
PPerspecerspectitivvee

As a first-year Ph.D. student in Cognitive Psychology, I often find myself reflecting on my academic
journey thus far. The pivotal moments of completing thesis projects during both my undergraduate
and graduate studies have left an enduring mark on me. These weren’t just boxes to check off on my
academic to-do list; they were transformative experiences that shaped my understanding, skills, and
vision for the future.

As a first-year undergrad in general life sciences, I was steadfast in my decision to major in chemistry
by my second year, given that it was my favourite subject in high school. My long-term aspiration
was to complete a co-op program at a chemical or pharmaceutical company in the final years of my
undergrad, preferably a cosmetic company, and enter the workforce after graduation. However, my
required psychology courses piqued my interest more, and after becoming involved in several labs in
my undergrad, including a biology lab, a neuroscience lab, and a cognitive psychology lab, where I
ended up completing my undergrad thesis, master’s, and now doctoral studies. I found myself pursuing
a career in academia. I found my undergraduate and graduate thesis projects rewarding, and I loved
learning the technical skills required to become an independent researcher.

All that is to say, my thesis projects transformed my career aspirations and the trajectory of my life. I
advocate for all students to embark on this journey, not only for those eyeing a future in academia but
also for anyone aiming to enter the industry armed with a broad array of skills that are highly coveted by
employers. In this chapter, I aim to explore the comprehensive significance of thesis projects, drawing
not only from my journey but also considering the wider impact on students at varying academic
junctures.

CCulultitivavatinting Cg Curiuriosiosityty

As children, it is in our nature to be curious. To venture out into the world and discover a world of
our own. Guided by our parents and loved ones, we embark on a grand project of discovery, feeding
our imaginations with endless questions about the world and everything in it. However, with age,
this innate curiosity often diminishes, gradually overshadowed by societal expectations and other
obligations. However, the realm of research offers a unique opportunity to rekindle this dormant
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curiosity. It invites you to delve into any topic that sparks your interest, to learn, speculate, and uncover
new truths.

For me, my thesis was far more than a degree requirement; it was a journey that reignited a deep-
seated curiosity about the human mind. It was an opportunity to delve into the mysteries of cognitive
psychology, exploring complex questions and contributing to the broader conversation of
understanding.

In essence, academic research is more than just an assignment; it’s a venture back into the innate
curiosity we all had as children. It’s an opportunity to challenge yourself, to learn, to question, and
ultimately, to grow not just as a student but as a thinker and innovator. It’s a journey that prepares you
not only for the academic challenges of a thesis but for a lifetime of inquiry and discovery.

So, as you begin your thesis journey, I encourage you to embrace this opportunity. Dare to be
curious. Allow yourself to be drawn to the topics that fascinate you, to learn deeply about them, and
to discover new facets of the world and yourself. This is not just an academic endeavour; it’s a personal
quest, a chance to reconnect with the wonder that once defined your view of the world. Your thesis can
be more than a requirement; it can be a renewal, a rediscovery, and a remarkable journey of intellectual
and personal growth.

AAddvanvancincing Kng Knoowwllededgge & Exe & Expertisepertise: Breakin: Breaking thg the Me Moolld of Td of Traradidititional Leaonal Learninrningg

Academic research, particularly at the undergraduate level, offers a dynamic extension to traditional
classroom education. While lectures and textbooks lay the essential groundwork for understanding,
it’s the hands-on, experiential learning through research that truly animates these theoretical concepts.
Engaging in research projects means witnessing firsthand the practical application of knowledge,
elevating your comprehension and appreciation of the subject matter.

Incorporating research methodologies and the hypothesis-driven process into your academic
journey does more than build upon the foundation laid by your coursework. It cultivates independent
critical thinking skills and enhances both oral and written communication abilities. As you delve into
research, you develop the confidence to formulate and defend your conclusions based on evidence.
Over time, you’ll not only understand the rationale behind other researchers’ studies, including their
methodologies and outcomes, but you might also find yourself contemplating follow-up experiments.

For instance, it’s a universally shared experience: nearly all of us, at some point in our high school
or even middle school years, have been introduced to the scientific method. These fundamental steps
of research are often presented to us repeatedly, in various formats and fonts on our instructors’
slides. However, I firmly believe that one can never fully comprehend the depth and nuances of the
scientific method until they’ve navigated its complexities firsthand. Engaging in your undergraduate
thesis offers this exact opportunity. My undergraduate thesis was my first genuine venture into the
realm of independent research — a truthfully daunting yet thrilling endeavour. It was during this time
that I truly began to understand the art of hypothesis formulation and the rigorous, detailed nature
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of empirical research. This experience isn’t just about understanding the scientific method; it’s about
living it.

Leave it to researchers to research the benefits of doing research. A loaded sentence I know, but
empirical evidence supports the positive impact of undergraduate research on classroom learning.
For instance, students who pursued research within their academic department reported significant
enhancements in their independence, motivation, and engagement (Lopatto, 2007). They also noted
a heightened capacity for independent thought and generating original ideas. Furthermore, some
academic departments mandate an independent research project or senior thesis. This represents an
original and self-reliant research endeavour aiming to synthesize the knowledge acquired within your
major into a formal academic article.

ThThesis Pesis Prorojecject: Yt: Your Goour Golldden Ten Tiicckkeet to Mt to Menentorshitorship Pp Paar Exr Excecellllenencece

Engaging with professors is one of the most significant benefits of undertaking a research project.
These individuals, who have navigated the very paths we tread, offer an invaluable resource, a well of
wisdom from which we can draw. Through research, you’re granted the golden opportunity to form
one-on-one bonds with these mentors, relationships that can shape your academic journey and beyond.

These seasoned academics become much more than just instructors; they are guides, advisors, and
sometimes even lifelong contacts. They impart not only domain-specific knowledge but also the
subtler, yet crucial, principles of research ethics, tenacity, and intellectual rigor. They teach you how
to question, how to think critically, and how to persist when the research becomes challenging. Their
guidance is not just about helping you navigate your current project; it’s about instilling a mindset, a
way of thinking and approaching problems that will serve you well throughout your career.

Moreover, these mentorship relationships often go beyond the academic realm. Professors can
provide insights into the world of academia and beyond, offering advice on career paths, networking,
and life after university. They can open doors, recommend you for opportunities, introduce you to
colleagues, and endorse your capabilities. Their support can be a pivotal factor in your academic and
professional development.

But remember, mentorship is a reciprocal relationship. It’s not just about what you can learn from
them, but also about what your fresh perspective and enthusiasm bring to the table. Your work can
contribute new ideas and energy to their research, creating a dynamic partnership where both mentor
and mentee benefit and grow. This symbiotic relationship forms the bedrock of undergraduate and
graduate research, creating a vibrant academic community fueled by shared curiosity and the pursuit of
knowledge. Engaging deeply with your professors and mentors is not just an opportunity; it’s a privilege
that can transform your academic experience, opening up new horizons and laying the foundations for
a future rich with potential.
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HaHarnrnessinessing Mg Menentorshitorshipp: Th: The Pe Poowwer of Per of Personalized Rersonalized Recommecommenendadatitionsons

Professors and mentors, especially those who have collaborated closely with you during your
research, are arguably the best sources for personalized and detailed recommendations. Their close
working relationship with you means they have witnessed your academic journey first-hand. They can
vouch for your specific contributions, accomplishments, and personal growth with an authenticity and
depth that others simply cannot match.

These tailored recommendations hold significant weight. When a professor speaks to your unique
qualities, dedication, and the specific ways you’ve contributed to a research project, it paints a vivid,
compelling picture of your capabilities and potential. It’s one thing for a reference letter to say you’re
diligent and intelligent; it’s another entirely for it to detail how you problem-solved under pressure,
innovated research methods, or contributed original ideas that significantly impacted the project’s
outcome.

Furthermore, these mentors can reflect on your journey, highlighting not just where you excelled but
also where you faced challenges and grew as a result. This narrative of growth is incredibly powerful,
illustrating your resilience, adaptability, and commitment to continuous learning. Such insights make
your reference letters not just summaries of your past achievements but also endorsements of your
future potential.

In essence, the recommendations from professors and mentors who have worked closely with you
are more than just letters; they are testaments to your character, intellect, and potential. They provide
a nuanced, comprehensive view of your capabilities and experiences, making your applications for
further study, scholarships, or jobs markedly more compelling and distinctive. These are the
endorsements that can set you apart in a sea of candidates, opening doors to new opportunities and
paving the way for continued success.

ThThe Social Ne Social Neetwtworork: Makink: Making Cg Connonnecectitionsons

Extending from the individual mentorship provided by professors, research inherently fosters a
culture of collaboration. As a researcher, you’re not just working in isolation; you’re becoming part of
a vibrant, interconnected lab community. You will forge connections with fellow students, graduate
students, and experts in your field, each relationship offering its unique value and perspective.

Participating in research provides a platform for active engagement with a broader academic
community. You’ll have the opportunity to attend lab meetings, departmental research symposiums,
conferences, and workshops, where you can present your findings and engage in dialogue with like-
minded individuals from diverse universities and disciplines. These events are not just about
showcasing your work; they’re about immersion in a communal pool of knowledge, ideas, and
inspiration. The conversations you have and the contacts you make can spark new ideas, lead to
collaborative projects, or even reshape the direction of your research.

For example, in 2022, I was privileged to attend a conference in Halifax, where I presented my
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research. This conference wasn’t just an academic forum; it was a vibrant meeting ground that allowed
me to connect with fellow researchers from various institutions across Canada, many of whom were
delving into the same areas of interest as me. It was an invigorating experience, made even more
remarkable by Halifax’s stunning scenery and the memorable bonding moments shared with my peers.
These interactions not only broadened my academic network but also enriched my understanding and
enthusiasm for my field, making it an unforgettable part of my research journey.

Moreover, the well-established networks of your professor can unlock doors to opportunities that
might otherwise remain closed. Take, for example, my supervisor’s enduring collaboration with
researchers in Spain. This partnership has fostered an exchange program, allowing students from his
colleagues’ lab to visit ours in Canada, and conversely, offering us the chance to study abroad in Spain.
This isn’t just about swapping locations; it’s a reciprocal cultural and academic exchange. Recently,
a colleague from our lab seized this opportunity, spending several months in Spain conducting his
research. During this time, he didn’t just advance academically; he also deeply immersed himself in a
new culture, an experience that enriched his personal and professional growth in unparalleled ways.

In essence, the collaborative nature of research doesn’t just enrich your current project; it opens
doors to a world of possibilities. Each connection is a seed that, with nurturing, can grow into
opportunities for internships, job offers, and future research collaborations. They represent the
beginnings of your professional network, a web of contacts that can provide support, advice, and
opportunities throughout your career. Engaging actively and positively with this community, you’re
not just building a network; you’re joining a dynamic, global community of scholars and professionals.

FFrom Crom Curiuriosiosity to Cty to Caareer: Threer: Thesis Studiesis Studies as thes as the Gae Gatetewaway to Gray to Gradduauate Scte Schhooooll

Participating in thesis research is not just an academic exercise; it’s a strategic move in career
planning and a prelude to potential graduate studies. This was certainly the case for me. From
undergraduate studies to a master’s, and now to doctoral studies, and hopefully soon to a faculty
position and my own lab! As you immerse yourself in research within a field that captures your
imagination, you might find your academic and career path becoming clearer. This initial foray into
research can ignite a passion so profound that it reshapes your academic focus, leading you to major or
minor in that area. It’s a process of self-discovery, where the subject you research might just become the
subject you dedicate your life to.

Furthermore, for those considering graduate studies, thesis work serves as an invaluable stepping
stone. It’s a taste of what graduate studies has in store for you. Engaging in research early in your
academic journey provides you with a robust foundation in research methodologies, literature reviews,
and scholarly writing. These skills are not just prerequisites for graduate studies; they are the tools that
will enable you to excel.

Graduate programs often regard research experience as a testament to a candidate’s potential. By
starting your research journey early, you’re not just building a portfolio; you’re enhancing your
proficiency and shaping yourself into a promising candidate for advanced studies. Your early and
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sustained engagement in research sets you apart, showcasing your commitment and evolving expertise,
thereby boosting your prospects of thriving as a researcher in the future.

However, it’s crucial to approach the decision to pursue graduate studies with deliberate
consideration. Unfortunately, some undergraduates, unsure of their post-graduation path, view
graduate school as the default next step, a perspective that can lead to misaligned expectations and
dissatisfaction (Madan & Teitge, 2013). This is where the true value of early research experience comes
to light. By engaging in research during your undergraduate years, you gain firsthand insight into
the world of academic inquiry. This experience provides a clearer picture of what graduate studies
entail, helping you make an informed decision about whether this path aligns with your personal and
professional goals.

In essence, undergraduate research is more than just an academic endeavour; it’s a formative
experience that can significantly influence your career trajectory. It helps you discover your passions,
prepares you for the rigours of graduate studies, and ensures that any decision to pursue further
education is well-informed and aligned with your long-term aspirations. It’s an opportunity to explore,
to grow, and to set the stage for a future rich with academic and professional achievements.

ThThe Re Reseaesearcrch Rh Résumésuméé: C: Craftinrafting a Cg a Caareer from Creer from Curiuriosiosityty

Speaking of career planning. Thesis research can significantly enhance your resume, adding a
distinctive flair that sets you apart. Prospective employers and graduate programs highly value
candidates with research experience. This experience doesn’t just signify that you’ve spent time in a lab
or poring over data; it indicates a range of competencies and qualities that are highly sought after in the
professional world.

When employers and academic selection committees see research experience on your CV, they see
a candidate who has engaged deeply with complex problems and who possesses the persistence and
creativity to overcome them. They see someone who has been exposed to critical thinking, analytical
skills, and meticulous attention to detail. They recognize an individual who understands the value of
evidence-based decision-making, a crucial skill in virtually any field.

Moreover, research experience implies that you’re a self-starter, someone who’s motivated and
capable of independent work. It suggests that you’re not just a passive learner but an active seeker of
knowledge, ready to take on the challenges that lie ahead. Your research background tells a story of
a person who’s prepared to ask questions, seek answers, and contribute meaningfully to their field. It
positions you as a candidate who’s ready to hit the ground running, bringing a rich set of skills and
experiences to any role or academic program.

In short, your participation in research is more than just a line on your resume; it’s a testament
to your capacity to tackle complex challenges, learn and grow from your experiences, and contribute
effectively in your chosen field. It’s a powerful endorsement of your potential as both a professional
and a scholar, setting the stage for a career rich with opportunities and achievements. We will elaborate
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further on some of the transferrable skills you may learn from conducting thesis research in the
following chapter.

A LaA Laununcchhpapad ind into Scto Schhoolalarshirshipp: R: Recognizinecognizing ang and Fd Fosterinostering talg talenentt

Embarking on a research journey can be more than just an intellectually rewarding experience;
it often comes with financial incentives that can significantly support your academic endeavours.
Many research opportunities are accompanied by scholarships, stipends, or even paid positions. These
financial acknowledgments do more than just ease the monetary burden; they serve as a testament to
your dedication and hard work. Receiving a scholarship or stipend is a recognition of your potential
and commitment to contributing valuable insights to your field. It’s a nod from the academic
community, affirming that your research is not only worthwhile but also deserving of support. Such
financial backing enables you to focus more intently on your research, free from the distractions of
financial concerns. This support can be instrumental in allowing you to delve deeper into your work,
access better resources, and possibly travel for conferences or fieldwork, enriching your academic
journey. In essence, these financial incentives are not just about the monetary benefit; they’re about
recognizing and fostering talent, supporting scholarly pursuits, and encouraging a deeper engagement
with research.

ChaChararaccter Cter Crucirucibbllee

One aspect of research that seasoned veterans understand intimately, yet often eludes newcomers,
is the sheer number of challenges. Experiments might not go as planned, data can be confusing, and
setbacks might test your endurance. It’s easy to view these obstacles as purely negative, but in reality,
they’re invaluable opportunities for growth. Each hurdle you encounter and overcome in the lab or
while poring over data is quietly shaping you into a more resilient, adaptable, and growth-oriented
individual.

This process of facing and overcoming challenges is not just about getting through your thesis
project; it’s a form of intense personal development. As you navigate these trials, you’re not only
advancing your academic understanding but also cultivating a set of skills and attitudes that are
incredibly valuable in any context. Resilience, the ability to bounce back from setbacks, is crucial in
all areas of life, from personal relationships to professional endeavours. Adaptability, the capacity to
adjust your approach when faced with new information or unexpected situations, is a trait highly
prized in today’s ever-changing world. And a growth-oriented mindset, which encourages you to see
challenges as opportunities to learn and develop, can transform the way you approach not just research,
but any task or project you undertake.

So, as you embark on or continue your research journey, remember that the trials and tribulations
you encounter are more than just obstacles to overcome. They are the crucibles in which your character
is formed and strengthened. They are opportunities to develop a suite of skills and attitudes that
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will serve you well long after you’ve left the lab or library. These attributes, integral to personal and
professional success, extend far beyond the confines of research, enriching your life and work in
countless ways.

YYour Thour Thesis Pesis Prorojecject: A Rit: A Rite of Pte of Passaassaggee

Reflecting on these experiences, it’s clear that thesis projects are far more than mere academic
hurdles. They are rites of passage in the truest sense — transformative experiences that mold not just
scholars but thinkers, innovators, and lifelong learners. They are where curiosity meets rigour, where
challenges become opportunities for growth, and where young scholars take their first steps into the
vast, uncharted territories of their future academic and professional careers. In the next chapter, we will
discuss some of the complex skills you can expect to hone when completing a thesis project.
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ThThe Re Reseaesearcrch Rh Résumésuméé: Unl: Unlocockinking Emg Emppllooyayabilibility Sty Skills fkills for Successor Success

Embarking on the thesis journey is akin to setting out on an uncharted path that promises both
challenges and triumphs. As I reflect on my own academic journey, I realize that the thesis project was
not just a milestone but a transformative expedition that honed a symphony of skills within me. These
skills have proven invaluable, not only in the realm of academia but also as I navigated the diverse
landscapes of the professional world.

This section isn’t just a list of skills; it’s a narrative of growth and empowerment. Each skill represents
a chapter in my personal story, a story marked by persistence, discovery, and development. As you read
through, I invite you to see more than the skills themselves; look for the journey behind them, the
late nights, the moments of doubt overcome by breakthroughs, and the tireless pursuit of knowledge.
These are the true treasures of the thesis journey, and they’re as personal as they are universal. So,
let’s embark on this reflective exploration together, uncovering the multifaceted skills that the thesis
journey cultivates and cherishes.

CCrirititical Thinkincal Thinking ang and Pd Prorobbllemem-So-Sollvinvingg

Through thesis research, you learn to navigate complex problems, analyze data, and draw logical
conclusions. This process sharpens your ability to identify key issues, consider various solutions, and
make informed decisions. In the professional world, these skills are crucial for tackling workplace
challenges, developing innovative solutions, and driving successful outcomes.

PProrojecject Manat Managgememenentt

Completing a thesis involves setting goals, planning timelines, managing resources, and coordinating
various tasks. This experience is a practical exercise in project management, teaching you how to
break down large projects into manageable parts, set and meet deadlines, and coordinate different
components to achieve a specific goal. These skills are directly transferable to any job that requires
project planning and execution.

RReseaesearcrch anh and Anald Analytiytical Scal Skillskills

Conducting thesis research hones your ability to gather, evaluate, and synthesize information from
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various sources. You learn to discern the quality of sources, analyze data, and derive insights. These
skills are invaluable in a world where decision-making increasingly relies on understanding and
interpreting complex information.

CCommommuniunicacatition Son Skillskills

Writing a thesis enhances your ability to communicate complex ideas clearly and effectively, both
in writing and verbally. You learn to craft well-structured arguments, present data coherently, and
articulate your findings persuasively. These communication skills are essential in virtually every
profession, particularly those involving reporting, presenting, or teaching.

My supervisor once shared a story that perfectly captures the universal applicability of
communication skills, a tale that has stayed with me as a testament to the transferable nature of skills
honed during thesis work. This story centers around a former graduate student from my professor’s lab,
who, upon completing their master’s, ventured forth from the world of academia into the advertising
industry. This individual, having decided that academia wasn’t their calling, found themselves in an
environment vastly different from the research lab. Yet, it wasn’t long before they made a remarkable
impression on their colleagues. Known for their exceptional ability to lead client presentations, they
quickly became the go-to person for this critical task. What set them apart wasn’t just their confidence
or charisma; it was their innate ability to break down complex ideas and projects into easily digestible,
compelling narratives.

Their proficiency in presenting ideas, a skill finely tuned through numerous academic conferences
and scholarly discussions, now shone in a new arena. The scientific communication skills once applied
to explaining intricate research to fellow scholars, now proved invaluable in an industry seemingly
unrelated to their degree. Their team, recognizing the unique clarity and precision they brought to the
table, deeply valued their contribution. This anecdote underscores a profound truth about the skills we
cultivate through thesis work: they extend far beyond the confines of our specific academic disciplines.
In the vast, interconnected world of work, the ability to communicate complex ideas with clarity and
impact is a skill that transcends boundaries, a skill that can redefine your path and open doors you never
anticipated. As I reflect on this story, I’m reminded of the power of effective communication and the
myriad ways it can manifest and enrich one’s professional journey.

FFormal Wormal Wriritinting Sg Skillskills

Completing a thesis project is akin to embarking on an intensive masterclass in formal writing. This
skill is an essential element of the thesis journey and is honed through the process of drafting, revising,
and finalizing your academic manuscript. Here’s a detailed look at how thesis writing enhances your
formal writing skills:

• StrucStructured Thtured Thoughought Pt Process:rocess: Thesis writing demands a highly structured approach to
presenting information. You learn to construct a logical flow, transitioning smoothly from
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one point to the next. This structure is vital in any formal writing, whether you’re drafting a
report, a proposal, or any document requiring a coherent presentation of ideas.

• ClaClaririty anty and Pd Precisirecision:on: One of the hallmarks of effective formal writing is the ability to
convey complex ideas clearly and precisely. Through thesis writing, you develop the knack
for distilling intricate concepts into understandable language. This skill ensures that your
audience, regardless of their expertise level, can follow your arguments and conclusions.

• Mastery of LanMastery of Languaguagge ane and Td Tononee:: Formal writing has a distinct tone and style, characterized by
a professional and objective voice. As you write and revise your thesis, you become adept at
choosing the right words and phrases to maintain this formal tone. You learn to avoid
colloquialisms, embrace the passive voice where appropriate, and use technical terms
correctly and confidently.

• AAddvanvanced Grammaced Grammar anr and Synd Syntax:tax: A thesis project pushes you to elevate your grammar and
syntax to a high academic standard. You become more proficient at constructing complex
sentences, using a variety of sentence structures, and employing advanced grammatical
constructs. This proficiency is crucial in any professional setting where writing is a key form
of communication.

• RRefeferenerencincing ang and Cd Ciitatatitions:ons: Proper referencing is a critical aspect of formal writing, and
thesis projects require meticulous citation of sources. Through this process, you learn
various citation styles (e.g., APA, MLA, Chicago) and understand the importance of giving
credit where it’s due. This skill is essential not just in academia but in any professional
environment where you’re building upon or referring to others’ work.

• RReevisivision anon and Edid Editinting:g: Perhaps one of the most valuable skills gained from thesis writing is
the ability to revise and edit your work critically. You learn to view your writing with a
discerning eye, identifying areas for improvement, correcting errors, and refining your
language. This continuous process of revision is what transforms a good document into an
excellent one.

• AAttenttentition to Deon to Detail:tail: Finally, formal writing requires acute attention to
detail. From ensuring consistency in terminology to checking that all
references are correctly cited, the thesis writing process cultivates a
meticulousness that is invaluable. This attention to detail is crucial in any
formal document, where even small errors can undermine the credibility of
your work.

In completing your thesis, you’re not just contributing to your field of study; you’re also significantly
enhancing your formal writing skills. These skills will serve you well beyond your academic career,
as clear, structured, and precise communication is highly prized in virtually all professions. Whether
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you’re crafting a business proposal, drafting a legal document, or writing a technical report, the formal
writing skills honed during your thesis project will be one of your most valuable assets.

Adaptability and ResilienceAdaptability and Resilience

We briefly touched on this point in the previous chapter, but it’s important to understand that
research rarely goes as planned. Experiments fail, hypotheses are disproven, and data can be confusing.
Navigating these challenges requires adaptability and resilience. You learn to adjust your approach,
find alternative solutions, and persevere through setbacks. These skills are precious in any work
environment, as they equip you to handle change, overcome obstacles, and persist in the face of
adversity.

My research journey is the best testament to this skill. When completing my undergraduate thesis, I
failed to replicate a well-known effect previously found in the lab. It was disappointing, to say the least,
it set me back. However, three years later I have a manuscript on the cusp of publication, and working
on a second based on interesting exploratory work to figure out why I was not able to replicate the
effect. The point is, that things rarely turn out as you’d hoped for, and when they do, it’s exhilarating,
but research will humble you. However, you never know where your project takes you, the trajectory
that it takes may not be the one you had hoped for, but it might be better than you ever imagined,

There is no better testament to the indispensable skills of adaptability and resilience than my
undergraduate thesis, where I found myself grappling with an unexpected challenge. I was attempting
to replicate a well-known effect that had been previously demonstrated and published by our lab.
Despite my meticulous efforts, I failed, multiple times… The disappointment was palpable, casting a
shadow of doubt over my research capabilities and setting my progress back considerably.

Fast forward three years, one master’s degree later, and the scenario is dramatically different. I’m on
the brink of publishing a manuscript, a culmination of relentless pursuit and intellectual rigour, born
from the very ashes of my initial setback. Moreover, I’m engrossed in a second project, an intriguing
exploratory venture to unravel the mysteries behind my initial inability to replicate the effect. This
journey underscored a profound truth about research — it’s an unpredictable voyage, one that can
humble the most confident among us. There are moments of sheer exhilaration when everything aligns
perfectly, and then there are times when nothing seems to go as planned. But here’s the hard truth: you
never truly know where your project might lead. The trajectory it takes might diverge wildly from your
initial blueprint, leading you down paths you never anticipated, maybe richer and more rewarding than
you ever imagined.

This story isn’t just mine; it’s shared by countless researchers who have navigated the turbulent
waters of academic inquiry. It’s a story of hope, perseverance, and the unexpected twists and turns that
often lead us to our most significant discoveries and personal growth. So, as you start your journey,
remember that adaptability and resilience are your most trusted companions, guiding you through the
twists and turns, and occasionally, leading you to shores more splendid than you ever envisioned.
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TTecechnihnical Pcal Profiroficicienenccyy

Depending on your field of study, completing a thesis may involve learning and using various
technical tools, from statistical analysis software to laboratory equipment. These technical skills are
not only specific to your field but also demonstrate your ability to learn and master new technologies, a
highly valued trait in today’s rapidly evolving job market.

AAttenttentition to Deon to Detailtail

A successful thesis requires meticulous attention to detail, from ensuring data accuracy to adhering
to formatting guidelines. This painstaking focus translates into a keen eye for detail in the professional
world, where such precision can be the difference between success and failure in many tasks and
projects.

SeSelflf--MMootitivavatition anon and Td Timime Manae Managgememenentt

Completing a thesis is a long and often solitary journey that requires self-discipline and effective
time management. Sure you will have your supervisor to advise and guide you, but they are far too
busy to micromanage you. You learn to set your schedule, prioritize tasks, and stay motivated without
constant supervision. These self-management skills are critical in any job, especially in roles requiring
independent work and initiative.

CCoollallaboraboratition anon and Td Teameamwwororkk

While a thesis is an independent project, it often involves collaborating with advisors, peers, and
other researchers. This experience teaches you to work effectively as part of a team, incorporating
feedback, providing constructive feedback, sharing responsibilities, and contributing to a collective
goal. Teamwork is a fundamental aspect of most professional environments, where collaborative
projects and cross-functional teams are the norms.

EthiEthical Judcal Judgmgmenent ant and Ind Integritegrityty

Conducting research ethically is paramount in thesis work. This involves understanding and
adhering to ethical guidelines, accurately reporting data, and giving proper credit to sources.
Developing a strong sense of ethical judgment and integrity is crucial, as employers highly value these
traits in their employees.

SSkill Symkill Sympphhononyy

As you select your thesis topic, think of it as an investment in your future. The topic you choose
now can define the trajectory of your academic and professional journey. The process of completing a
thesis is a comprehensive skill-building exercise. Each skill you develop during this journey
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is a tool in your employability arsenal, making you a more competent, versatile,
and attractive candidate in the job market. By aligning your thesis with your future
aspirations, you’re not just completing an academic requirement; you’re setting the
stage for future success and fulfillment. Remember, the broader impacts of your
thesis extend well beyond the confines of your current academic environment and
can have lasting effects on your career and beyond.
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Part I

WWeeeek 1 - Jumk 1 - Jumpstapstartinrting Yg Yourour
ThThesis Pesis Prorojecjectt

Welcome to Week 1 of your thesis research module. This initial phase is crucial in setting the stage for
a successful thesis journey. As you embark on this path, it’s essential to recognize the multifaceted role
of your supervisor and how understanding their responsibilities can help you foster a more productive
and harmonious working relationship.

Your relationship with your thesis supervisor is pivotal. They are your most valuable resource. They
are the expert in the field of research you are interested in, therefore, learning how to navigate this
partnership will be essential to not just your success but learning as well. This week, you’ll learn the
art of proactive communication, understand the breadth of your supervisor’s commitments, and get
working on completing organizational tasks to jumpstart your thesis journey. This week, you’ll learn
how to effectively communicate and build a productive relationship with your supervisor, and establish
clear expectations. You will also learn the value of realistic goal setting and the importance of creating
a thesis timeline. These initial steps will set the tone for how you progress through your thesis journey.
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1

SETTINGSETTING REALISTICREALISTIC GOGOALSALS ANDAND TIMELINESTIMELINES

Every thesis journey begins with a vision — an aspiration to contribute something meaningful to your
field of study. However, the bridge between aspiration and achievement is built with the bricks of
realistic goals and well-planned timelines. This chapter delves into the significance of setting achievable
objectives and mapping out a practical schedule for your thesis project, ensuring a path that leads to
success without unnecessary stress.

ThThe Ae Art of Rrt of Realistiealistic Goal Sec Goal Settinttingg

KnKnoow Yw Your Limiour Limits:ts: Before setting goals, assess your skills, resources, and constraints. Recognize your
strengths and acknowledge areas where you might need more time or help. This self-awareness forms
the foundation of realistic goal-setting. While ambition drives progress, overambition can lead to
burnout and disappointment. Learn to balance the desire for a significant contribution with what’s
practically achievable within your constraints.

SSMARMART Goals:T Goals: Adopt the SMART criteria — Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-
bound. A goal well set is a goal half achieved. For a thesis, this might mean defining clear milestones,
such as completing the literature review by a certain date or drafting a particular chapter within
a specified period. For this week’s module, a SMART goals worksheet has been created and made
available under exercises if you are interested in adopting this technique.

FlFleexixibilibility wity within Fthin Framrameewworork:k: While your goals should be specific, maintain flexibility. Research is
unpredictable, and you might need to adjust your objectives as you progress. View any deviations from
your timeline as learning opportunities. Reflect on what caused the delay and adjust your approach
accordingly. Life rarely goes according to plan. It’s our resilience and perspective that define our
journey. My advice centers on maintaining an unwavering focus on the ultimate goal, or in simpler
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terms, keeping your eyes on the prize. Adopt a long-term vision and resist getting derailed by temporary
setbacks. Today’s hurdles might seem insurmountable, but a time will come, I assure you, when you’ll
reflect on these moments with a chuckle, realizing the concerns that once loomed large were, in fact,
stepping stones you’ve since crossed.

Don’t believe me? Then consider this anecdote: during my high school years, a friend’s sister, then
a university student, visited our school. She overheard us complaining about the rigorous demands of
high school, our feelings of being overwhelmed, and the seemingly insurmountable tasks before us. I
vividly recall her turning to us, a wistful expression in her eyes, and remarking, “I wish I were back in
your shoes. This is as easy as it gets, so enjoy it while it lasts.” At the time, we were, understandably,
a touch irked. It felt as though our struggles were being dismissed. Yet, with the wisdom of hindsight,
I can confirm, without a shadow of a doubt that she was right. High school, through the lens of the
present, was indeed a simpler era. It didn’t feel so then, but compared to the complexities of now, it
certainly was.

So, as you embark on your own path, laden with its unique challenges and triumphs, remember that
the magnitude of today’s difficulties will diminish over time. So as you venture through the obstacles
of your thesis journey, continually remind yourself of the moment when you will finally click ‘submit’
on your manuscript, a moment filled with a profound sense of relief and triumph. Envision yourself at
your graduation, surrounded by friends and family, collectively reflecting on the trials and late-night
study sessions that were integral to earning your degree. This forward-looking mindset isn’t just about
anticipation; it’s about fueling your journey with the promise of achievement that awaits. After all, the
journey is as much about growth and perspective as it is about reaching the destination.

CCraftinrafting a Pg a Praracctitical Tcal Timimeelinlinee

• UnUndderstanerstandinding thg the The Thesis Lifesis Lifececyyccllee:: Familiarize yourself with the stages of thesis
development — from topic selection to final defence. Each stage has its own set of tasks and
challenges, which should be reflected in your timeline.

• BaBacckkwaward Planninrd Planning:g: I would suggest that you start from your final deadline and work
backward. Allocate time for each stage of your thesis, including buffer periods for exam
seasons or unexpected delays. Remember to include time for revisions and feedback.

• RRegulaegular Rr Reevivieews & Aws & Addjustmjustmenents:ts: Set regular intervals to review your progress and adjust
your timeline as needed. This helps you stay on track and makes the process less
overwhelming. Moreover, regularly consult with your supervisor and peers to ensure your
goals and timeline are realistic. They can provide valuable insights from their experience.

ThThe Pe Psysycchhoollogiogical Imcal Impapacct of Goal Set of Goal Settintting ang and Td Timimeelinlineses

• MMootitivavatition anon and Md Momomenentum:tum: Achievable goals and clear timelines provide a roadmap that
keeps you motivated. Each small victory builds momentum, pushing you closer to your
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ultimate objective.

• Stress anStress and Anxid Anxieety Manaty Managgememenent:t: Unrealistic goals and disorganized timelines are recipes for
stress. Conversely, knowing exactly what you need to do and when you can do it mitigates
anxiety and fosters a healthier research environment.

• ThThe Sae Satisfatisfacctition of Pon of Progress:rogress: There’s immense satisfaction in ticking off tasks within the
expected time frame. This not only boosts your morale but also reinforces your confidence in
managing complex projects.

The main takeaway here is that setting realistic goals and a well-considered timeline isn’t just about
ensuring the timely completion of your thesis; it’s about creating a journey that’s intellectually fulfilling
and personally sustainable. By respecting your capacities, understanding the nature of research, and
planning with foresight, you pave a path that’s conducive to success and personal well-being. As
you embark on this significant academic endeavour, remember that the quality of your journey is as
important as the destination. Your thesis isn’t just a product; it’s a testament to your growth as a scholar
and a professional.

CCreareatinting an Eng an Envivironmronmenent ft for Goal Seor Goal Setters antters and Ad Acchihieevversers

In this next little section, I will introduce you to a practice passed down to me by one of my research
supervisors that I found to be extremely helpful in fostering a productive working environment ideal
for achieving my research goals.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=139#h5p-2
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2

NNAAVIGAVIGATINGTING THETHE SUPERSUPERVISORVISOR RELARELATIOTIONSHIPNSHIP

NNaavivigagatinting thg the Busy We Busy Wororlld of Yd of Your Supervisorour Supervisor
Your supervisor is a key figure in your academic journey, but they are also juggling a multitude of tasks
and responsibilities. Here’s what you need to understand:

• Multi-TMulti-Tasasking Wking Wizizaarrdsds:: Recognize that your supervisor is handling teaching, departmental
duties, multiple research projects, other supervisory roles, grant applications, and more,
alongside supervising you.

• LimitLimited Ted Timimee:: Understand that their time is precious, and they have personal commitments
too.

• VValaluue oe of If Initiativenitiative:: Learn why taking the initiative in your relationship can lead to a more
fruitful academic experience. This approach isn’t just a chance to refine your time
management capabilities; it also provides practical experience in leading and directing a
project. Such skills are immensely valuable and sought after in both the professional world
and academic circles. Moreover, a well-organized and enthusiastic student leaves a lasting
impression on supervisors, something they’re likely to recall when the time comes to write a
reference letter for you.

• AAccknknoowwllededgge ine indidivividdualiuality in supervisory styty in supervisory styllee:: When embarking on your thesis journey,
it’s crucial to recognize and adapt to the individual supervisory style of your mentor.
Supervisors are as diverse in their approaches as they are in their academic interests.
Understanding and acknowledging this individuality can significantly enhance your working
relationship and overall thesis experience.
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◦ VVaariety in Styriety in Stylleess:: Supervisors might range from being highly structured, expecting
regular and formal updates, to more laissez-faire, where they provide freedom for
you to explore and only step in when needed.
CCoommmmuunicnicatioation Pn Prrefefererenencceess:: Some may prefer face-to-face meetings, while others
might lean towards emails or virtual check-ins.
FFeedbaeedbacck Apk Appprroaoacch:h: The frequency, detail, and mode of feedback can vary
significantly. Some supervisors provide detailed notes, others offer broad
directional guidance.

◦ Pay attention to how your supervisor operates. How do they communicate? What
are their expectations for meetings and updates? What kind of feedback do they
provide? If you’re unsure about their style or expectations, ask. Early clarification
can prevent misunderstandings and align your working styles. Be prepared to adapt
your working and communication style to suit theirs. This flexibility can lead to a
more productive and less stressful experience. While adapting to their style, also
communicate your own needs and preferences. If you require more structured
guidance, express this early in your relationship. Regardless of style differences,
mutual respect is foundational. Recognize their expertise and experience, and
appreciate the guidance they provide. Take charge of your learning and progress. Be
proactive in seeking advice, feedback, and support.

◦ Lastly, it is important to acknowledge that every supervisor is unique, and there’s
no one-size-fits-all approach to working with them. By acknowledging and adapting
to their supervisory style, you can foster a more effective and enjoyable working
relationship. Remember, communication is key. Openly discussing expectations,
preferences, and boundaries will help ensure that both you and your supervisor
have a rewarding and productive thesis experience.

PProaroacctitivve Ce Commommuniunicacatition & Planninon & Planningg
Taking charge of your communication and planning is vital in maximizing your learning and
productivity.

• IInitiatnitiate Ce Coontntaactct:: Don’t wait for your supervisor to reach out. Be the one to schedule meetings
and provide updates. It’s important to agree upon a regular meeting time (weekly or
biweekly), in-person, virtually, or perhaps a mix of both. It is also important to establish a
preferred form of communication, which will likely take place via email, or you may opt to
use other communication platforms such as Microsoft Teams, Slack, and more.

• RReegulagular Ur Updatpdateess:: Keep them informed of your progress, challenges, and next steps.
Communication is key. Inquire about their preferred schedule for routine check-ins. While
these might typically take place at the start of regular meetings, your supervisor reserves the
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right to opt for separate updates, possibly in a written format. Note that these updates might
not be a direct request from your supervisor but a departmental requirement. If that’s the
case, expect the department to inform you of these expectations. However, if there’s any
uncertainty, don’t hesitate to contact the departmental authority responsible for thesis
projects to clarify any requirements and deadlines. It’s important not to assume your
supervisor knows these details or to expect them to investigate. They generally anticipate
that you will stay informed about these issues, as they can change every year. Furthermore, if
you anticipate busier periods, like exam weeks, communicate this upfront. It’s okay to
inform them that your focus may temporarily shift, and you might request to postpone a
regular meeting but assure them of your return to thesis work thereafter. Far from being a
negative, this demonstrates your ability to manage and prioritize effectively.

• Meeting PMeeting Prreepaparratioation:n: Make the most of your meetings by being prepared with questions,
progress reports, and suggestions for moving forward. I would even recommend sending a
reminder to your supervisor the day before your regularly scheduled meeting with a brief
agenda of the main topics of discussion during the meeting (e.g., discussing an assigned
reading, or reviewing the results of the recent analyses). Here’s a little insider secret: your
supervisor is probably getting ready for your meeting, the night before or the day of. If you
made an audible gasp, I wouldn’t blame you, I did the first time I found out, but as an expert,
it takes them very little time to read a paper or prepare a polished presentation. When I was
an undergrad, it took me anywhere from 3 to 5 hours to read a single research paper
thoroughly enough to discuss it confidently. However, my supervisor would often just briefly
look at the paper in a 30-minute slot they found between meetings, yet lead the discussion as
if they were an author. Now, as a Ph.D. student with more reading experience and expertise,
I can typically understand papers in 30 to 90 minutes, depending on complexity and length.
It’s worth noting that giving your supervisor a reminder and update about the meeting
agenda will probably be helpful for them to prepare their part in this partnership.

EstaEstabblishinlishing a Pg a Prodroducuctitivve We Wororkinking Fg Framrameewwororkk
A structured approach is essential to navigate your thesis journey effectively. Part of that structure
may stem from this guide, and working through the weekly tasks and goals. However, there may be
other tasks and expectations for you to meet outside of the ones laid out in our weekly modules. It’s
important to use this as a self-guide to complement requirements set out by your supervisor and the
department. Thesis work is graded work, therefore it’s important to be aware of what the expectations
are for you to ensure that the grade you receive from your supervisor reflects a fair assessment of your
work.

• Setting ESetting Exxpectpectatioationsns:: Discuss and agree upon expectations with your supervisor. It is
important to communicate expectations early on. Ask your supervisor the level of
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commitment and contribution they expect of their thesis students.

◦ Typically, undergraduate students become part of an existing lab project led by a
graduate student, who might also serve as an unofficial co-supervisor. They might
join your regular meetings, and offer feedback on your work, and their assessments
might even influence your final thesis grade. The graduate students you work with
may take more of a passive role, focusing on tasks like coding experiments and
analyzing data. In this case, your communication with them will be minimal. In
either case, graduate students are most likely involved in training you on the
technical lab skills required for data collection. As an undergraduate, you may also
expected to conduct literature reviews, lead discussions, attend lab meetings, write
a formal thesis report, and communicate your work at a conference in the form of a
presentation or research poster. However, your role doesn’t have to be restricted to
these tasks. Depending on your interests and how much time you can commit, you
might want to delve deeper. For instance, you could take part in data analysis or, if
the project contributes to a paper being written for publication, express your
interest in being credited as an author or contributor. If you’re keen on this, it’s
crucial to discuss it with your supervisor early on. Ask if they’re open to the idea
and, if so, understand what they expect from you to earn that acknowledgment.
This proactive approach ensures you and your supervisor have a clear
understanding of your role and contributions from the start. In terms of being
listed as a writer or author, the expectations are generally higher.
You may need to:

▪ Demonstrate Significant Contribution: This
typically means being involved in a substantial
aspect of the research, such as hypothesis
formulation, data collection, data analysis, or writing
a significant portion of the manuscript.

▪ Show Consistent Involvement: Regularly participate
in the project and meetings to demonstrate your
ongoing commitment and understanding of the
research.

▪ Exhibit Writing Proficiency: Have the skills to
contribute effectively to the manuscript, whether it’s
through drafting sections, revising content, or
ensuring the work adheres to academic standards.

▪ Understand Publication Ethics: Be aware of the
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ethical considerations in publishing, including
authorship criteria, conflict of interest, and data
integrity. Remember, the exact expectations can vary between
disciplines and supervisors, so having a detailed discussion
about your role, contributions, and the criteria for authorship is
crucial. This will help set clear goals and pathways for your
involvement and recognition in the project.

◦ As a graduate student, you’re expected to devise and lead your research project.
While your supervisor might steer you towards certain topics or an existing lab
project, you’re generally expected to determine the subsequent steps and
experiments independently. This involves designing experiments under your
supervisor’s guidance, collecting data, analyzing data, and composing a formal
thesis to fulfill your degree requirements. Moreover, it’s advisable to aim for an
additional version of your thesis suitable for publication in an academic journal. If
you’re interested in pursuing a career in academia, having publications early on in
your graduate journey is an asset, especially when applying for grants, scholarships,
and jobs in academic institutions. it shows that you are an independent, capable,
and active researcher. However, you should prioritize the version of your thesis that
you submit for your degree which must meet specific institutional criteria, but
journals have their own set of standards and formats. If you’re considering
publication, discuss this early with your supervisor, since there is always the chance
that the work you completed meets your degree requirements, but is not necessarily
enough for a publishable paper. Therefore, further work may be required and they
can then navigate you through this process.

• FFeedbaeedbacck ak annd Rd Revisioevisionsns:: Understand the importance of timely and
constructive feedback and how to incorporate it. An effective strategy is to
establish personal deadlines and share them with your supervisor early on.
Considering your department’s internal thesis submission deadlines, it’s wise to plan well in
advance. Take into account your supervisor’s expectations and busy schedule when setting
your deadlines for completing the initial draft of your thesis paper. Allotting sufficient time
for your supervisor to review and offer valuable feedback is crucial. A practical approach, as
outlined in this module, is to segment the thesis paper into its primary sections and complete
each one by one. For instance, you might start with the methods and procedures section,
which you can often write concurrently with data collection.

WWeeeek 1 Wk 1 Wrarap-Upp-Up: La: Layinying thg the Fe Founoundadatition fon for a Successful Thor a Successful Thesis Journesis Journeeyy
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As we wrap up Week 1 of this module, you’ve taken your first crucial steps toward a successful thesis
journey. Recognizing your supervisor’s multifaceted role and mastering proactive communication will
form the backbone of this productive and harmonious partnership. This week has been about laying
the groundwork: understanding the busy world of your supervisor, learning the value of taking the
initiative, and preparing to navigate the complexities of academic research and writing.

Remember, your relationship with your supervisor is central to your thesis journey. They’re not just
a resource but an expert guide, and how you engage with them will significantly shape your learning
and success. From establishing regular updates to preparing for meetings and understanding their
time constraints, every strategy you’ve learned this week is aimed at fostering a strong, collaborative
relationship.

In addition to these interpersonal skills, you’ve also begun to consider the structural and practical
aspects of your project. Whether you’re an undergraduate joining a lab project or a graduate student
leading your own research, understanding your role, contributions, and the expectations for
authorship are essential. As you plan, remember to align your personal deadlines with your
department’s requirements and give your supervisor ample time to provide feedback.

Looking forward, we’ve outlined specific tasks and goals for this week to help you transition
smoothly into the next stages of your research and writing. By breaking down your thesis into
manageable sections and setting clear, achievable deadlines, you’re not just planning for success; you’re
actively building the skills and habits that will carry you through your academic journey and beyond.

So, as you move into the next phase of this module, carry with you the lessons of this first week:
the importance of initiative, communication, and careful planning. Your journey is just beginning, and
the skills you’re developing now will be invaluable every step of the way. Let’s continue this journey
together, with clarity, purpose, and anticipation for the discoveries and achievements that lie ahead.
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3

WEEKWEEK 11 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=49#h5p-1

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=49#h5p-6
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Part II

WWeeeek 2: Tk 2: Toopipic Sec Sellecectition anon andd
ThThesis Pesis Proroposalposal

Welcome to Week 2 of your thesis journey. This chapter is designed to guide
you through two of the most critical steps in your research process: selecting a
compelling thesis topic and writing a compelling proposal.

GraspinGrasping thg the Sie Signifignificancance of Yce of Your Thour Thesis Tesis Toopipicc

Your thesis topic is not merely a subject to study; it is the cornerstone of your entire research
endeavour. It informs the questions you ask, the methods you employ, and the analytical lens you
apply. Recognizing that a carefully selected topic can greatly enhance the enjoyment and success of
your research journey is crucial.

For novices embarking on their first research project, it’s wise to consider a topic that’s familiar and
accessible. Engage in a project that’s currently active in your lab or one where your supervisor has
established expertise. Recognizing your initial boundaries is key. Opting for a guided project allows you
to acquire the necessary technical skills and knowledge incrementally. This hands-on experience sets
a solid foundation, empowering you to eventually spearhead your research into uncharted territories
— perhaps a ‘passion project’ in a new area where your supervisor might not be as knowledgeable,
where you can become the expert. However, remember the constraints of your degree requirements
and other academic responsibilities. For beginners, playing it safe with a guided project often proves
more prudent.

For those more advanced, with some research experience, the challenge is to juggle multiple tasks
effectively. Don’t hastily discard ongoing projects even if they seem monotonous. Perseverance is key
in research; continue to progress these projects while also considering starting a side project on a
new, exciting topic. This approach not only enriches your research experience but also hones your
multitasking skills, a highly valued trait in any professional context.

Schedule a meeting with your professor. Inquire about ongoing projects and seek their advice. They
likely have several options in mind that could suit your interests and skill level. If you’re already
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nurturing a specific topic, research thoroughly and discuss it with your supervisor. They might not
share your enthusiasm for the subject, but they can potentially direct you to a colleague who does. This
could lead you to a new lab and perhaps even a co-supervisor!

In your research journey, flexibility, guidance, and a well-considered topic choice are your allies.
Whether you’re just starting out or are looking to expand your horizons, the path you choose now will
significantly influence your research experience and outcomes.

StraStrategitegies fes for Tor Toopipic Sec Sellecectitionon

• IIntnterereest & Pst & Pasassiosionn

◦ Why It Matters: Your interest and passion are vital because they fuel persistence,
especially when the research becomes challenging. Choose a topic that fascinates
you to maintain motivation throughout your thesis journey.

◦ How to Explore: Reflect on courses, lectures, or readings that particularly engaged
you. Identify the themes or questions that excited you the most. These areas are
potential gold mines for your research topic.

• CCoonsultnsultatioation witn with Supervish Supervisoorr

◦ Why It Matters: Your supervisor is a valuable resource. They have experience and
can foresee potential pitfalls or highlight exciting areas of research you might not
have considered.

◦ How to Approach: Prepare a list of broad areas you’re interested in before the
meeting. Your supervisor likely has a project in mind for you, so to be prepared,
you might want to survey your supervisor’s lab websites for descriptions of
projects. You can also look up some of the recently published work or speak to
other members of the lab about their projects. Be open to suggestions and
feedback. Your supervisor’s insights can help refine your ideas into a workable
thesis topic.

• LitLitereratuaturre Re Revieweview

◦ Why It Matters: A literature review helps you understand the current state of
research in your field. It’s crucial to identify gaps in knowledge that your thesis
could address.

◦ How to Conduct: Make use of academic databases to explore the most recent
scholarly publications relevant to your areas of interest. Your institution’s library
likely provides access to various journals and articles through search platforms
available to students and faculty. You can access these valuable resources for free
by logging in through your school’s library portal. Visit your school’s library
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website, or for a more personalized approach, consult a librarian directly for
assistance in navigating these tools. Starting with recently published review articles
is especially advantageous. These pieces offer a thorough summary of the current
literature on a specific topic, making them an excellent initial point for recognizing
key studies in the field and comprehending both well-established findings and
topics needing further exploration. As you review these articles, focus intently on
recurring themes, methodologies employed, and the conclusions reached. Look for
unexplored areas or aspects where your distinct perspective could add new and
valuable insights.

• FFeasibeasibility & Rility & Reessouourrcceess

◦ Why It Matters: A feasible topic is one that can be reasonably
completed with the resources and time you have. It’s essential to
ensure your ambitious project doesn’t become an impossible one.

◦ Considerations: Assess the availability of necessary data,
equipment, and funding by consulting with your supervisor.
Consider if you can complete the project within your program’s
timeline and whether you’ll need special permissions or access to
particular archives, laboratories, or field sites.

• AAccaaddemic & Cemic & Caarreer Geer Goalsoals

◦ Why It Matters: Your thesis can be a stepping stone in your
academic and career journey. Choosing a topic aligned with your
future goals can provide a valuable head start.

◦ Long-term Planning: Think about where you want your career or
further studies to go. Choose a topic that will help you acquire the
knowledge and skills valuable for your future path. If you haven’t
done so already I would suggest reading one of the introductory
chapters of this module titled: “Mastering Your Future: How Thesis
Engagement Advances Academic and Career Prospects” to gain a
better understanding of this particular point.

• Originality & ROriginality & Reellevaevannccee

◦ Why It Matters: Original research contributes to your field’s body of knowledge.
It’s also more likely to be published and can set your work apart.

◦ Balancing Act: Strive for a topic that’s original but not so niche that it becomes
irrelevant. Consider the practical applications of your research and how it can
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impact society or the field.

• ScScoope & Scpe & Scalalee

◦ Why It Matters: A well-defined scope ensures your project is manageable and
allows for a deeper analysis of a specific issue.

◦ Setting Boundaries: Clearly define what your research will and will not cover.
Avoid being too broad or too narrow. Aim for a topic that’s complex enough to be
interesting but not so vast that it’s unmanageable.

• MetMethodhodoolloogicgical Cal Coonsidnsidereratioationsns

◦ Why It Matters: Your methodology is how you’ll gather and analyze data. It’s
crucial to choose a topic that matches your skills or one you’re willing to learn new
methods for.

◦ Skill Assessment: Honestly assess your current skills and willingness to learn new
methodologies. Consider courses or workshops to upskill if needed.

• SeeSeek Fk Feedbaeedbacckk

◦ Why It Matters: Feedback can provide new perspectives and help refine your topic
into a robust research question.

◦ Broadening Your Circle: In addition to your supervisor, discuss your ideas with
peers, other faculty members, and professionals in the field. They can offer valuable
insights and suggestions.

• FFlleexibxibilityility

◦ Why It Matters: Research is unpredictable. Being flexible allows you to adapt your
topic based on findings or unforeseen challenges.

◦ Adaptive Strategy: Be prepared to narrow or slightly shift your focus as you delve
deeper into your research. Stay open-minded and ready to refine your topic.

• EEtthichical Cal Coonsidnsidereratioationsns

◦ Why It Matters: Ethical research is foundational. Ensuring your topic meets ethical
standards is crucial for its validity and acceptance.

◦ Ethical Planning: Consider the ethical implications of your research early on. Plan
how you’ll address potential ethical issues, and understand the approval process for
your study.

• FFutuuturre Ie Impampactct

◦ Why It Matters: Considering the future impact of your research can guide you
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toward a topic that’s not only relevant today but will be valuable for years to come.

◦ Visionary Thinking: Imagine the future applications of your research. Consider
how it might influence future studies, policies, or practices in your field.

By thoroughly considering each of these strategies, you’ll be better equipped to choose a thesis topic
that’s not only interesting and feasible but also impactful and aligned with your long-term goals. Your
chosen topic will guide your research journey, so invest the time and thought necessary to make it a
meaningful one.

FFinalizininalizing Yg Your Tour Toopipicc

Engage in a detailed discussion with your supervisor to finalize your topic. Understand the
importance of flexibility and be open to refining your topic as you become more immersed in the
literature.

Key Takeaways

GraspinGrasping thg the Sie Signifignificancance of Yce of Your Thour Thesis Tesis Toopipicc

• Understand that your thesis topic sets the stage for your entire research journey, influencing the
questions, methods, and analytical approaches you’ll employ.

• For beginners, recognize the benefits of choosing a topic closely aligned with ongoing lab
projects or your supervisor’s expertise, which offers a solid learning ground and support structure.

• For those with some experience, consider the value of diversifying your research interests and
the skills gained from managing multiple projects simultaneously.

StraStrategitegies fes for Tor Toopipic Sec Sellecectitionon

• Appreciate the importance of aligning your topic with personal interests and passions to
maintain motivation throughout your research.

• Recognize the role of your supervisor as a key resource in guiding your topic selection and
avoiding potential research pitfalls.
Understand the critical role of a thorough literature review in identifying gaps, shaping your topic,
and setting the foundation for original contributions to your field.

• Assess the feasibility of your topic in terms of resources, time, and scope to ensure a successful
and manageable research process.

• Consider how your thesis aligns with your long-term academic and career goals, and how it can
serve as a stepping stone for future opportunities.
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FFinalizininalizing Yg Your Tour Toopipicc

• Understand the importance of flexibility and openness to refining your topic as you engage in
deeper discussions with your supervisor and immerse yourself in the literature.

• Embrace the iterative nature of finalizing your topic, recognizing that it may evolve as new
insights and understandings emerge from your ongoing research and feedback.
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4

NNAAVIGAVIGATINGTING SEARSEARCHCH ENGINESENGINES && DDAATTABABAASESSES

When searching for academic articles, it’s beneficial to use a variety of search engines and databases
to get a comprehensive view of the literature. Each platform has its strengths and specific focus areas.
Here are several widely used and respected search engines and databases for academic research:
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Considering Google Scholar’s widespread popularity as a search engine across various academic
fields, here is a straightforward guide offering several tips and tricks to enhance and refine your search
experience.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=91#h5p-3
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5

WRITINGWRITING AA COCOMPELLINGMPELLING THESISTHESIS PRPROPOSOPOSALAL -- THETHE
PRPROBLEM,OBLEM, GAPGAP,, HOOK,HOOK, SOLSOLUTIOUTIONN METHODMETHOD

Once you’ve finalized your topic with your supervisor, it’s time to put your thoughts onto paper. Like
many, including myself during my undergraduate thesis, you may be required to submit a detailed
proposal to your department. However, academic protocols can vary significantly between institutions
and even departments, so it’s crucial to confirm whether this applies to your situation.

If a proposal submission is indeed mandatory, ensure you’re fully aware of any specific guidelines
or requirements, such as formatting standards or word count limits. Even in scenarios where a formal
proposal isn’t a strict requirement, crafting one is still immensely valuable. A thesis proposal is more
than a mere formality; it’s a blueprint for your research and a pitch that must convince readers of
the worthiness and necessity of your study. The Problem, Gap, Hook, Solution method provides a
powerful structure for crafting a compelling narrative around your research. Let’s delve deeper into
each of these components to understand how they collectively create a persuasive and coherent
proposal.

ThThe Pe Prorobbllemem

• DefininDefining thg the Issuee Issue:: Start by explicitly stating the problem your research addresses. This is the
starting point of your narrative — the reason your thesis matters. What is the issue at hand?
Why is it a matter of concern? Be specific and clear.

• CConontetexxtualizintualizing thg the Pe Prorobbllemem: Situate the problem within the existing body of knowledge.
How is it related to the wider field of study? This not only demonstrates your understanding
but also sets the stage for highlighting the gap.
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IdIdenentifyintifying thg the Gae Gapp

• PPininpoinpointinting thg the Ve Voioid:d: After establishing the problem, demonstrate the gap in existing
knowledge or practice. What questions remain unanswered? What aspects have been
overlooked or inadequately explored?

• CCrirititiqque of Cue of Currenurrent Knt Knoowwllededggee:: Provide a critical review of the literature. Discuss what
previous studies have accomplished and where they fall short. This isn’t about dismissing
other work; it’s about identifying opportunities for further research.

ThThe Hooe Hookk

• CCaapptitivavatinting Yg Your Aour Audiudienencece:: The hook is your chance to grab the reader’s interest. It should
be directly related to the problem and the gap you’ve identified.

• RReelleevanvance of thce of the Gae Gapp:: Explain why filling your gap matters. How will understanding this
missing piece contribute to the field? What potential implications does it have?

• EstaEstabblishinlishing Sig Signifignificancancece: Explain why your problem matters. Connect it to broader societal,
academic, or practical concerns. Use data, statistics, or real-world examples to underscore its
importance.

PProroposinposing thg the Soe Sollutiutionon

• PPresenresentinting Yg Your Rour Reseaesearcrch:h: Now, introduce your study as the bridge across the identified gap.
What is your research question or hypothesis? How does it address the specific void you’ve
highlighted?

• MMeeththododoollogy Ovogy Overviervieew:w: Briefly outline the methods you’ll use to conduct your research.
Why are these the best approaches to tackle the problem and fill the gap?

• AnAntiticicipapated Cted Conontritributibutions:ons: Discuss the potential outcomes of your research. How will it
advance knowledge in the field? What broader impacts might it have?

Your thesis proposal is a narrative that convinces readers of the necessity, viability, and significance of
your research. Each part of the Problem, Gap, Hook, and Solution method plays a crucial role in this
narrative. ThThe proe probbllem seem sets thts the stae staggee, th, the gae gap justifip justifies thes the ne need feed for yor your studour studyy, th, the he hooook ensures thk ensures thee
reareadder is fuller is fully eny engagagged, aned, and thd the soe sollutiution outlinon outlines wes whahat yt you’ou’re gre goinoing to dg to do ano and wd whhy iy it mat matters.tters. By
meticulously researching, thoughtfully planning, and strategically presenting your proposal, you lay
the groundwork for a thesis that is not only academically rigorous but also compelling and impactful.
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6

WEEKWEEK 22 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=173#h5p-5

CCraftinrafting a Cg a Comompepellinlling Thg Thesis Pesis Proroposal Wposal Wororkshksheeeet: Tht: The Pe Prorobbllem, Gaem, Gapp, Hoo, Hook, Sok, Sollutiution Mon Meeththodod
RResulesults Edits Editt

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=173#h5p-7
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Part III

WWeeeek 3: Ck 3: Conondducuctinting ag a
LiLiteraterature Rture Reevivieeww

Welcome to Week 3. As you delve into this crucial phase, you are transitioning from the preliminary
stages of understanding and planning to actively engaging with the academic community’s body of
knowledge. This week is dedicated to mastering the art of conducting a comprehensive literature
review, a fundamental component of any scholarly research.

A literature review is an integral component of a thesis project, serving as both a foundation and a
framework for the research. It does more than just summarize existing research; it provides a critical
analysis of the literature relevant to your specific topic. It helps you establish a theoretical framework
for your study, identify gaps in current research, and avoid duplication of efforts. This section will
provide a detailed overview of the purpose, process, and structure of a literature review in a thesis
project.

ThThe Fe Founoundadatitions anons and Fd Fununcctitions of a Lions of a Literaterature Rture Reevivieeww

As a thesis student, one of the most critical components you’ll encounter in your research journey
is the literature review. It’s not merely a summary of what others have said about your topic; it’s a
scholarly conversation in which you actively participate. This chapter will explore the foundational
elements and key functions of a literature review in a thesis project, providing you with the knowledge
to execute it effectively.

At its core, a literature review is a comprehensive survey of scholarly sources on a specific topic. It
provides an overview of current knowledge, allowing you to identify relevant theories, methods, and
gaps in the existing research. This isn’t a mere inventory of articles; it’s an analytical framework that
contextualizes your research within the broader academic discourse. The literature review sets the stage
for your inquiry, offering a lens through which your unique contribution can be viewed.

FFounoundadatitions of a Stronons of a Strong Rg Reevivieeww

A compelling literature review is anchored on a well-defined scope and focus. It should encapsulate
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a broad enough spectrum to offer a comprehensive understanding yet remain narrowly tailored to echo
the specifics of your research question. It’s a balancing act of breadth and depth. Critical analysis is the
soul of the review. This means engaging with the literature not as a passive recipient but as an active
critic, appraising methodologies, arguments, and conclusions. By weaving together various studies,
you’re not just reporting existing knowledge but also creating a scholarly narrative that shows trends,
gaps, and the next potential leap in understanding.

PPurpose of a Liurpose of a Literaterature Rture Reevivieeww

• EstaEstabblishinlishing Cg Conontetexxt:t: It situates your research within the broader academic conversation,
showing how your work links to, complements, or challenges existing knowledge.

• IdIdenentifyintifying Gag Gaps:ps: By exploring what has been previously studied, a literature review helps
identify gaps or unanswered questions that your research aims to address. Carefully
document these identified gaps, as they are essential to include in your introduction.
Highlighting these aspects will help build a compelling narrative that underscores the
necessity and relevance of your research.

• ThTheoreeoretitical Fcal Framrameewworork:k: It provides the theoretical underpinnings for your study, grounding
your research questions and methodology in established theories and models. This aspect
becomes particularly crucial when crafting the Introduction and Discussion sections of your
thesis. A thorough understanding of existing theories not only guides the formulation of
hypotheses or predictions in your Introduction, should you decide to align yourself with a
specific theoretical perspective, but also enriches the Discussion. In this section, you must
contextualize your findings within the broader theoretical landscape, examining how your
results either support or challenge existing theoretical frameworks. Engaging in this level of
theoretical discourse is essential, as it demonstrates the depth of your understanding and the
broader implications of your research within your field of study.

• MMeeththododoollogiogical Insical Insighght:t: Reviewing past research is not just about understanding what has
been studied; it’s a gateway to acquiring profound insights into effective methodologies, data
collection strategies, and analytical techniques. In the spirit of open science, many
researchers opt to share their datasets, experimental materials like scripts, and analysis tools
on public platforms such as OSF (Open Science Framework) or Mendeley. This transparency
not only fosters collaboration but also serves as a valuable resource for others in the field. If
specific materials or data are not readily available, consider reaching out to the study’s
corresponding author. Many are open to sharing their resources or providing guidance,
especially if you intend to replicate a study for further exploration or wish to build upon
their work. Such interactions can also be instrumental in acquiring practical tools and
resources for your own research endeavours, enhancing your understanding of applied
methodologies and contributing to the depth of your thesis project.
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CConondducuctinting an Effg an Effecectitivve Lie Literaterature Rture Reevivieeww

Embarking on a literature review is a journey of discovery. A comprehensive and strategic search
across multiple databases and sources is crucial to ensure no significant study is overlooked. As you
gather this wealth of information, organizing it in a logical and structured manner is essential. This
could be thematically, chronologically, or methodologically, depending on what best suits your
research.

Beyond summarizing sources, critically evaluate and interpret the literature. Discuss the strengths
and weaknesses of different approaches and the overall contributions to the field. Clarity in writing
is paramount. The ability to break down complex ideas into clear, understandable prose is invaluable.
Scientific literature has earned the reputation of being challenging to comprehend; you have the
opportunity to alter that perception. Think of yourself as a storyteller, where the narrative is your
research—articulating its essence, its significance, and the lessons it imparts. The impact of your work
extends beyond the mere content; it’s profoundly influenced by the manner of your expression. It’s not
just about what you say but how you say it. Crafting a compelling narrative necessitates a thorough
understanding of the existing body of work. By delving into what has already been accomplished, you
lay the groundwork for your unique contribution, setting the stage for your research to shine.

TTo go geet yt you staou started on yrted on your liour literaterature reture revivieeww, y, you nou need to fieed to first grst geneneraerate a reate a readinding list, a tog list, a topipic thac that wt wee
will diwill divve ine into in thto in the fe foolllloowinwing cg chahappterter..
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7

CREACREATINGTING YYOUROUR READINGREADING LISTLIST

ThThe Re Roolle of Lie of Literaterature in Yture in Your Thour Thesisesis

A comprehensive reading list serves as the bedrock of any scholarly research, playing a crucial role
in informing and shaping the entire thesis process. First and foremost, it deepens your understanding
of the subject, ensuring that you’re not reinventing the wheel but rather building upon or challenging
established knowledge. By immersing yourself in a wide range of perspectives and findings, you gain
a nuanced understanding of the topic, which allows you to formulate a more informed and robust
argument. Furthermore, a well-curated reading list demonstrates your scholarly rigour and engagement
with the field. It lends credibility to your work by showing that you’re conversant with the key texts and
debates surrounding your research question. In essence, the more comprehensive your reading list, the
more grounded and persuasive your thesis will be, reflecting a thorough engagement with your topic
and positioning your work within the broader academic conversation.

When looking for articles, don’t limit yourself to just one source. Use various academic databases
like Google Scholar, PubMed, JSTOR, and others relevant to your field. If you need a refresher on
the various search engines visit the relevant content from last week titled “Navigating Search Engines
& Databases” for a list of the most popular sources, their strengths and weaknesses along with the
exercise on optimizing your search in Google Scholar. Here we will also discuss some strategies to help
you refine your search.

PPririorioritize Ytize Your Rour Reaeadindingg

Identify and start with the seminal works in your field. These are often the most cited or discussed
papers and will provide you with a solid foundation. However, you shouldn’t only rely on the number
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of citations a paper has. Conducting research and publishing articles is a long, long, process, so older
articles typically are cited more. So ensure that you’re up-to-date with the latest research.

Identify and start with the seminal works in your field. These are often the most cited or discussed
papers and will provide you with a solid foundation. However, while citation count can be a strong
indicator of a work’s influence and relevance, it shouldn’t be your sole criterion. Keep in mind that
academic publishing is a lengthy process, and consequently, older articles have had more time to
accumulate citations. This can sometimes skew the perceived importance of more recent, yet
potentially groundbreaking, studies. Therefore, it’s crucial to balance your focus between these
foundational texts and the cutting-edge research that represents the latest developments in your field.

To stay updated on current trends and theories, actively seek out recent publications. Engage with
contemporary journals, conference proceedings, and other platforms where scholars share their latest
findings. This approach ensures that your research is not only grounded in the established knowledge
base but is also informed by the most recent insights and innovations. By striking this balance, your
work will reflect both a deep respect for the field’s history and a keen awareness of its current trajectory.

SeeSeek Exk Expert Rpert Recommecommenendadatitionsons

Begin by consulting with your supervisor, they are a field expert, so they can assist in creating an
initial reading list for you. A good rule of thumb is to set the goal of reading at least one article per week
but keep in mind that your supervisor may have different expectations. Be sure to discuss what they
anticipate in terms of your reading schedule. Moreover, if possible, aim to discuss your readings with
your professor. Arranging regular, weekly discussions with your professor to meticulously analyze and
dissect your assigned readings can significantly enhance your understanding and perspective.

Additionally, engaging in dialogues with your peers and colleagues is invaluable. Often, the best
resources come from a recommendation by someone who’s recently been deep in research. Should
you encounter a peer delving into a related topic, consider forming a reading group. This collaborative
approach can foster a dynamic exchange of ideas, critiques, and interpretations. Engaging with your
readings in the company of motivated peers and lab members during regular sessions can yield rich,
multifaceted insights, often sparking innovative ideas and approaches that solitary study might not
reveal. Such interactive scholarly dialogues not only deepen your understanding but also strengthen
the communal knowledge base, paving the way for collective breakthroughs and advancements.

KKeeeep Yp Your List Organizedour List Organized

Organizing your reading list may seem like a daunting task, but you will thank yourself for the effort
when the time comes to write the introduction to your paper. Organizing your reading list offers a
multitude of benefits that can significantly enhance your research process and overall understanding
of your subject. Firstly, it brings clarity and structure to the vast array of information you encounter,
helping you navigate through the literature more efficiently. By categorizing sources, you can quickly
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locate materials relevant to specific themes or methodologies, saving valuable time and reducing the
overwhelm of handling numerous articles.

This organization also aids in identifying patterns, trends, and gaps in the literature, which are
crucial for shaping your research question and methodology. Furthermore, a well-organized list
encourages a deeper engagement with the material. It prompts you to think critically about how
each piece fits into the larger puzzle of your research, fostering a more comprehensive and nuanced
understanding of the topic. Additionally, it streamlines the writing process; with a structured reading
list, you can easily access and cite sources, ensuring a smoother and more coherent development of your
arguments and analysis. Ultimately, an organized reading list is not just a practical tool for managing
resources but a strategic asset that enhances the quality and depth of your research. Here are a couple
of strategies for categorizing your reading list:

• By ThBy Thememeses

◦ Look for overarching themes or topics within your research area. These could be
theoretical perspectives, key issues, or common findings. Under each major theme,
you might find sub-themes or more specific topics. This will help you navigate your
list more efficiently when you’re looking for information on a particular aspect of
your research. Moreover, creating themes can help inform and refine your search
for more articles using keywords.

◦ Benefit: This approach helps you see how different pieces of literature are
connected and how they contribute to a broader understanding of your topic.

• By MBy Meeththododoollogiogieses

◦ Group your readings by the research methods they employ, such as qualitative,
quantitative, mixed methods, case studies, etc. Pay attention to the results and
conclusions drawn from these different methodologies. How do they compare or
contrast?

◦ Benefit: This organizational style is particularly useful if you’re still deciding on a
research method, as it allows you to see the strengths and weaknesses of different
approaches.

• ChChronronoollogiogical Ordcal Order (Ter (Timimeelinline of Re of Reseaesearcrchh))

◦ Arrange the literature from oldest to most recent. This helps you understand how
the discourse has evolved. Pay attention to how theories, methodologies, and
findings have changed. Are there any clear shifts or significant milestones?

◦ Benefit: This approach gives you historical context and can help you identify
seminal works that laid the groundwork for subsequent research.
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RRefeferenerence Manace Managgememenent Tt Toooolsls

I strongly recommend using a reference management tool. These tools significantly simplify the
tasks of organizing, searching, and citing literature, streamlining what can often be a complex and
time-consuming process. One of the key advantages of such tools is their ability to make your reading
list readily accessible across various devices. They typically offer synchronization and online backup
features, ensuring that your valuable work is securely stored and effortlessly retrievable. Furthermore,
these tools often support collaborative efforts, allowing you to share your library with colleagues and
thus enhancing collective research endeavours. An additional, invaluable feature is their capability for
note-taking. This allows you to annotate each source with personal insights and summaries, making
it considerably easier to remember the relevance of specific materials to your research. Perhaps most
impressively, these tools are equipped with advanced citation functionalities. They can adeptly format
in-text citations and bibliographies in a multitude of styles, which not only saves you a significant
amount of time but also greatly enhances the accuracy and consistency of your referencing. In essence,
a reference management tool is more than just an organizational aid; it’s an integral component of
efficient and effective academic research.
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When choosing a reference management tool, consider factors like cost, ease of use, specific features
you need, and the type of research project you’re undertaking. It’s also worth checking if your
institution provides access to any paid tools. Each tool has its unique strengths and might cater to
different user needs and preferences. Additionally, many institutions offer training sessions on how to
use these tools effectively. Online tutorials and community forums are also great resources for tips and
troubleshooting.

ExExpanpandinding Yg Your Listour List

If your schedule allows, aim to read beyond one article weekly — the more you read, the more you’ll
gain. Take the initiative to broaden your reading list in your spare time. This will involve honing your
skills in navigating academic databases and journals to uncover further pertinent literature.

From personal experience, a valuable strategy is to begin your research journey with recently
published review articles. These works provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of the
literature, presenting the latest developments and debates in the field. They’re particularly beneficial as
they translate complex research into more digestible summaries, giving you a clear and current picture
of the topic. Additionally, the references in these review articles are a gold mine. They lead you directly
to seminal and influential works that you might want to include in your reading list. By starting with
a review article, you not only save time in understanding the broader context but also ensure you’re
building your knowledge on a solid, up-to-date foundation.

RRegulaegularrlly Evaly Evaluauate ante and Ad Adadapptt

Keep your list dynamic and expect it to evolve as you dive deeper into your research and reading. The
important thing is to get started with an initial list this week to get you reading. Regularly review and
update your categories as your understanding of the topic deepens and your focus shifts. Understand
that these academic publications form the foundation of your research. By actively and critically
engaging with these works, you’ll be better equipped to craft a compelling narrative for your study,
which will prove invaluable when you begin to write your introduction.

In thIn the upcomine upcoming cg chahappterter, w, we will de will deellvve ine into effto effecectitivve strae strategitegies fes for nor noote-takinte-taking, dg, desiesigngned toed to
maximize thmaximize the bene benefiefits yts you dou derierivve from ye from your liour literaterature reture revivieeww. This n. This neexxt segmt segmenent aims to eqt aims to equiuip yp youou

wiwith prath pracctitical teccal technihniqques thaues that will enhant will enhance yce your aour abilibility to caty to capptureture, organize, organize, an, and assimilad assimilate kte keeyy
infinformaormatition, thon, thereerebby eny enriricchinhing yg your oour ovverall reseaerall researcrch eh exxperiperienencece. Sta. Stay tuny tuned fed for insior insighghtful guitful guidandancece

on hon honinoning this crucial skill.g this crucial skill.
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8

EFFECTIVEEFFECTIVE NOTE-NOTE-TTAKINGAKING

EffEffecectitivve Ne Noote-te-TTakinakingg

Effective note-taking is essential when reading academic articles, as it helps you comprehend, retain,
and organize information efficiently. Here are strategies to enhance your note-taking process, focusing
on capturing key findings, methodologies, and insights:

• PPrerepapare Befre Before Rore Reaeadinding:g:

◦ Skim the Article: Before diving into in-depth note-taking, it’s beneficial to first
skim through the article to grasp the overall structure, argument, and primary
points. Your approach to skimming may vary; you’ll likely find a method that works
best for you. Personally, I start by quickly going through the introduction. Then, I
alternate between the methods and results sections. This strategy allows me to
generate my own hypotheses about the expected outcomes based on the various
manipulations and conditions, which I then compare with the actual results. I save
the discussion or conclusion for last, preferring to contemplate the results and form
my own interpretations before considering the author’s perspective.

◦ Set a Purpose: Determine what you want to get out of the article. Are
you looking for specific information, understanding a methodology,
or seeking theoretical insights?

• Use a CUse a Consistenonsistent Ft Formaormat:t:

◦ Template: Develop or use a pre-existing template that suits your needs. Include
sections for the article’s citation, abstract summary, key findings, methodologies,
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insights, and personal reflections. At the end of this chapter, we have included a
template that you may use to take notes.

◦ Headings and Subheadings: Use headings and subheadings to organize your notes,
mirroring the article’s structure or your template.

• CCaappture Kture Keey Fy Finindindings:gs:

◦ Paraphrase: Write down the main findings in your own words. This helps ensure
you understand the content and can recall it later.

◦ Quotations: When a specific turn of phrase is important, jot it down with
quotation marks and note the page number for easy reference.

• UnUndderstanerstand and and Nd Noote Mte Meeththododoollogiogies:es:

◦ Describe Methods: Note the research methods used and why they’re significant.
Understanding the methodology provides context for the findings and can help
you assess the study’s credibility.

◦ Evaluate Suitability: Briefly assess whether the methodology is appropriate for the
research questions posed.

• RRefleceflect on Insit on Insighghts ants and Imd Impplilicacatitions:ons:

◦ Implications: Consider the broader implications of the research. How does it
impact the field? What doors does it open for future research?

◦ Connections: Draw connections to other works you’ve read, noting similarities,
and differences, and how they fit together in the broader academic conversation.

• Use AnnUse Annootatatitions anons and Hid Highlighlighghtinting:g:

◦ Digital Tools: If you’re reading digitally, use annotation tools to highlight and add
notes directly on the document.
Physical Copy: If you prefer a physical approach, use highlighters and sticky notes
to mark important sections and add side notes.

• SummaSummarize Earize Eacch Sech Sectition:on:

◦ In Your Own Words: After reading each section, write a brief summary in your
own words. This helps reinforce understanding and provides a quick reference for
future review.

• Ask QuestiAsk Questions anons and Cd Crirititiqqueue::

◦ Engage Critically: Note any questions or critiques you have about the article. Is the
argument convincing? Are there gaps in the methodology or findings?
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• KKeeeep a Glp a Glossaossary:ry:

◦ Technical Terms: Keep a separate section or document for new terms and concepts.
Define them in your own words and refer back to this glossary as needed.

By incorporating these strategies into your note-taking process, you’ll create a valuable repository of
information that enhances your understanding and retention of academic articles. Whether you prefer
a digital method or a physical notebook, the key is consistency and engagement with the material. Your
notes will not only aid in comprehension but also serve as a foundational resource when writing your
thesis or engaging in discussions.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=200#h5p-4
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WEEKWEEK 33 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=175#h5p-8
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Part IV

WWeeeek 4: Ink 4: Introdtroducuctition toon to
ExExperimperimenental Desital Designgn

As we venture into the fourth phase of your thesis project, it’s important to acknowledge the
inherently diverse nature of thesis methodologies. Research, by its very essence, is a field of limitless
approaches, techniques, and perspectives. Therefore, this chapter will not prescribe a one-size-fits-
all methodology; rather, it will offer a broad overview, aimed at illuminating the vast landscape of
potential research methods. Each thesis project is unique, and methodologies that work brilliantly
for one may not apply to another. Different methods can indeed produce the same level of scholarly
effectiveness in various contexts. Our aim here is not to funnel your project into a predetermined
methodological framework, but to open your mind to the multitude of possibilities, providing general
guidance, practical tips, and adaptable strategies.

As you embark on your undergraduate thesis project, it’s important to have realistic expectations
about the nature of your research involvement. Typically, undergraduate students are not expected
to design their experiments from scratch. More commonly, you will have the opportunity to join an
existing project, where the methodology and experimental framework have already been established by
experienced researchers.

This approach is pragmatic at the undergraduate level, as it allows you to focus on learning and
applying research methods, data collection, and analysis within a structured environment. The design
and conceptualization of experiments are often complex processes that require a depth of knowledge
and experience usually expected at the graduate level. However, this does not diminish the importance
of understanding research methodology for undergraduate students. Even if you are not responsible for
designing an experiment yourself, comprehending the methodology behind your project is crucial. It
enables you to effectively engage with the research, understand the rationale of the study, and critically
analyze the results.

Having a solid grasp of the methodology will also enhance your ability to contribute meaningfully
to the project. You’ll be better equipped to understand the scope of the research, the significance of
the data collected, and the implications of the findings. Furthermore, this knowledge lays a strong
foundation for any future research endeavours, especially if you decide to pursue graduate studies.
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In essence, while the expectation to design an experiment is generally reserved for graduate-level
thesis work, the understanding and appreciation of research methodology are invaluable at all levels of
academic research. Your undergraduate thesis project is an excellent opportunity to develop these skills
and prepare for more advanced research roles in the future.

Learning Objectives for this Week

• Provide a broad overview of common research methodologies.

• Offer practical tips and tricks for selecting and implementing methodologies.

• Advise on critical considerations while crafting your research procedure.

• Propose goals and exercises to assist you in navigating this crucial stage of your thesis project.

• Remember, the methodology you choose is the backbone of your thesis — it should be carefully
tailored to suit your specific research question and objectives. Let this chapter serve as a starting
point for a journey of exploration, discovery, and scholarly innovation.

UnUndderstanerstandinding Mg Meeththododoollogyogy

At the core of any research project lies its methodology — the structured plan that guides how you
collect, analyze, and interpret data. This section introduces you to the fundamental concepts of
research methodologies, helping you understand their significance and how they shape the trajectory
of your research.

DefininDefining an Exg an Experimperimenentt

An experiment is a pivotal research tool designed to explore and establish causal relationships.
At its core, an experiment involves the deliberate manipulation of one or more variables, known as
independent variables, to observe and measure their impact on other variables, termed dependent
variables.

This process is central to experimental research, as it allows researchers to infer cause-and-effect
relationships. By carefully altering the independent variables and observing any corresponding changes
in the dependent variables, scientists can make inferences about how one aspect influences another
within a controlled setting. Experiments stand as a cornerstone of empirical research, providing a
structured approach to test hypotheses and unravel the complexities of various phenomena.

QualiQualitatatitivve vs. Quane vs. Quantititatatitivve Me Meeththodsods

Understanding the distinction between qualitative and quantitative research methods is fundamental
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in choosing the right approach for your thesis. Each method has unique strengths, weaknesses, and
applicability, depending on the nature of your research question.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=219#h5p-9

ExExppllorinoring Exg Experimperimenental Desital Design Mgn Meeththods in Rods in Reseaesearcrchh

Research methodologies often hinge on the experimental design chosen, which is critical for the
validity and reliability of the results. Among various approaches, three primary types of experimental
designs stand out, each characterized by different strategies for utilizing control groups and
participants. Below is an expanded and scientifically nuanced explanation of these designs:

• InInddeepenpenddenent Group Desit Group Design:gn: In this design,, different participants are assigned to different
experimental conditions. This approach involves dividing participants into two or more
groups, each receiving distinct treatment or conditions. The assignment to these groups is
typically random, ensuring that each group is comparable in all aspects except for the
variable being tested.

◦ Example: Consider a pharmaceutical trial testing a new drug for treating high
blood pressure or hypertension. Participants are randomly divided into two groups:
one receives the new drug (experimental group), while the other receives a placebo
(control group). In this scenario, each participant only takes either the drug or the
placebo, not both. This design helps in evaluating the drug’s effectiveness by
comparing results between the two groups.

• RReepeapeated Mted Measures Desieasures Design:gn: This design involves the same participants experiencing all
conditions of the experiment. The key advantage is that it requires fewer participants, as
each one takes part in every aspect of the study. This design also eliminates individual
differences as a confounding variable, since each participant serves as their own control.

◦ Example: In a cognitive psychology study investigating the impact of sleep
deprivation on memory, participants undergo a memory test both after a normal
night’s sleep and after a night of sleep deprivation. The same individuals
participate in both conditions, and their performance under each condition is
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compared. This allows researchers to assess the direct impact of sleep deprivation
on memory within the same group of individuals.

• PPaiaired Cred Comompaparison Desirison Designgn:: This design pairs participants based on certain shared
characteristics or demographics, and then assigns each member of the pair to different
experimental conditions. It’s particularly useful when looking to control for specific
variables like age, gender, or pre-existing conditions.

◦ Example: In a study examining the effects of a new dietary supplement on athletic
performance, researchers first assess participants based on fitness levels, age, and
diet. Each participant is then matched with another who has similar characteristics.
One member of each pair is given the supplement, while the other receives a
placebo. By comparing performance changes within these matched pairs,
researchers can more accurately attribute any differences to the supplement,
controlling for other variables.

• FFaacctorial Desitorial Design:gn: This design allows for the investigation of multiple independent variables
and their interactions to understand their combined effect on a dependent variable. Factorial
design involves two or more independent variables, each with different ‘levels’ or variations.
Often denoted as ‘2×2’ (i.e., two by two design), ‘2x2x3’, etc., where the numbers represent the
levels of each independent variable. For example, a 2×2 factorial design has two independent
variables, each with two levels.

◦ Example: Suppose researchers are studying the effect of exercise intensity (low,
high) and diet type (vegetarian, non-vegetarian) on weight loss. This would be a 2×2
factorial design. Participants are divided into groups based on each combination of
these variables (e.g., low-intensity-vegetarian, low-intensity-non-vegetarian, high-
intensity-vegetarian, high-intensity-non-vegetarian). Data on weight loss are
collected from each group. Researchers then analyze not only the main effects of
exercise intensity and diet type but also whether there’s an interaction effect (e.g.,
whether the effect of exercise intensity on weight loss differs by diet type).

• CCrossorossovver Desier Designgn: Here participants are exposed to more than one treatment in a sequential
manner. This design is particularly useful in clinical trials where the same participants are
needed to evaluate multiple treatments or interventions over different periods.

◦ Example: In a clinical trial for evaluating two different medications for chronic
pain, participants initially receive medication A for a specific period, followed by a
washout period, and then receive medication B. The same process is then reversed
for another group. This design allows each participant to serve as their own control,
and the effects of both medications can be compared within the same individuals.

• LonLongigitudinal Desitudinal Design:gn: Longitudinal designs involve repeated observations of the same
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variables over a prolonged period. This design is used to study changes over time and is
particularly useful in developmental and sociological research.

◦ Example: A study monitoring the cognitive development of children from infancy
to adolescence. The same group of children is assessed at different ages to observe
and analyze changes and trends in their cognitive abilities over time. This design
helps in understanding developmental trajectories and identifying early predictors
of later outcomes.

• SeqSequenuential Desitial Design:gn: These designs combine elements of both cross-sectional and longitudinal
designs. Researchers observe different subsets of a population over time, allowing for the
analysis of age-related changes within cohorts as well as between different cohorts.

◦ Example: A study examining the impact of technology use on social skills in
different age groups (e.g., teenagers, young adults, middle-aged adults) over several
years. By comparing different age groups at multiple time points, researchers can
discern patterns of change in social skills related to technology use across both age
and time.

Choosing the right experimental design is crucial in research, as each design has its unique benefits
and downsides. The choice largely depends on the nature of the research question, the practicality
of conducting the study, and ethical considerations. Here’s a comparative look at the benefits and
downsides of the three primary experimental designs:
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DesiDesignsgns BenBenefiefitsts DoDownsiwnsiddeses WhWhen to Useen to Use

Independent
Group
Design

• Minimizes CMinimizes Caarryrryoovver Effer Effecectsts:
Each participant experiences
only one condition, avoiding
issues like practice or fatigue
effects that can occur with
repeated testing.

• RRededuces Tuces Timime per Pe per Paartirticicipanpantt:
Since each participant is
involved in only one
condition, the time required
for each participant’s
involvement is less.

• SimSimpplifilifies Logisties Logisticscs: Managing
groups can be more
straightforward as there’s no
need to coordinate multiple
sessions for each participant.

• RReqequiuires Mres Moreore
PPaartirticicipanpantsts: To
achieve statistical
power, this design
often needs a larger
sample size
compared to
repeated measures.

• InIndidivividdualual
DiffDifferenerencesces:
Variability between
participants in
different groups can
influence results,
potentially
confounding the
effects of the
independent
variable.

Choose this design
when studying effects
that could be
influenced by
participants
becoming aware of
the study’s purpose
or when carryover
effects (like fatigue or
practice) could skew
results.

Repeated
Measures
Design

• CConontrotrols fls for Inor Indidivividdualual
DiffDifferenerencesces: The same
participants take part in all
conditions, controlling for
variability between different
individuals.

• RReqequiuires Fres Feewwer Per Paartirticicipanpantsts:
More efficient in terms of
sample size, as each participant
contributes data in all
conditions.

• InIncreased Pcreased Poowwerer: More likely
to detect a difference or effect
if one exists, due to control
over individual differences.

• CCaarryrryoovver Effer Effecectsts:
Participants’
experiences in one
condition can
influence their
behaviour in
subsequent
conditions.

• PPaartirticicipanpant Ft Faatitiguegue
or Boredor Boredomom:
Repeatedly
participating in a
task can lead to
reduced
performance or
engagement.

• TTimime-Ce-Consuminonsumingg:
Requires more time
from each
participant, as they
must participate in
all conditions.

Opt for this design
when controlling for
individual
differences is crucial,
and when the risk of
carryover effects can
be minimized (e.g.,
through
counterbalancing).
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Paired
Comparison
Design

• CConontrotrols fls for Inor Indidivividdualual
DiffDifferenerencesces: By matching
participants on key
characteristics, this design
aims to reduce variability
between groups.

• RRededuces Cuces Caarryrryoovver Effer Effecectsts:
Like independent measures,
participants experience only
one condition, avoiding issues
of order or practice effects.

• FlFleexixibilibility in Maty in Matctchinhingg
CCririteriateria: Researchers can
match participants on specific
characteristics relevant to the
study.

TTimime-Ine-Intensitensivve Pe Paartirticicipanpantt
SeSellecectitionon: Finding and
matching participants can be
time-consuming and may
limit the available pool of
participants.
ImImperfperfecect Mat Matctchinhingg: It’s
difficult to match participants
perfectly, and unmatched
variables can still confound
results.

InIncreased Ccreased Comompplleexixityty: The
design and analysis are more
complex than independent
group designs due to the
matching process.

This design is
suitable when
individual
differences are a
significant concern,
but repeated
measures are
impractical or
carryover effects are a
significant risk.

Factorial
Design

• TTests Inests Interateracctitionsons: Can
examine how different
variables interact with each
other.

• EfficiEfficienentt: Allows testing of
multiple hypotheses in one
study.

• CComompreprehhensiensivve Anale Analysisysis:
Provides a more holistic view
of the phenomenon under
study.

• CComompplleexixity inty in
DesiDesign angn andd
AnalAnalysisysis: More
difficult to design
and requires
advanced statistical
analysis.

• HiHighgher Rer Resourceesource
RReqequiuiremremenentt:
Often requires a
larger sample size to
detect interactions.

• InInterpreterpretatatitionon
ChallChallenenggeses: The
interaction effects
can be complicated
to interpret.

Effective when the
research question
involves
understanding how
different factors
interact and
influence the
outcome, particularly
in psychological and
social sciences
research.
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Crossover
Design

• InIndidivividdual as Own Cual as Own Conontrotroll:
Since the same participants
are exposed to all conditions,
individual variability is
reduced. This means each
participant serves as their own
control, enhancing the
reliability of the results.

• EfficiEfficienent Use of Rt Use of Resourcesesources:
Requires fewer participants
than parallel-group designs, as
all participants receive both
treatments.

• PPoowwerful ferful for Deor Detectectintingg
TTreareatmtmenent Efft Effecectsts: Enhanced
sensitivity in detecting the
presence and magnitude of
treatment effects, as
inter-subject variability is
minimized.

• CCaarryrryoovver Effer Effecectsts:
One of the major
concerns is the
potential for
carryover effects,
where the effect of
the first treatment
influences the
outcome of the
second treatment.

• WWashashout Pout Perieriodsods:
To mitigate
carryover effects,
adequate washout
periods are needed
between
treatments, which
can prolong the
duration of the
study.

• DroDropouts anpouts andd
CComompplianliancece:
Participant
dropouts can be
more problematic as
they affect both
treatment arms.
Ensuring
participant
compliance over an
extended period
can also be
challenging.

Especially effective in
clinical settings
where two or more
treatments are being
compared, and the
use of each
participant as their
own control can
provide clear
insights.
Useful in studies
where behavioural or
psychological
responses are being
observed, as the
crossover design can
reveal how the same
individual’s
responses vary under
different conditions.

Longitudinal
Design

• TTraraccks Deks Devveelloopmpmenent ant andd
ChanChanggee: Ideal for studying
changes over time.

• IdIdenentifitifies Pes Paatterns antterns andd
PPrediredicctorstors: Can reveal
patterns and predictive factors
in development or behaviour.

• StronStrong Tg Tememporal Seqporal Sequenuencece:
Offers clear insight into
cause-and-effect over a time

• TTimime ane and Cd Costost
InIntensitensivvee: Requires
long-term
investment in terms
of time and money.

• AAttrittritition Riskson Risks:
Risk of participants
dropping out over
time.

• PPootentential ftial foror
RReepeapeated Tted Testinestingg
EffEffecectsts:
Participants’
responses may be
influenced by
repeated testing.

Best suited for
developmental,
sociological, and
psychological
research where
understanding
change over time is
essential.
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Sequential
Design

• CComompreprehhensiensivve Dae Datata:
Sequential designs offer a
broad view of how certain
traits or behaviours change
both within individuals over
time (longitudinal
component) and across
different age groups at a single
point in time (cross-sectional
component).

• EfficiEfficienent At Aginging ang and Cd Coohhortort
AnalAnalysisysis: This design
efficiently distinguishes
between age effects, cohort
effects (differences due to
cultural/historical context in
which different cohorts grew
up), and period effects (impact
of events at a specific time
affecting all cohorts).

• FlFleexixibilibility in Daty in Data Cta Coollllecectitionon:
It allows researchers to adapt
their studies in response to
early findings or external
changes, such as societal shifts
or technological
advancements.

• CComompplleexixity inty in
ExExecutiecution anon andd
AnalAnalysisysis: Managing
and interpreting
interwoven
longitudinal and
cross-sectional data
can be challenging
and requires
sophisticated
statistical methods.

• RResource-Inesource-Intensitensivvee:
Similar to
longitudinal
studies, sequential
designs can be
time-consuming
and expensive due
to the extended
duration of data
collection and the
need for large
sample sizes.

• Risk of ARisk of Attrittrititionon:
The long-term
nature of the study
can lead to
participant dropout,
impacting the
validity and
continuity of data.

Ideal for
developmental and
sociological studies
that aim to
understand how
certain
characteristics or
behaviours develop
over time and across
different age groups.
Useful in research
where comparing
different cohorts is as
important as
observing changes
over time within the
same cohort.

In summary, the choice between these designs hinges on the research question, the practical constraints
of the study, and the importance of controlling for individual differences versus the risk of carryover
effects. Researchers must weigh these factors against the resources available, including time, the
number of participants, and the feasibility of managing different experimental setups.
Qualitative vs. Quantitative MethodsQualitative vs. Quantitative Methods

Understanding the distinction between qualitative and quantitative research methods is fundamental
in choosing the right approach for your thesis. Each method has unique strengths, weaknesses, and
applicability, depending on the nature of your research question.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
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here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=219#h5p-9

ThThe Ime Importanportance of Cce of Counounterterbalanbalancincing in Rg in Reseaesearcrchh

If you are interested in using within designs involving repeated measures or crossover designs,
counterbalancing is a crucial technique used to control for potential order effects. Order effects can
occur when the sequence in which treatments or conditions are presented influences the outcome,
rather than the treatments themselves. Counterbalancing helps ensure that these order effects do not
bias the results of a study.

Counterbalancing involves systematically varying the order of conditions or treatments across
participants to neutralize order effects. It ensures that each condition is tested in each order position
across the participant sample. This technique is designed to mitigate the effects of confounding
variables such as fatigue, practice, or boredom, which can affect participant performance and skew
results. By controlling for order effects, counterbalancing enhances the internal validity of an
experiment. It also allows researchers to use repeated measures designs without the risk of order effects
dominating the results. Especially in crossover designs, counterbalancing maximizes the use of data
from all participants, as each participant contributes to multiple conditions. Types of counterbalancing
include:

1. FFull Cull Counounterterbalanbalancincingg: Every possible order of conditions is used. Ideal for experiments
with a small number of conditions, as the number of required sequences increases rapidly
with more conditions.

2. PPaartial Crtial Counounterterbalanbalancincingg: Only a subset of all possible orders is used. This approach is often
employed when full counterbalancing is impractical due to a large number of conditions.

Researchers need to consider the complexity added to the study design and analysis. Counterbalancing
can introduce additional variables to be accounted for in data analysis. A potential disadvantage of
the technique may require larger sample sizes to ensure that all order permutations are adequately
represented.

ExamExamppllee:: In a cognitive psychology experiment testing the effects of two types of memory aids,
participants are subjected to both aids but in different orders. Group A uses Memory Aid 1 followed by
Memory Aid 2, while Group B experiences them in the reverse order. This counterbalancing ensures
that any observed effect on memory isn’t just due to getting accustomed to the testing process (practice
effect) or fatigue towards the end of the experiment.

In essence, counterbalancing is an essential technique in experimental research, particularly when
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using within-subjects designs. Its proper implementation can significantly enhance the reliability and
validity of research findings by ensuring that the effects observed are truly due to the experimental
conditions and not the order in which those conditions were presented. As such, understanding and
effectively applying counterbalancing is a key skill for researchers in designing robust and credible
experiments.
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10

PRE-REGISTRAPRE-REGISTRATIOTIONN ANDAND ETHICETHICALAL
COCONSIDERANSIDERATIOTIONSNS

Once the basics of your methodology are sorted out, the next crucial step is to develop a
comprehensive research plan. This plan should outline each phase of your project, from the initial
planning stages to the final stages of data collection. Ensuring that every aspect of your methodology is
meticulously planned and implemented is key to the success of your research. In this context, consider
the option of pre-registering your study.

PPre-Rre-Registraegistratitionon

Pre-registration involves publicly declaring your research plan, including hypotheses, methodology,
and analysis strategy, on platforms like the Open Science Framework (OSF) before data collection
begins. Pre-registering a study offers several key benefits:

• EnhanEnhances Tces Transparansparenrenccy any and Ind Integritegrity:ty: By declaring the research plan publicly beforehand, it
prevents selective reporting and post-hoc hypothesis adjustments, fostering honesty in
reporting results.

• ImImproprovves Ces Crediredibilibility:ty: Pre-registration signals to the scientific community and readers that
the research is conducted without bias, enhancing the study’s credibility.

• FFaacilicilitatates Cltes Cleaear Distinr Distincctition Beon Betwtween Exeen Expplloraoratory antory and Cd Confionfirmarmatory Analtory Analyses:yses: It helps
differentiate planned analyses from those that are exploratory, adding clarity to the research
process.

• InIncreases Rcreases Reeprodproduciucibilibility:ty: By providing detailed methodological plans, pre-registration aids
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other researchers in replicating the study, crucial for verifying results and advancing
scientific knowledge.

• AAvvoioids Pds Puubblilicacatition Bias:on Bias: It helps in reducing publication bias, as the study’s existence and its
core hypotheses and methods are recorded publicly before the results are known.

• BuilBuilds Rds Reseaesearcrchher Aer Accounccountatabilibility:ty: Knowing that their plan is publicly accessible can
motivate researchers to adhere more strictly to their original study protocol.

• StrucStructured Plannintured Planning:g: It encourages a more structured approach to planning your study,
requiring a clear outline of your research objectives, methodologies, and analyses.

• TTimimeelinline Manae Managgememenent:t: Having a pre-registered plan helps in setting a realistic timeline for
your research, ensuring that each phase of the study is allocated sufficient time.

• FFocus on Obocus on Objecjectitivves:es: Pre-registration keeps the research team focused on the original
objectives and hypotheses, reducing the likelihood of veering off course.

• EfficiEfficienent Rt Resource Allesource Allocaocatition:on: Knowing the research plan in advance allows for more
efficient allocation and use of resources, including time, personnel, and materials.

• Minimizes Last-MinMinimizes Last-Minute Chanute Changges:es: With a detailed plan in place from the start, there’s less
likelihood of needing significant changes mid-study, which can disrupt organization and
timelines.

EthiEthical Ccal Consionsidderaeratitionsons

Most research, especially those involving human subjects require approval from the Research Ethics
Board (REB) also known as an Institutional Review Board (IRB). The REB is responsible for reviewing
and evaluating the ethical implications of proposed research to ensure it aligns with established ethical
standards. Researchers must apply, often through an online portal, detailing the purpose of their study,
experimental design, and how they plan to address potential ethical issues among other factors. The
REB plays a crucial role in the oversight of research, particularly research involving
human participants. The primary purpose of an REB is to protect the rights, well-
being, and dignity of research participants. It ensures that research is conducted
ethically and responsibly, adhering to established standards and guidelines. The key
functions of an REB include:

• RiskRisk-Ben-Benefiefit Analt Analysis:ysis: The board evaluates the potential risks to participants against the
potential benefits of the research. The aim is to minimize harm while maximizing the value
of the research to society.

• InfInformormed Ced Consenonsent:t: The REB ensures that researchers provide clear, comprehensive
information to participants about the nature of the study, their rights, and what participation
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involves. Participants should give informed consent, free from coercion or undue influence.

• OnOnggoinoing Mg Monionitorintoring:g: Once a study is approved, the REB continues to monitor its progress.
This might involve reviewing amendments to the study, handling complaints from
participants, and ensuring ongoing compliance with ethical standards.

• PPromromootinting Ethig Ethical Stancal Standadards:rds: The REB also plays a role in educating researchers about
ethical principles and practices, fostering a culture of integrity and respect for human rights
in research.

• RRegulaegulatory Ctory Comompplianliancece:: The board ensures that research complies with local, national, and
international ethical guidelines and legal requirements related to research involving human
subjects.

By fulfilling these responsibilities, the Research Ethics Board safeguards the integrity of the research
process, ensuring that scientific exploration advances in a manner that respects and protects
individuals who contribute to this vital pursuit. When planning your research project, it’s essential to
account for the time it will take to gain approval from your institution’s REB. The review process can be
intricate, often requiring revisions and careful consideration of the reviewers’ feedback and concerns.
Therefore, it’s wise to allocate at least a month in your data collection timeline for obtaining this
ethical clearance. This foresight ensures you have sufficient time to address any required modifications
to your application and prevents any unexpected delays in commencing your data collection phase.
Therefore, plan your ethics application concurrently with your experimental design.
Data collection cannot commence without ethical clearance, making it integral to
your research timeline. If your research involves human participants, work closely
with your supervisor to prepare the necessary documentation, including consent
and debriefing forms. These documents must clearly outline the nature of the
research, any potential risks, and the rights of the participants, ensuring informed
consent.
YYouour Rr Roolle in Ee in Etthichics Aps Apppliclicatioationsns

• Undergraduate Students: Typically, undergraduates are not directly responsible for creating
and submitting ethics applications. However, they are often involved in the research process
under the supervision of a faculty member.

• Graduate Students: At this level, students are more likely to take an active role in preparing
and submitting ethics applications. This involves detailing the research methodology,
potential risks to participants, and how these risks will be mitigated.

Even if you are not directly responsible for the submission, understanding the ethics approval
process is crucial. It provides valuable insights into responsible research conduct and helps prepare you
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for future independent research projects. Moreover, learning to navigate the ethics application process
is a highly regarded skill in academic and research settings. Involvement in this process can enhance a
student’s desirability as a candidate for research assistant positions or future research roles.

PPoowwer Analer Analysis:ysis: Determining the Number of Participants

Before initiating data collection for your study, it’s highly advisable to conduct a power analysis. This
statistical process is essential for determining the minimum sample size required to reliably detect your
effect of interest. Conducting a power analysis early in your research planning can ensure that your
study is adequately powered, meaning it has a sufficient sample size to achieve statistically significant
results if there is indeed an effect to be found. This step is crucial not only for the validity of your
research findings but also for the efficient use of resources and ethical considerations in research
conduct.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=227#h5p-13
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11

WRITINGWRITING ANAN EFFECTIVEEFFECTIVE METHODSMETHODS SECTIOSECTIONN

The Methods section of your thesis paper is much more than just a part of your paper; it’s the
foundation that supports your entire research. This section needs to provide a crystal-clear, detailed,
and replicable roadmap of your study’s process. It’s a crucial aspect that speaks to the credibility of your
work and enables others in the scientific community to replicate your research, a fundamental principle
of scientific inquiry.

Many believe, and I concur, that the Methods and Results sections of a paper are somewhat easier
to write compared to the more nuanced Introduction and Discussion sections. However, this doesn’t
imply that crafting the Methods section is a walk in the park. In reality, it can present its own set
of challenges. Due to its technical and descriptive nature, important details can often be missed or
misconstrued. The aim of this chapter is to revitalize the Methods section, transforming it from what
could be a dry and tedious segment into a compelling and insightful part of your thesis. By doing so, we
hope to not only enhance the quality of your thesis but also improve its overall readability and impact.

Bit of a historical fun fact, but the Methods section is traditionally known as the “Materials &
Methods” section. The traditional name served to highlight the two crucial aspects of the
Methods section.

1. “Materials” encompasses what was examined in the study, such as human
subjects, animals, or tissue samples, as well as various treatments (like drugs
or gases) and instruments utilized.

2. “Methods” dives into the procedural aspects, detailing how subjects or
objects were handled to address the experimental question, the
methodologies of measurement and calculation, and the techniques used
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for data analysis.

In writing your Methods section, balance is key. While it’s important to provide enough detail for
reproducibility, avoid unnecessary elaboration on well-established procedures. Always aim for clarity,
precision, and a logical flow of information. To write a methods section devoid of confusion
and ambiguity, a structured approach is often recommended:

DescriDescribinbing thg the Mae Materialsterials

Begin by detailing the materials used in the study, providing context for the environment in which the
research was conducted.

◦ Assessing the external validity of research involving human subjects hinges on
accurately detailing the sample population’s demographic data, including age,
gender, and racial composition. This allows for a better understanding of to whom
the study results can be applied. Similarly, studies involving animal subjects must
specify species, weight, strain, sex, and age. The Methods section should therefore
meticulously describe the selection criteria and rationale for participant
enrollment, shaping the boundaries of how the results can be generalized. Such
detailed reporting ensures a comprehensive understanding of the research scope
and enhances the study’s applicability and relevance to wider populations.

◦ Moreover, when reporting your sample size, you are encouraged to provide a
detailed explanation of your power analysis. This approach not only demonstrates
the statistical robustness of your study but also justifies the number of participants
used. By including this in your Methods section, you provide transparency about
how your sample size was sufficient to achieve reliable and valid results, and how it
contributes to the study’s overall credibility. This information is key in allowing
readers and reviewers to understand the methodological decisions made and
ensures the replicability of your research. If the power analysis was conducted post-
hoc, this should be clearly stated. Including post-hoc analysis can be insightful,
especially in explaining the study’s findings within the context of the actual sample
size used. This transparency is vital for readers and reviewers to understand the
limitations and strengths of your study’s design and statistical approach.

▪ Make sure to specify the tools and statistical packages used for your
power analysis. Mention and cite specific software like G-Power or the
SuperPower package in R, detailing how they were employed in your
study. Additionally, describe the measures used, such as effect size, to give
a complete picture of your analysis process. The objective is to provide
comprehensive information that enables readers to replicate your power
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analysis if desired, thereby enhancing the transparency and
reproducibility of your research.

ElaElaboraboratinting on Pg on Prerepapararatitionon

When detailing your study’s preparation process in the Methods section, it’s essential to provide
comprehensive information on how materials were prepared or procured.

• If your study involves human participants, you may detail the steps from the moment
participants enter the lab to their departure. Key aspects to cover are the process of obtaining
consent, the instructions given to participants, and how they were compensated (whether
through course credit, monetary payment, or other means). Additionally, it’s important to
note whether participants were aware of any manipulations in the study or if they were
debriefed afterwards. This level of detail not only enhances the transparency of your
research process but also underscores the ethical considerations upheld throughout the
study.

• For animal studies, a thorough description of the use of sedation, anesthesia, their
administration routes, and methods for evaluating their efficacy is necessary. All preparatory
steps for animal or tissue use before the research should be described in detail to allow for
reproducibility or assessment of their relevance by readers.

◦ Also, include a statement confirming that your study has received the necessary
ethical approval from your Institutional Review Board (IRB). This approval
indicates that your study’s protocol aligns with the ethical principles governing
research on living subjects. Without this ethical clearance, the integrity and
legitimacy of the research are significantly compromised. Not only is conducting
the research without such approval ethically questionable, but it also renders the
study ineligible for publication in reputable, peer-reviewed scientific journals. The
IRB’s approval is a fundamental requirement, ensuring that all research involving
human or animal subjects is conducted responsibly and ethically.

• In research involving drugs, always use the generic drug name and specify the manufacturer,
concentration, dose, and infusion rate. Similarly, if your study uses medical gases, detail their
concentration and flow rates.

• If you’re employing a standardized preparation procedure or one adapted from another lab or
study, and it’s well-documented in a publication easily accessible to your readers, you can
maintain brevity in your methods section by citing this reference. This approach directs your
readers to a detailed description of the procedure, keeping your section concise. However,
it’s crucial to clearly outline any modifications or deviations you made from the original
method. This option is recommended primarily when the method you are following is
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published and you have made only minor alterations. Accurately detailing these changes is
important for transparency and helps maintain the integrity of your research.

◦ Conversely, if your method is particularly unique or
unconventional, be as detailed as possible, and consider validating it
in a separate publication before submitting the main study. This
approach not only establishes credibility but also enhances the
reader’s understanding of the novel methodology’s applicability and
reliability in your research.

OutlininOutlining thg the Re Reseaesearcrch Ph Prorotocotocoll

The next step in the Methods section is to expand on the step-by-step procedures, from the initiation
of the study to its completion, giving readers a clear roadmap of the experimental journey. Here
you should chronologically trace the exact steps of the procedures, starting with baseline conditions
and measurements, followed by the alterations of the independent variable and the corresponding
measurements of the dependent variable. Additionally, it’s crucial to describe any clinical management
aspects during the peri-experimental period not directly controlled by the protocol.

MMeasuremeasuremenent ant and Cd Calalculaculatition Pon Procedroceduresures
Next, specify the variables measured and the methods of measurement. Detailing the measurement

instruments is key, including specifics like the manufacturer, model, and any calibration procedures
undertaken. Furthermore, explain the rationale behind the choice of measurements, especially when
measuring variables indirectly. It’s important to explicitly state when a particular value of a variable
represents a specific state or condition. For example, you might specify that “A central venous pressure
of ≥ 8 mm Hg was indicative of adequate intravascular volume status.” After describing the
measurements, a comprehensive listing of all calculations used in the study should follow. This
approach ensures that your research is replicable and that your methodology is transparent and
understandable.

DaData Analta Analysisysis

The final step in the Methods section involves detailing how the data will be presented in the Results
section. This includes specifying whether data will be represented as means, medians, or other
statistical measures. Additionally, it’s important to outline the specific statistical tests that will be
used for analyzing inferential data. This section should also define the p-value threshold that will be
considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. By clearly describing these aspects, readers
can better understand the analytical approach and interpret the findings in the context of the statistical
methodologies used.
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PPraracctitical Tcal Tiips anps and Td Tririccks:ks:

• FFormaormattintting Issuesg Issues: Check if your department has specific formatting requirements for theses,
such as APA, MLA, or Chicago style. This information can usually be found on the
department’s website or in the student thesis handbook.

◦ Make note of any specific guidelines related to font type and size, margin widths,
citation style, and structure of the document.

◦ If departmental guidelines are not specified, arrange a meeting with your thesis
supervisor to discuss their expectations regarding formatting. Ask for clarity on
details like preferred citation style, headings and subheadings format, and any
other specific preferences they might have.

◦ Pay special attention to the requirements for formatting the methods section. This
may include guidelines on presenting figures and tables, describing procedures, and
citing sources. Ensure that your current draft of the methods section aligns with
these formatting standards.

◦ It’s significantly more efficient to apply the correct formatting from the beginning
rather than revising it later. Start formatting your document as per the guidelines as
you draft each section. This approach will save you time and effort and will help
maintain consistency throughout your thesis. Utilize available resources such as
formatting templates provided by your university or department. Consider using
reference management software like EndNote or Zotero to streamline the citation
process.

• ClaClarify thrify the Rae Ratitionalonalee:: Begin each segment by explaining why certain methods or materials
were chosen. This could range from the choice of a specific chemical compound to your
criteria for choosing study samples. Aim for clarity and brevity in your rationale; extensive
explanations aren’t necessary. Generally, one to two sentences should be adequate to convey
the reasoning behind your procedural choices. This approach keeps your Methods section
clear, concise, and focused, preventing it from becoming unnecessarily lengthy. Remember,
the goal is to be as informative as possible without overwhelming the reader with excessive
detail.

• EmEmppllooy Vy Visual Aiisual Aids:ds: Diagrams, flowcharts, and tables not only break the text’s monotony
but also aid in the reader’s comprehension of complex procedures.

• LeaLearn from Existinrn from Existing Lig Literateratureture:: This handy tip could significantly streamline your process:
Study the methods section in recent publications from your supervisor. These sections are
not just academically approved but have also been refined through peer reviews. Use them as
a template to shape the structure and tone of your own methods section. However, it’s not
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about copying; it’s about learning from proven approaches and then adapting them to fit
your study’s specific needs. Enhancing readability and transparency should be your goal, so
feel free to modify and improve upon these examples. Additionally, exploring papers that
employ methods similar to yours, or any well-written methods section you’ve encountered,
can offer valuable stylistic insights. Remember, these existing works are not just guides;
they’re springboards for your methodological creativity and precision.

• RReeportinporting Mg Mulultitipplle Exe Experimperimenents:ts: When documenting multiple experiments in your paper,
it’s advisable to create distinct Methods sections for each, ensuring clarity and organization.
However, if the methodologies across these experiments are largely similar, you can
streamline your writing by stating that subsequent experiments followed the same materials,
methods, and procedures as outlined initially. In such cases, focus only on detailing any
variations or changes specific to each experiment. This approach aids in maintaining the
conciseness of your paper, preventing redundancy and avoiding overloading your readers
with repetitive information. Remember, the goal is to provide comprehensive yet succinct
descriptions, enabling readers to understand the nuances of each experiment without
unnecessary repetition.

• SuSubsecbsectitionsons: Dividing your Methods section into subsections can significantly enhance its
readability and organization. Here are some commonly used subsection titles:

◦ StuStuddy Dy Deesign:sign: Describing the overall framework of the research.

◦ PPaarticiparticipantntss:: Detailing the demographic and selection criteria for subjects.

◦ MatMaterialserials/E/Equipquipmmentent:: Listing and explaining the tools and materials used.

◦ PPrrococededuurree:: Outlining the step-by-step process of the experiment or study.

◦ DDatata Aa Analnalyysissis:: Describing statistical methods and analysis techniques.

CCommommon Pon Piitfalls to Atfalls to Avvoioid:d:

• OvOvererllooookinking Deg Detailstails: Every aspect of your methodology should be clearly explained. Don’t
assume the reader knows anything about your procedures.

• InInconsistenconsistenccyy: Ensure that the details in your Methods section align with what is presented
in the Results and Discussion sections.

• SeeSeek Fk Feedeedbabacckk: Seeking feedback is a vital step in refining your Methods section. It’s
beneficial to regularly consult with your supervisor and peers, as they can provide valuable
insights and help identify areas for improvement. I also recommend taking a step back from
your work periodically. When you’re deeply immersed in writing, especially after numerous
revisions, you might become accustomed to the content, potentially overlooking areas that
need enhancement. By revisiting your Methods section after a break, you approach it with
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fresh eyes, which can reveal new perspectives. Additionally, consider obtaining feedback
from individuals who are less familiar with your study. If they can comprehend your
methods easily, it’s a good indication of the section’s clarity and effectiveness.
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WEEKWEEK 44 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=277#h5p-10
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Part V

WWeeeek 5: Dak 5: Data Cta Coollllecectitionon

As we reach the midpoint of our 10-week workshop, you’ve made significant progress in shaping your
thesis project. By now, you should have:

1. RRefinefined Yed Your Tour Toopipicc:: Narrowed down to a specific area of interest that captivates and
motivates you.

2. FFormormulaulated Yted Your Rour Reseaesearcrch Questih Question:on: Developed a clear, concise question that guides your
thesis.

3. CConondducucted Exted Extensitensivve Re Reaeadinding:g: Engaged with a substantial amount of literature relevant to
your topic, building a solid foundation for your research and keeping good notes.

4. HeHelld Rd Regulaegular Mr Meeeetintings:gs: Maintained consistent check-ins with your supervisor, gaining
valuable insights and guidance.

5. FFinalized Yinalized Your Mour Meeththododoollogy:ogy: Collaboratively worked with your supervisor to establish a
robust methodology for your study.

At this stage, it’s crucial to channel your efforts into the Methods section of your thesis. If you
haven’t already started, now is the ideal time to draft the first version. For those who have a draft in
place, focus on revising and refining it. Consider seeking feedback from peers, or your supervisor to
enhance its clarity and effectiveness. Revisit the content from week 4 if you need a refresher on crafting
an effective Methods section.

This week marks a slight change of pace. We’re not assigning any specific exercises,
allowing you some breathing room. Instead, the primary objective for this week is
to begin data collection. This phase is where your planning and preparation come
to fruition, as you begin gathering the data that will form the backbone of your
thesis. Remember, successful data collection hinges on meticulous adherence to
your established methodology.

Take this week to ensure that all logistical aspects of your data collection are in order, from ensuring
the availability of necessary materials to confirming the schedule and process for data gathering. This
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pause in new tasks is an opportunity to focus on the practical implementation of your research, setting
the stage for the insightful discoveries and analysis that lie ahead.
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THETHE REWREWARDINGARDING EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE OFOF DDAATTAA
COLLECTIOCOLLECTIONN

There’s something genuinely exhilarating about being part of data collection. It’s like having a
backstage pass to the world of research. You’re not just reading about experiments; you’re conducting
them. I remember in my first year as an undergrad, I signed up to participate in a few studies for
extra credit. Walking into a lab – a place that required special access – was awe-inspiring. I was just a
participant, but I couldn’t help but admire the student experimenter running the show. It struck me
then – this is where I want to be.

And sure enough, a year later, I was part of that very team as a student experimenter, collecting data
in the lab. Fast forward a few more years, and after completing my master’s, I was the one overseeing
the lab and conducting experiments in that same room where I was once just a participant. It’s amazing
how things come full circle.

So, whether you’re just starting or you’re knee-deep in your research journey, remember that your
role in data collection is more than just a task. It’s a rite of passage in your academic career. It’s where
you learn, grow, and transform from a learner to a leader.

TThe Rhe Roolle oe of Df Datata Ca Coollllectioection in Un in Unndderergrgraadduatuate ae annd Grd Graadduatuate Re Reesseaearrcchh

As an undergraduate student engaged in research, the extent of your involvement in data collection
can vary significantly based on several factors. These include the nature of the research, your level of
expertise and availability, and importantly, your supervisor’s preferences and expectations. It’s crucial
to have a clear conversation with your supervisor about the degree of involvement expected of you in
the data collection process. In certain scenarios, especially in labs working with expensive equipment,
hazardous materials, or requiring specialized technical skills, your supervisor might not anticipate
direct involvement from you in data collection. However, it’s more common for undergraduates to be
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actively involved in this aspect of research, albeit not typically in the design phase of the experiment.
The purpose of an undergraduate thesis is to get students in a lab and collect data, to provide them
with first-hand experience in conducting research. So depending on the lab you’re in, your level of
involvement in this stage will vary. Participating in data collection is a fundamental component of the
learning process, offering you a window into the practical world of academic research.

For graduate students, the expectation is generally to take a more hands-on approach to data
collection. You should be prepared to be actively involved in the lab, managing and conducting data
collection processes. If necessary, there’s often the possibility of seeking assistance from research
assistants or enlisting the help of undergraduate students for larger projects. This not only facilitates
the data collection process but also provides an opportunity for mentorship and leadership within the
research environment.
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CRAFTINGCRAFTING AA TIMELINETIMELINE FORFOR DDAATTAA COLLECTIOCOLLECTIONN::
GUIDGUIDANCEANCE FORFOR STUDENTSSTUDENTS

Developing a realistic timeline for data collection is pivotal. This step is not merely
about scheduling; it’s about foreseeing challenges, allocating resources, and ensuring
the feasibility of your research. A realistic timeline reflects a deep understanding
of the research process and demonstrates a commitment to maintaining the quality
and integrity of your study. It’s crucial to consider factors like the availability of
resources, the timing of participant recruitment, and any institutional deadlines or
academic calendar constraints. If you haven’t done so already, you should clarify
expectations concerning your involvement in data collection and how many hours
of the week you are expected to be in the lab, or if there is a specific number of
participants or subjects you should collect data from. Moreover, it may be likely that
you are sharing resources with other lab members, so take this week to figure out
any restrictions to consider for your timeline. Remember, a well-planned timeline
is a roadmap to successful research execution. To create a timeline that accurately
reflects your project’s needs, consider these key factors:

1. AssessinAssessing thg the Stude Study’y’s Scos Scopepe:: how extensive is your data collection? Are you using surveys,
interviews, or experimental methods? Each approach has its own set of time requirements.
For instance, surveys might need time for distribution and response collection, while
interviews require scheduling with participants. Additionally, consider the availability of
resources, such as equipment or lab space, and how this availability may affect your timeline.
Finally, factor in time for unforeseen delays and challenges – it’s better to have extra time
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than not enough.

2. PPrerepaparinring fg for daor data cota collllecectition:on: preparation is key to effective data collection. This involves not
only fine-tuning your methods and tools but also ensuring you are well-versed in using them.
If you are conducting interviews or surveys, pilot tests can be invaluable. They help in
refining your questions and approach, ensuring clarity and effectiveness. For experimental
methods, ensure you thoroughly understand and can operate any equipment needed. Also,
prepare for data storage and management – decide in advance how and where you will store
collected data to ensure its security and accessibility. This preparatory phase is integral to the
smooth execution of your data collection and should be incorporated into your timeline.

3. FlFleexixibilibility & aty & adadapptatatition:on: While a timeline is essential, it’s equally important to maintain
flexibility. Research is often unpredictable, and you may encounter challenges that
necessitate adjustments to your plan. Be prepared to modify your timeline in response to
these challenges. Regularly review and adjust your schedule as needed, and maintain open
communication with your supervisor. They can provide guidance and help you navigate any
obstacles, ensuring that your data collection stays on track despite any unforeseen
circumstances. In essence, a successful data collection timeline is one that is well-planned yet
adaptable, balancing structure with the flexibility to accommodate the dynamic nature of
research.

Tips & Tricks to Keep in Mind

• CCreareate a Wte a Worork Breakk Breakddoown Strucwn Structure (WBSture (WBS):): Break your project into smaller tasks and work
packages, facilitating easier accomplishment of benchmarks.

• CConsionsidder oer othther commier commitmtmenents:ts: Identify and factor in any other commitments, such as any
upcoming exam dates, and plan accordingly.

• IdIdenentify Detify Depenpenddenencicies:es: Understand which tasks depend on the completion of others, and
sequence your tasks accordingly.

• EstaEstabblish Millish Milestonestones:es: Set significant points in the project, like start and end dates, to ensure
progress stays on track.

• Compile Your Timeline: Use project management tools or charts to organize and visualize
your project timeline, enforcing deadlines to maintain accountability.

Creating a well-thought-out timeline for your data collection is a roadmap to successful research
execution. By integrating these detailed planning strategies and project management principles, you
can set a realistic and adaptable timeline that enhances the efficiency and effectiveness of your research
project.
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15

WEEKWEEK 55 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=305#h5p-12
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Part VI

WWeeeek 6k 6: Da: Data Analta Analysis anysis andd
RResulesultsts

Welcome back!
I hope you embraced the opportunity provided by last week’s content to recenter and rejuvenate.

The slower pace was designed to offer you a chance to regroup, prepare, plan, and catch up on any
outstanding tasks. By this point, you should have either completed or been well into the data-collection
phase of your research. It’s important to remember that each research journey is unique, with its
own set of timelines and milestones. If you haven’t yet completed data collection, there’s no need for
stress or anxiety. As long as you’re making steady progress and staying aligned with your personalized
timeline – and your supervisor is content with the pace of your progress – you’re doing exceptionally
well.

As we move forward, the pace of our workshop will begin to accelerate. This week, our focus shifts
towards understanding and preparing the results section of your thesis. We’ll start by revisiting the
fundamentals of what a results section entails and explore the various types of analyses you can
perform on your collected data. Here’s what to expect:

• UnUndderstanerstandinding thg the Re Resulesults Sects Sectition:on: We’ll delve into the essentials of crafting a results
section, including how to present your findings in a clear, concise, and logical manner. We’ll
cover the importance of accurately representing your data without interpretation or bias.

• HanHands-on Pds-on Praracctitice wice with Rth R-Studi-Studioo:: R-Studio, a widely used statistical software, will be our
tool for data analysis practice. Even if you’re new to R-Studio, we’ll guide you through some
basic exercises to build your confidence in using this powerful tool.

• DraftinDrafting thg the Re Resulesults:ts: Armed with an understanding of data analysis and practical experience
from R-Studio, you’ll start drafting your results. This initial draft doesn’t have to be perfect;
focus on structuring your findings logically and ensuring all relevant data is included.

Remember, the results section is where your data speaks for itself. It sets the stage for the discussion
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section where you’ll interpret these findings. So, let’s dive into this crucial phase with enthusiasm and
a keen eye for detail, laying a solid foundation for the next steps of your thesis project.

A GuiA Guidde fe for Wor Wriritinting an Effg an Effecectitivve Re Resulesults Sects Sectitionon

The results section is arguably the hardest part of a paper to read, so it’s crucial to make it as
readable, concise, and straightforward as possible. The primary goal of the results section is to present
your findings in an unbiased manner, allowing readers to make assumptions, interpretations, and
conclusions of their own before reading yours. Therefore, report your findings as they are, without
inserting your interpretations or assumptions. Your role in this section is to present data, not to explain
or interpret it. Here are some tips and tricks to enhance the effectiveness of your results section:

UnUndderstanerstand Fd Formaormattintting ang and Styd Stylle Re Reqequiuiremremenentsts

Before you start writing the first draft of your results section, it is crucial to familiarize yourself
thoroughly with any formatting requirements set by your institution or supervisor. These may
encompass specific program-related requirements or particular expectations set forth by your
supervisor that are essential to adhere to when preparing for submission. Compliance with these
formatting guidelines is not just about adhering to academic standards; it also prevents unnecessary
loss of marks in this relatively simple area.

Furthermore, it’s important to delve into the specific requirements of the citation style mandated
for your thesis. Each citation style, be it APA, MLA, Chicago, or others, comes with its unique set
of guidelines that dictate how to format various elements of your paper. This can include specific
instructions for structuring your results section, such as how to format subheadings, the correct way
of reporting numerical data, and the presentation of figures and tables. Adhering to these guidelines
is not only about maintaining consistency; it’s also about enhancing the readability and professional
appearance of your thesis. By paying close attention to these details, you ensure that your results
section is not only informative but also impeccably presented, reflecting a high level of academic rigour
and attention to detail. Therefore, it is essential to be thoroughly aware of these requirements, as they
may differ from or contrast with some of the other guidelines mentioned below.

RReeportinporting Rg Reqequiuired Stared Statistitisticscs

Ensure to include all necessary statistical information. Consult with your supervisor on what stats
you should report. This typically includes but is certainly not limited to specific test statistics such
as means, standard deviations, samples sizes (per condition in between designs), correlations between
dependent measures in within designs, t-values or F-values in the case of t-tests or ANOVA,
respectively, p-values, effect sizes and their confidence interval. 1

1. I strongly recommend engaging in a detailed discussion with your supervisor regarding the appropriate measures of effect size
to report in your research. I've included an optional, yet highly beneficial reading that offers in-depth insights into various effect
size measures, their objectives, calculation methods, and the most opportune scenarios for their inclusion. This paper promotes a
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Note that the selection of these statistics depends on the type of data analysis conducted, but you
sure ensure to state statistics for each analysis and understand the relevance of each
statistic to your specific analysis and research questions. Moreover, make sure to
follow the norms and expectations of your academic field regarding which statistics to report as well
as the format in which they should be reported. This detailed statistical reporting is not only a mark
of rigorous research but also allows other researchers to fully understand the scope and significance
of your results. It contributes to the transparency and reproducibility of your research, which are
foundational elements of scientific integrity.

ExaminExamine Othe Other Per Paaperspers

Examining the results sections of papers within your field, particularly those authored by your
supervisor, can be incredibly instructive. Pay attention to how these sections are structured, the clarity
and precision of the language, and the methods used to present data. This approach offers an excellent
foundation for understanding how to format and craft your own results section. Remember, a thesis
is not only a piece of research work but also an academic document that will be evaluated, so it’s
important to align your writing with the expectations of your grader, who is most likely your
supervisor.

Understanding the style and structure preferred by your supervisor can be particularly beneficial, as
it reflects their academic standards and expectations. This insight can be invaluable when it comes to
ensuring your work aligns with their grading criteria. Additionally, papers published in your field have
usually undergone rigorous stages of peer review, making them exemplars of high-quality academic
writing and research presentations. These papers represent the ‘best of the best’ in your field and serve
as valuable resources for your work.

However, while drawing inspiration from these sources is encouraged, it’s crucial to maintain a clear
boundary between inspiration and plagiarism. The goal is not to replicate a results section verbatim
or simply insert your data into someone else’s structure. Instead, use these examples as a guide for
developing your unique approach to presenting your findings. Look for ways they effectively
communicate complex data, organize their results logically, and maintain reader engagement. By doing
so, you’re not just copying a format; you’re learning from established methods and applying these
insights to create a results section that is both academically rigorous and original in its presentation.

Be ClBe Cleaear anr and Cd Cononcisecise

In writing the results section of your research paper, clarity and conciseness are key. Long, complex
sentences can make it difficult for readers to grasp the main points of your findings. Remember, the goal
is to communicate your research effectively, not to impress with sophisticated vocabulary or convoluted

standardized approach for reporting effect size measures across diverse disciplines. Such standardization is pivotal for advancing
cumulative scientific knowledge and enhancing both reproducibility and transparency in research. For the interested reader the
paper is cited here: Lakens D. Calculating and reporting effect sizes to facilitate cumulative science: a practical primer for t-tests and
ANOVAs. Front Psychol. 2013;4:863. Published 2013 Nov 26. doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2013.00863
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sentence structures. A research paper, particularly the results section, can already be challenging to
navigate; your writing should aim to simplify the reader’s journey, not complicate it. Here are some tips
for achieving clarity and brevity in your writing:

• Simplicity is Strength: Use simple, straightforward language. Avoid jargon and complex
words where simpler ones will do. The easier it is to read your results, the more effectively
your research will be communicated. You should practice this in all aspects of your paper not
just the results.

• Short Sentences: Break down long sentences into shorter, more digestible
ones. This helps in maintaining the reader’s attention and ensuring that your
points are conveyed clearly.

• Avoid Overuse of Technical Terms: While technical terms are sometimes
necessary, overuse can alienate readers unfamiliar with the terminology. Aim
for a balance between technical accuracy and accessibility.

• Define Technical Terms: When you do use technical terms, make sure to
define them. This practice ensures that your paper is inclusive, allowing
readers from diverse backgrounds to understand your results.

• No Ambiguity: Your results should be presented in a way that leaves no room
for interpretation. Be specific and direct in your descriptions to avoid any
potential confusion.

• Use Footnotes for Additional Explanations: If you need to include technical
terms or additional information but want to keep the main text concise,
consider using footnotes. This way, readers interested in more detailed
explanations can refer to them without interrupting the flow of your main
text.

PPresenresent Dat Data Logita Logicallcallyy

When organizing your results, it’s essential to arrange them in a sequence that mirrors the
methodology you followed in your research. This organization can take various forms, such as a
chronological order, which follows the timeline of your experiments or studies; a thematic
arrangement, grouping results by specific themes or topics; or an order of importance, highlighting the
most significant findings first. The key is to choose a structure that best suits the nature of your research
and makes it easy for your reader to follow your thought process.

Be strategic and thoughtful in how you present your data. The progression of your results should feel
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natural and intuitive to the reader. When dealing with related analyses or follow-up experiments, it’s
helpful to present them consecutively. This approach aids in maintaining coherence and allows readers
to easily track the development of your research.

If your thesis involves multiple related experiments, consider using a consistent format for
presenting your analyses. This consistency can be particularly beneficial when you want your readers to
compare results across different experiments. For instance, you might decide that in the first paragraph
of each section, you will discuss a specific analysis that was conducted across all experiments. This
uniform structure guides your readers, enabling them to make comparisons more efficiently and grasp
the full scope of your research.

HiHighlighlighght Kt Keey Fy Finindindingsgs

While you should avoid interpretation, it’s important to indicate the key findings. This helps readers
to understand the most significant results. The strategic choice of words in your results section can
play a crucial role in guiding your reader through the complexities of your data. While maintaining
impartiality and avoiding bias is essential, it’s equally important to help your reader understand the
significance of your findings. To a researcher deeply involved in their work, the results might seem
straightforward, but to an external reader, they can be challenging to decipher. This is particularly true
when it comes to identifying which analysis or effect is most critical or most directly addresses your
research question. To navigate this delicate balance, consider using specific words that subtly highlight
the importance of certain analyses or effects without leading the reader to a biased conclusion. Here are
some suggestions:
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It’s important to use these words and phrases with discretion. Overuse or inappropriate use can
detract from the objective tone that is expected in a scientific results section. The goal is to use these
strategic words to guide your reader’s attention to the most critical parts of your data, enhancing their
understanding of how your results tie into your overall research question. By doing so, you ensure that
your results section is not only informative but also engaging and accessible to your audience.

Use VUse Visual Aiisual Aids Effds Effecectitivveellyy

Effective visual aids, such as graphs, charts, and tables, play a vital role in enhancing the
comprehension and impact of your results section. These aids should be designed with utmost clarity
and precision to ensure they effectively communicate your data. Here are some general guidelines for
creating and integrating visual aids into your results section:

• Clarity and Precision: Your visual aids should be clear and precise. Ensure that graphs and
charts are not overcrowded with data and that tables are neatly organized. The aim is to
present information in a way that is easy to understand at a glance.

• Proper Labeling: Every visual aid in your research paper must be properly labelled, with
titles, axis labels, legends, and any essential explanatory notes. The goal is to craft each figure
or table to be self-sufficient and comprehensively informative. This means that a reader
should be able to understand the visual aid independently, without the need to constantly
cross-reference the accompanying text in the results section. To achieve this level of clarity
and autonomy in your visuals:

◦ Clear Titles: Assign a clear and descriptive title to each visual aid, summarizing what
it represents. This gives the reader a quick understanding of the content at a glance.

◦ Detailed Axis Labels: Ensure that the axes of graphs are clearly labelled, including
units of measurement where applicable. This provides context to the data being
presented.

◦ Informative Legends: Use legends effectively to explain symbols, colours, or patterns
used in your visual aid. Legends should be concise yet comprehensive enough to
make the visual aid understandable on its own.

◦ Explanatory Notes: Where necessary, include brief notes or explanations within the
visual aid as a figure caption to clarify any unusual or complex data presentations.

◦ Considerate Layout: Arrange the elements within each visual aid in a logical, easy-to-
follow manner. This includes the thoughtful placement of labels, legends, and
notes to enhance readability.

• Quality of Your Visual Aids: Ensuring the high quality of figures and tables in your research
paper is crucial for effective communication of your data. This involves paying attention to
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several key aspects to ensure that the visuals are clear, legible, and aesthetically pleasing.
Here are some points to consider:

◦ High Resolution: Ensure that the resolution and quality of your visual aids are high
enough for clear viewing, both in digital and printed formats. Blurry or pixelated
visuals can make it hard for readers to discern details, leading to misunderstanding
or misinterpretation of the data. They can also detract from the professionalism of
your work.

◦ Legible Text Size: The text in your tables, including numbers, titles, axis labels, and
legends, should be of a size that’s easy to read. Avoid using font sizes that are too
small, as this can make your tables difficult to decipher.

◦ Clear and Readable Fonts: Use clear, professional fonts for all text in your visual
aids. Avoid overly stylized fonts that might compromise readability.

◦ Appropriate Scaling: Ensure that your figures and tables are appropriately scaled.
This means avoiding overstretching or compressing images, as this can distort the
data presentation.

◦ Eye-friendly Colors & Accessibility: Choose colour schemes that are easy on the eyes.
Avoid overly bright or clashing colours that can make the figures hard to look at
and understand. Consider accessibility too; for instance, use colorblind-friendly
palettes where necessary. Adding descriptive captions can also make your visuals
more inclusive.

◦ Adequate Spacing: In tables, ensure there is adequate spacing between columns and
rows. Cramped tables can be challenging to read and may lead to data being
overlooked or misread.

◦ Contrast and Clarity: Ensure there is sufficient contrast between text and
background colours. Low contrast can make text difficult to read, especially in
graphs or charts.

◦ Test Print: If your paper will be printed, test how your figures and tables look in
print form. Sometimes, colours and details that are clear on a screen may not
translate well to print.

◦ Professional Software: Use professional-grade software for creating your visual aids.
These tools offer greater control over the quality and formatting of your visuals.

• Direct Relevance: Each visual aid in your paper must directly relate to and support the text.
It should either illustrate or elaborate on the specific points you’re discussing in your
narrative. Refrain from incorporating visuals that do not have a direct connection to your
results, as irrelevant images can detract from the coherence of your work. Visual aids should
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also complement, not duplicate, the information in your text. They should provide an
additional layer of understanding or a different perspective on the data, rather than simply
repeating what has already been said. Additionally, if you’re using figures or images from
external sources, it’s imperative to acknowledge these sources correctly. Proper citation not
only respects intellectual property but also maintains the credibility and integrity of your
research.

• Referencing and Integration: When introducing a visual aid, refer to it explicitly in your text
(e.g., “as shown in Figure 1”). This guides readers to the visual aid and emphasizes its
importance in understanding your results. Moreover, position your visual aids close to the
relevant text where they are discussed. This proximity helps readers to easily correlate the
visual data with the written explanation.

• Effective Data Presentation: Choose the right type of visual aid for your data. Effective data
presentation is about selecting the most appropriate type of visual aid to communicate your
data clearly and accurately. The choice of visual aid depends on the nature of the data you’re
presenting and the message you wish to convey. Below is a brief guide on how to choose the
right visual aid. Consider this information carefully and, if feasible, draft preliminary
versions of various figures for comparison. Seek feedback from your peers, and more
importantly, present these drafts to your supervisor. It’s crucial to finalize the type of visual
aid you use in consultation with your supervisor to ensure it aligns with your research
objectives and expectations.
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Use SupUse Supppllememenentatary Mary Materialterial

Utilizing supplementary material, such as appendices or online supplements, is an effective strategy
when you have an extensive amount of data that is important but too voluminous to include directly
in the main results section of your paper. This approach helps maintain the clarity and focus of
your results while still providing all necessary data for interested readers. Here’s how and why to use
supplementary material effectively:

• Preventing Clutter: Including too much data in the main body of your paper can overwhelm
readers and detract from the key findings. By relocating detailed tables, extensive raw data,
lengthy mathematical proofs, or additional figures to appendices or online supplements, you
keep the main text focused and readable.

• Enhancing Accessibility: Supplementary material makes your research more accessible and
comprehensive. Readers interested in delving deeper can access the detailed data, while
those seeking an overview can stick to the main results.

• Improving Navigation: By placing less critical or more detailed data in appendices, you
improve the navigational flow of your paper. This organization allows readers to easily find
and understand the main results without getting lost in a sea of data.

• Providing Additional Context: Supplementary material can include pilot data, additional
experiments, extended methodologies, or datasets that provide context to your research,
which might be of interest to specialists or other researchers in your field.

• Referencing in the Main Text: Ensure that any supplementary material is appropriately
referenced in the main text. Direct your readers to the specific appendix or online resource
where they can find additional information.

• Formatting and Organization: Just as with your main paper, any supplementary material
should be meticulously organized and formatted to facilitate easy understanding. It’s crucial
to include clear headings, labels, and explicit instructions for interpreting the data.
Therefore, the same guidelines you apply to your main results section should extend to your
appendices. Unfortunately, this section is often overlooked, which is a significant oversight.
Remember, those who are most invested in and intrigued by your research are likely to delve
into these supplementary materials, so it’s imperative to make a positive impression.
Moreover, it’s essential to remember – and I’ll keep emphasizing this – that your thesis is a
graded piece of work. Therefore, it’s vital to maintain the same level of professionalism and
attention to detail in your supplementary materials as you do in your results section.

• Online Supplements: This particular point may not necessarily apply to your thesis project,
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but if one of your goals is to submit your thesis manuscript for publication (i.e., you’re
completing a sandwich thesis) then this might be a benefit worth considering. In the digital
age, many journals allow or encourage the submission of online supplementary materials.
These can include interactive data sets, extended multimedia content like videos or audio
files, and additional resources that enhance the reader’s understanding. Moreover, if you’re
submitting your paper to a journal, make sure to adhere to its guidelines regarding
supplementary materials. Some journals have specific rules about what can be included and
how it should be formatted.

In summary, supplementary materials are an excellent way to present comprehensive data without
compromising the readability and coherence of your main results section. They allow for a depth of
exploration and understanding while keeping your paper streamlined and focused on the key messages.

PProofrearoofread and and Seed Seek Fk Feedeedbabacckk

Before finalizing your thesis, it is critical to meticulously review your results for both data accuracy
and clarity in presentation. Reporting intricate details, especially numerical data, is prone to small
errors, which can significantly impact the credibility of your research. Even minor inaccuracies can
undermine the trustworthiness of your findings and affect the overall integrity of your work.

Furthermore, obtaining feedback from your supervisor and peers is an essential step in the
refinement process. As an expert deeply involved in your research, you might find that your results
section and visual aids appear completely logical and comprehensive. However, this perspective can
be influenced by your familiarity with the subject matter. Your supervisor, with their experience
and knowledge, can offer invaluable insights and advice, helping you to ensure that your research is
communicated effectively. They are likely to have a keen eye for nuances that make your results both
accessible and scientifically rigorous.

Equally important is feedback from your peers, particularly those who are not as familiar with your
research. Their fresh perspective can be instrumental in identifying aspects of your presentation that
might be confusing or unclear. They can point out areas where more explanation is needed or where
the flow of information could be improved. This type of feedback is crucial because it helps you gauge
how well your research can be understood by a broader audience, beyond experts in your field.

In summary, a thorough double-check of your data and presentation, coupled with feedback from
both your supervisor and peers, is indispensable. This process not only enhances the accuracy and
clarity of your results but also ensures that your research is communicated in a manner that is
comprehensible and meaningful to a diverse audience. By embracing this collaborative approach, you
can significantly elevate the quality and impact of your research paper.
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CCononcclludinuding Rg Remaemarrksks

Crafting a results section is, in many ways, an art form. It requires a balance between clarity,
organization, and the strategic presentation of data. Being a good researcher is as much about effective
communication as it is about conducting quality research. Your responsibility extends beyond
discovering new knowledge; it includes making sure that others can understand and build upon your
findings. Ensuring that your results are accessible and comprehensible is a crucial part of this
process.When crafting your results section, your goal should be to lead your readers through your
research journey in a way that is logical, coherent, and easy to understand. By carefully structuring
your results section, you not only convey your findings effectively but also enhance the overall impact
and credibility of your research. Remember, the results section is where you present the ‘what’ of
your research. Save the ‘why’ and ‘how’ for the discussion section. By following these guidelines, your
results section will effectively convey your findings in a clear, concise, and unbiased manner, setting a
strong foundation for your discussion and conclusions.
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16

THESISTHESIS SUCCESSSUCCESS WITHWITH RR-STUDIO:-STUDIO: AA STEPSTEP-B-BYY-STEP-STEP
TUTORIALTUTORIAL ANDAND PRAPRACTICCTICALAL ANANALALYYSISSIS EXAMPLESEXAMPLES

This comprehensive tutorial is designed specifically for thesis students such as yourself, eager to
harness the power of R programming to elevate your thesis project. Whether you’re new to coding or
looking to enhance your skills, this guide will walk you through the fundamentals of R, empowering
you to confidently tackle basic analyses and create impactful visualizations. From data manipulation
to insightful graphs, you’ll gain the essential tools needed to enhance the depth and rigour of your
research. Join us on this exciting learning adventure as we equip you with the skills to navigate R’s
landscape, unravel complex datasets, and transform your thesis into a compelling narrative backed by
robust data analysis. Let’s dive in and unlock the full potential of R for your academic success!

This document can act as a stand-alone guide that you read through at your own pace.

PPrerepaparinring Yg Your Wour Worork Spak Spacece

Let’s begin by downloading and loading all the required libraries!
R packages or libraries enhance R’s capabilities. You can think of them as a tool box that carries a

specific set of tools or in this case code functions for specific jobs. Here I’ve listed some basic ones that
will suffice for the scope of this exercise.

You can install a package with:
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install.packages("package_name")

You can load and use the package with:

library(package_name)

This grants you access to its functions However, instead of running these two functions over and over
again for each library, I use the code included below. I find it to be especially useful when I share my
code with others. This code checks to see if any of the packages specified in the list “my_packages” is
downloaded or not, and if a package is not installed, then proceeds to download it.

# List your required packages

my_packages <- c("tidyverse", "rstatix", "readxl", "xlsx",

"effectsize", "emmeans", "kableExtra", "grid", "gridExtra", "ggpubr",

"ggplot2", "ggsci", "cowplot", "devtools")

# Extract packages from the list that are not already installed

not_installed <- my_packages[!(my_packages %in% installed.packages()[ ,

"Package"])]

# Install packages that are not already installed

if(length(not_installed)) install.packages(not_installed)

# Load the required libraries

library(tidyverse) # for data manipulation

library(rstatix) # for statistical analyses

library(readxl) # to read excel files

library(xlsx) # to create excel files

library(effectsize) # to calculate measures of effect size

library(kableExtra) # formatting printable html ANOVA tables

library(ggpubr) # for making plots & figures

library(ggplot2) # for making plots & figures

library(grid) # for organizing multiple plots
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library(ggsci) # for Scientific Journal and Sci-Fi Themed Color

Palettes for ggplot2

library(gridExtra) # to arrange multiple grid-based plots on a page

library(cowplot) # for making plots and figures; an add-on to

ggplot

Writing and Running R Code: Writing code in RStudio is simple. You can do so in the console, by
typing the code then hitting the “return’ button. Or here in the source. To run one line of code, place
your cursor on it and press Ctrl + Enter (Windows/Linux) or Command + return (macOS). You can also
run multiple lines together by highlighting the lines and hitting the keys. There’s also the run option
at the top which tells you which shortcut keys correspond to the command. Nevertheless, if you forget
the keys, you can use the run option above. To run an entire Chunk of code and see the output, hit the
little green arrow beside it.

Tips (Basic R Syntax):

• You can assign values to variables using the <- operator.

• Use the # symbol to create a single-line comment.

• Anything following the # symbol on the same line is considered a comment and is not executed by R.

SeSettintting Up Yg Up Your Wour Wororkinking Dig Direcrectorytory

With our libraries secured and loaded, we need to set up our working directory and load our dataset.
Please download the required dataset for these R exercises by clicking on this link.

On your computer create a folder where you will store all of the datasets for this exercise. Save your
current R session to this folder as well.

Next, we must set the working directory of our current R studio session to this folder. This is also
the folder where we would want the results of our analyses exported. You may set up your working
directory with code using the function “setwd()”, which requires you to input the full directory
address, which is hard to find, especially on an Apple device. But we can pair it with another function,
“setwd(file.choose())” which allows us to pick from our desktop the folder we wish to set as our working
directory. The output of this function will be the full file path, that you can use in the “setwd()”
function to avoid picking your file in future runs of the same code.

You can also set your working directory through RStudio’s menu. At the top of the screen click on
the “Session” tab, then among the options hover over “Set Working Directory” then pick “Choose
Directory” and simply choose your designated file with the datasets.

Once you do this, in the Console, the output you see will be the path to your file which you can copy
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and paste into the “setwd()” code so you can avoid the manual work the next time you run through
your code.

TTipip: When naming files, use underlines “_” instead of empty spaces. This makes it easier to load data by name.
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RRSTUDIOSTUDIO WWORKORKSHOPSHOP:: TT--TESTSTESTS

T-tests in R are one of the most common tests in statistics and are used to figure out if
there’s a real difference between the averages of two groups. There are two types: one
for comparing two separate groups and one for comparing two related groups. To use a
t-test correctly, there are assumptions to keep in mind which I have listed below, along
with the appropriate tests and corresponding codes you can use to check for them.
However I will not be diving too much into them, they’re here for you to read through
on your own. But you should speak with your supervisor regarding these assumptions
and check for them if you are concerned with your data violating them. Remember,
while it’s good to follow these rules, sometimes you can still get useful results even if
you don’t follow them exactly. Just be careful and think about what your numbers mean
before you start comparing them.

• NNormaliormalityty: The group data you collect should be spread out in a certain way that makes
sense, and should follow a roughly normal distribution which is shaped like a bell curve.
This is more important when you have only a small number of data points (less than 30).

• You can visually inspect the normality of your data using histograms, density plots, or Q-Q
plots. For a more formal test, you can use the “Shapiro-Wilk test shapiro.test()”
function or the “Anderson-Darling test ad.test()” function from the
“nortest” package.
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Shapiro-Wilk test for normality shapiro.test(data_vector)

Anderson-Darling test for normality (install and load "nortest"

package) ad.test(data_vector)

• HomHomogogeneneieity of Vty of Vaarianriance (Eqce (Equal Vual Vaarianriancesces)): If you’re comparing two different things, the
numbers you collect should be similar in terms of how much they spread out. This
assumption is essential for the validity of the independent samples t-test. Some variations of
the t-test allow for unequal variances.

• To test the homogeneity of variances between two groups, you can use Levene’s test
leveneTest() function from the “car” package or Bartlett’s test bartlett.test()
function from the base R. Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances ç)
leveneTest(data_vector ~ group_variable)

• Bartlett’s test for homogeneity of variances

bartlett.test(data_vector ~ group_variable)

Remember to replace “data_vector” with your actual data and “group_variable” with the variable,
or column name in the data file that defines your groups. It’s important to note that these tests can
be sensitive to sample size and may not always provide conclusive results. It’s a good practice to
complement formal tests with visual assessments of your data, such as plots, to make informed
judgments about the assumptions. Additionally, if your data violates the assumptions, you might
consider using robust alternatives or non-parametric tests that are less sensitive to these assumptions.

OONE-SNE-SAMPLE TAMPLE T--TESTTEST

Used to compare the mean of one sample to a known standard (or theoretical/hypothetical) mean (μ).
It allows you to answer the following research questions:

1. Whether the mean of the sample is equal to the known mean?

2. Whether the mean of the sample is less than the known mean?
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3. Whether the mean of the sample is greater than the known mean?

FFor eor examxamppllee: l: leet’t’s sas say wy we wane wanted to test wted to test whheethther ther the anne annual reual revvenenue fue for a branor a brancch of Stah of Starrbucbucks was lks was lessess
than ththan the usual ame usual amounount (t (mmu or u or μ = 900 K = 900 K))..

Using a function from the “readxl” library, we will load the excel file “OneSampleT_Test.xlsx” in R
under the data_vector name “starbucks_rev”.

Tip: You can import and work with various data file formats (e.g., CSV, Excel, JSON) directly in
RStudio using functions like read.csv() or read_excel().

starbucks_rev <- read_excel(file.choose())

# or

starbucks_rev <-read_excel("OneSampleT_Test.xlsx")

CComomputinputing Summag Summary Stary Statistitisticscs
Let’s first compute some summary statistics of our data!

# Statistical summaries of monthly revenue

summary(starbucks_rev$monthly_rev)

## Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

## 644201 666112 679089 680923 700306 723093

Here:

• Min.= the minimum value in the column

• 1st Qu. = the first quartile. 25% of values are lower than this.

• Median = the median value. Half the values are lower; half are higher.

• 3rd Qu. = the third quartile. 75% of values are higher than this.

• Max.= the maximum value

VVisualizaisualizatitionon

Now that we have summarized our data, let’s make some plots.
Before doing so, this next code here is a little plot aesthetics cheat sheet I like to use when generating
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my plots. I copy and paste this code into all of my R scripts, it just makes the process of designing plots
easier.

For a more comprehensive overview of all ~600 colours go to: Colours in R

# No margin around chart

par(mar=c(0,0,0,0))

# Empty chart

plot(0, 0, type = "n", xlim =c(0, 1), ylim =c(0, 1), axes = FALSE, xlab

= "", ylab = "")

# Settings

line <- 25

col <- 5

# Add color background

rect(

rep((0:(col -1)/col),line) ,

sort(rep((0:(line -1)/line),col),decreasing=T),

rep((1:col/col),line) ,

sort(rep((1:line/line),col),decreasing=T),

border = "white" ,

col=colours()[seq(1,line*col)])

# Color names

text(

rep((0:(col -1)/col),line)+0.1 ,

sort(rep((0:(line -1)/line),col),decreasing=T)+0.015 ,

colors()[seq(1,line*col)] ,

cex=1)
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# This code will generate the chart of shape types

df_shapes <-data.frame(shape = 0:24)

ggplot(df_shapes, aes(0, 0, shape = shape)) +

geom_point(aes(shape = shape), size = 5, fill = 'red') +

scale_shape_identity() +

facet_wrap(~shape) +

theme_void()
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# This code will generate the chart of line types

par(mar=c(0,0,0,0))

# Set up the plotting area

plot(NA, xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(6.5, -0.5),

xaxt="n", yaxt="n",

xlab=NA, ylab=NA )

# Draw the lines

for (i in0:6) {

points(c(0.25,1), c(i,i), lty=i, lwd=2, type="l")

}

# Add labels

text(0, 0, "0. 'blank'" , adj=c(0,.5))

text(0, 1, "1. 'solid'" , adj=c(0,.5))

text(0, 2, "2. 'dashed'" , adj=c(0,.5))

text(0, 3, "3. 'dotted'" , adj=c(0,.5))

text(0, 4, "4. 'dotdash'" , adj=c(0,.5))
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text(0, 5, "5. 'longdash'", adj=c(0,.5))

text(0, 6, "6. 'twodash'" , adj=c(0,.5))

ggplot(starbucks_rev, aes(x=Month, y=monthly_rev, group = 1)) +

geom_line(color='saddlebrown', linewidth=1, linetype='dashed') +

# here we are designing what the lines look like, consult the cheat

sheet

# above for line options

theme_pubr() +#changes overall look of the plot there are many theme

options

geom_point(shape=9, color='seagreen3', size=5) +#here we are designing

how

# we want each points on the plot to look like. Consult the cheat sheet

in the

#code chunk above for different point shapes.
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labs(x = "Month Number", y = "Gross Monthly Revenue (CADs)",

title = "Starbucks Branch #4312 Annual Sale")

If you are interested in the design aspect of ggplots such as the different themes or other
customization options I recommend the following guide ggplot2 themes and background colours

# Bar plot

ggplot(starbucks_rev, aes(x=Month, y=monthly_rev,

fill=as.factor(Month)) ) +

geom_bar(stat = "identity") +

theme_pubr() +

theme(legend.position="none") +

labs(x = "Month Number", y = "Gross Monthly Revenue (CADs)",

title = "Starbucks Branch #4312 Annual Sale")
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ggboxplot(starbucks_rev$monthly_rev,

ylab = "Monthly Revenue (CADs)", xlab = "Months",

ggtheme =theme_pubr())
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CComomputinputing a Ong a One Same Sampplle Te T--TTestest

# Lets compute the t-test

t.test(starbucks_rev$monthly_rev, #a numeric vector containing our data

values

mu = 900000, #the theoretical mean. Default is 0 but you can change it.

#For our example, in 2022 the average annual revenue for a single store

was 900K so we will set

#that up.

alternative = "less") #the alternative hypothesis. Allowed value is one

## One Sample t-test

## data: starbucks_rev$monthly_rev

## t = -33.013, df = 11, p-value = 1.176e-12

## alternative hypothesis: true mean is less than 9e+05

## 95 percent confidence interval:

## -Inf 692840.8

## sample estimates:
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## mean of x

## 680923

# of “two.sided”(default), “greater” or “less”.

InInterpreterpretinting Rg Resulesultsts The result of the t.test() function is a list containing the following components:

• statistic = the value of the t-test statistics

• parameter = the degrees of freedom for the t-test statistics

• p.value = the p-value for the test

• conf.int = a confidence interval for the mean appropriate to the specified alternative
hypothesis.

• estimate = the means of the two groups being compared (in the case of independent t-test) or
difference in means (in the case of paired t-test).

Reporting The p-value of the test is 1.176e
-12

, which is less than the significance level alpha = 0.05. Therefore, we

can conclude that the annual income of the Starbucks branch is significantly less than the typical amount ($900K)

with a p-value = 1.18 10^{-12}.

UNPUNPAIRED TWAIRED TWO-SO-SAMPLE TAMPLE T--TESTTEST

WhaWhat if yt if you wanou wanted to comted to compapare twre two samo sampplle me means?eans?
For example, suppose that we have asked 100 individuals: 50 Adolescents (13-18 years) and 50 Adults

(18+ years in age) to keep track and report the number of times they’ve visited Starbucks in a given
month. We want to know if the mean number of visits for adolescents is significantly different from
that of Adults.

An unpaired sample t-test allows you to investigate the same type of research questions as you did
with a one sample t-test, however, instead of having a known mean, you are comparing the mean of two
sample groups you’ve likely gathered data from.

# Importing data set

t2data <-read_excel("TwoSampleT_Test.xlsx")

# If .txt tab file, use this read.delim()

# Or, if .csv file, use this read.csv()
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# Lets check our data

head(t2data) #looking at the first 6 rows of data

## # A tibble: 6 × 2

## Group StarbucksRun

## <chr> <dbl>

## 1 Adolescents 26

## 2 Adolescents 16

## 3 Adolescents 16

## 4 Adolescents 23

## 5 Adolescents 24

## 6 Adolescents 20

# Or print all data

print(t2data)

## # A tibble: 100 × 2

## Group StarbucksRun

## <chr> <dbl>

## 1 Adolescents 26

## 2 Adolescents 16

## 3 Adolescents 16

## 4 Adolescents 23

## 5 Adolescents 24

## 6 Adolescents 20

## 7 Adolescents 23

## 8 Adolescents 23

## 9 Adolescents 22

## 10 Adolescents 19

## # ⯑ 90 more rows
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# Compute summary statistics by groups:

group_by(t2data, Group) %>%

summarise(

count =n(),

mean =mean(StarbucksRun, na.rm = TRUE),

sd =sd(StarbucksRun, na.rm = TRUE) )

## # A tibble: 2 × 4

## Group count mean sd

## <chr> <int> <dbl> <dbl>

## 1 Adolescents 50 21.8 5.14

## 2 Adults 50 17.5 9.03

VVisualizaisualizatitionon

# Bar plot

ggplot(t2data, aes(x=Group, y=StarbucksRun, fill=as.factor(Group)) ) +

geom_bar(stat = "identity") +

theme_pubr() +

theme(legend.position="none") +

labs(x = "Group", y = "Number of Starbucks Runs in a Month")
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ggboxplot(t2data, x = "Group", y = "StarbucksRun",

color = "Group", palette =c("lightblue3", "pink2"),

ylab = "Number of Starbucks Runs in a Month", xlab = "Group")
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# Compute t-test

t.test.2 <-t.test(StarbucksRun ~ Group, data = t2data,

alternative ="two.sided", #the alternative hypothesis.

#Allowed value is one of “two.sided” (default), “greater” or

# “less”. You may choose one depending on the type of

# research question you are posing.

var.equal = TRUE) #a logical variable indicating whether to

# treat the two variances as being equal. If TRUE then the pooled

variance is

# used to estimate the variance otherwise the Welch test is used.

t.test.2

##

## Two Sample t-test

##

## data: StarbucksRun by Group

## t = 2.9139, df = 98, p-value = 0.004422
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## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means between group

Adolescents and group Adults is not equal to 0

## 95 percent confidence interval:

## 1.365205 7.194795

## sample estimates:

## mean in group Adolescents mean in group Adults

## 21.76 17.48

The p-value of the test is 0.004422, which is less than the significance level alpha = 0.05. We can
conclude that an Adolescent’s average visit to Starbucks is significantly different from that of an Adult
with a p-value = 0.004.

Note that here we used a t-test to determine whether the means of the two samples are different,
which are called two-tailed tests. The following are examples of one-tailed t-tests:

• If we wanted to test whether the average Adolescent’s Starbucks run is less than that of an
Adult’s we can use the following code:

t.test(StarbucksRun ~ Group, data = t2data, var.equal = TRUE,

alternative = "less")

• If we wanted to test whether the average Adolescent’s Starbucks run is greater than that of
an Adult’s we can use the following code:

t.test(StarbucksRun ~ Group, data = t2data, var.equal = TRUE,

alternative = "greater")
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RRSTUDIOSTUDIO WWORKORKSHOPSHOP:: ANANALALYYSISSIS OFOF VVARIANCEARIANCE
((ANOANOVVAA))

ANOVA stands for Analysis of Variance, and it is a statistical technique used to compare the means
of three or more groups to determine if there are statistically significant differences between them.
ANOVA helps you understand whether the observed differences in means are likely due to genuine
effects or if they could have occurred by chance.

The fundamental concept of ANOVA involves splitting the overall variation seen in the data into
two parts: one related to differences between groups and the other reflecting differences within groups.
When the variation between groups is notably greater than the variation within groups, it indicates
notable distinctions among the means of the groups.

There are different types of ANOVA, including one-way ANOVA (comparing means of one factor
across multiple groups) and two-way ANOVA (examining the influence of two factors on a response
variable). ANOVA helps you understand the variability in data and whether it is significantly
influenced by different groupings or factors.

The assumptions of an ANOVA are similar to those of a t-test, but they apply to multiple groups.
The main assumptions are:

• InInddeepenpenddenencece: Observations within each group are independent of each other.
Independence assumption is typically based on the experimental design and isn’t directly
tested statistically so consult with your supervisor if you’re worried about violating this
assumption

• NNormaliormalityty: The residuals (differences between observed and predicted values) are
approximately normally distributed within each group.
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◦ VVisual Inspecisual Inspectitionon: Create histograms or Q-Q plots of the residuals for each group.
If they look like bell curves, normality is likely met.

◦ Use “shapiro.test()” to perform a Shapiro-Wilk normality test on
residuals for each group.

#Shapiro-Wilk normality test for Group 1

shapiro.test(residuals_group1)

#Shapiro-Wilk normality test for Group 2

shapiro.test(residuals_group2)

#Repeat for other groups

• HomHomogogeneneieity of Vty of Vaarianriance (Eqce (Equal Vual Vaarianriancesces)): The variances of the residuals are roughly
equal across all groups.

Use leveneTest() from the “car” package to perform Levene’s test for homogeneity of variances.

# Levene's test for homogeneity of variances (install and load "car"

package)

leveneTest(residuals ~ group_variable)

Remember to replace residuals with your calculated residuals and group_variable with the variable
that defines your groups. If the assumptions are not met, consider using alternatives like Welch’s
ANOVA (for unequal variances) or non-parametric tests. Always assess the assumptions carefully, as
violations can affect the validity of your ANOVA results. Again consult with your supervisor on these
assumptions and the tests.
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RRSTUDIOSTUDIO WWORKORKSHOPSHOP:: OONE-NE-WWAAYY ANOANOVVAA

BeBetwtweeneen-Su-Subbjecjects Onts One-e-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

In our first hypothetical experiment, participants attended a lecture and were asked to come back
the next day to take a test on the lecture material after having received either 0, 5, or 8 hours of sleep.
Therefore, sleep is manipulated between participants. Here we are interested in the effect of hours slept
on test scores, we can do this by conducting a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

A one-way ANOVA is an extension of an independent two-sample t-test. Here, the data is organized
into several groups of participants (e.g., 3 groups) based on a single grouping variable, also called a factor
variable (e.g., sleep). You can think of a factor as an independent variable with more than 2 levels of
manipulation. In our case, we have three different levels of manipulation to sleep.

Therefore, in a one-factor ANOVA, we are comparing means in a situation where there are more
than two levels to a single factor. The aim of this tutorial is to describe the basic principle of the one-
way ANOVA test and provide practical ANOVA test examples in R software.

NOTE: if yNOTE: if you haou havve onle only twy two groups, an Fo groups, an F-test an-test and a t-test ad a t-test are thre the same samee..
In an ANOVA we are testing two hypotheses: 1. Null hypothesis: there is no difference between the

means of the different groups 2. Alternative hypothesis: there is a difference in means between at least
two groups.

Now, we aim to reject the null hypothesis in favour of the alternative, by showing that there is a
significant difference between at least 2 groups of participants.

The first step in doing so is to import our data set, then inspect our file.
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# Now when it comes to importing your data frame I prefer to do so

using the following code which allows me to click on my data frame, but

you can also load your data frame by calling on the document's name.

mydata1 <- read_excel(file.choose())

# If your data frame is in csv format use read.csv(file.choose())

# or

# if you already know the name of your data file and have set the

working

# directory, you can import you data file by name

mydata1 =read_excel("OneWay_Sample_DataFile.xlsx") # or

read.csv("OneWay_Sample_DataFile.csv")

# Let's inspect our data frame

print(mydata1) # look at the entire data frame

## # A tibble: 258 × 5

## ID Gender Age Sleep TestScore

## <chr> <chr> <dbl> <chr> <dbl>

## 1 259 F 27 0 53.3

## 2 260 F 22 0 66.0

## 3 261 F 19 0 56.3

## 4 262 F 25 0 68.7

## 5 263 Non-Binary 23 0 77.4

## 6 264 F 27 0 19.3

## 7 265 F 30 0 31.1

## 8 266 Non-Binary 27 0 64.5

## 9 267 F 18 0 42.4

## 10 268 M 28 0 32.9

## # ⯑ 248 more rows
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# or you can use

head(mydata1) #look at the first 6 rows

Note that in R studio, once you load your data file, you will notice it pop up under the name you
saved it as, which in this case is “mydata1” at the top right corner of your screen, which is your global
environment. Here you will see all your stored work, values, and files. You can click on the data file
under data to open it as a separate tab beside your script, to look through, or you can do this exact
action by code using view(). I tend to use this function when my global environment gets super packed,
and it is no longer feasible to scan through the multitude of data for a specific one I want to take a look
at.

view(mydata1) # to open the entire data file in a separate tab in R

studio

Now in this data file, ID distinguishes between individual participants.
We also have some basic demographic info, including “Age” and “Gender”, which we typically

summarize and report when describing our sample size in our Methods section. These demographic
info may differ depending on your test subjects, but these are the typical ones we report with human
subjects.

In this data file, our numerical dependent variable is in percentage form out of 100% (“TestScore”).
Our factor is in the column “Sleep”. Let’s check out to see if the factor is set up correctly by looking

at the structure of our data frame.

strstr(mydata1) # looking at the structure of the data frame

## tibble [258 × 5] (S3: tbl_df/tbl/data.frame)
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## $ ID : chr [1:258] "259" "260" "261" "262" ...

## $ Gender : chr [1:258] "F" "F" "F" "F" ...

## $ Age : num [1:258] 27 22 19 25 23 27 30 27 18 28 ...

## $ Sleep : chr [1:258] "0" "0" "0" "0" ...

## $ TestScore: num [1:258] 53.3 66 56.3 68.7 77.4 ...

We can see that our dependent measure “TestScore” is set up correctly as numerical. If not, then we
need to fix it by using the following code:

mydata1$TestScore <- sapply(mydata1$TestScore, as.numeric)

Note that by using “$” beside our data frame name, we are calling upon a column name, as you start
typing you will notice that a list of all the column names comes up as a short-cut.

We can also see that ID and Sleep are not set-up as factors. Let’s fix that.

# Lets set up our factor

mydata1 <- mydata1 %>%

convert_as_factor(ID, Sleep)

# Lets double-check to make sure that our factor is set-up correctly.

levels(mydata1$Sleep)

## [1] "0" "5" "8"

SummaSummary Stary Statistitisticscs

Next, let’s compute some summary statistics for each group across the different levels of Sleep.
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ANOVA1.summary.statistics <-data.frame (mydata1 %>%

group_by(Sleep) %>%# enter factor(s)

get_summary_stats(TestScore, type = "full") )

ANOVA1.summary.statistics

## Sleep variable n min max median q1 q3 iqr mad mean

## 1 0 TestScore 86 6.860 93.301 45.687 29.348 59.249 29.901 23.390

45.873

## 2 5 TestScore 86 34.117 93.301 74.726 62.563 83.734 21.171 16.138

71.696

## 3 8 TestScore 86 47.587 93.301 85.748 77.358 90.314 12.956 7.858

82.526

## sd se ci

## 1 20.850 2.248 4.470

## 2 15.570 1.679 3.338

## 3 10.092 1.088 2.164

Here I am looking for group means along with the standard error of the mean values, which I will later
use for my error bars when making figures. Some other measures that you can use are listed under
the info card for the get_summary_stats function and include: type = c(“mean_sd”, “mean_se”, “mean_ci”,
“median_iqr”, “median_mad”, “quantile”, “mean”, “median”, “min”, “max”)

For example, you may be interested in using mean standard deviation values for your error bars, in
which case you can use “mean_sd”. You may also use “full” as your type to get all the measures!

PPrro To Tipip: You can explore what each function offers with examples by putting a “?” right before the empty

function, as shown below. It will open up the information sheet for the function on the Help tab to your bottom

right on R studio. Try it!

?get_summary_stats()
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MakinMaking Pg Puubblishalishabblle Te Taabblleses

Now, while this is a nice table if you want to include these summary statistics in your final thesis paper.
We can do the following steps to generate nice printable summary tables!

# First let's maintain our unedited copy with the full values, which

# we will call on when making our plots & figures and a separate copy

that

# we will edit to make the publishable table.

ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable <- ANOVA1.summary.statistics

# We will begin by rounding numerical values in each column to 3

significant

# figures, but you may choose to change this depending on your own

preference

ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable$mean

<-signif(ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable$mean,3)

ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable$se

<-signif(ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable$se,3)

# Selecting columns by name that we want to include in our final table

by name

ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable

<-subset(ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable,

select =c(Sleep, n,

mean, se))

# Next we will change column names to make them nicer

#colnames(T2.summary.statistics) # to print all column names in data

frame if you don't remember

colnames(ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable)[colnames(ANOVA1.summarystat.p

ublishable)

=="n"] ="N"

colnames(ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable)[colnames(ANOVA1.summarystat.p

ublishable)

=="mean"] ="Mean"
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colnames(ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable)[colnames(ANOVA1.summarystat.p

ublishable)

=="se"] ="Standard Error"

# Generating the Printable Summary Stat Table

ANOVA1.summarystat.publishable %>%

kbl(caption = "Summary Statistics") %>% # Title of the table

kable_classic(full_width = F, html_font = "Cambria", font_size = 10) %>%

add_header_above(c(" " = 2, "Test Score (%)" = 2)) # adding header to

columns in table by position.

# E.g., for the first 2 columns we do not want a header so we leave

empty space.

# Over the last two column we specified the header name.

RReeportinporting Demg Demograograpphihic Infc Infoo As I mentioned before, one of the first things we have to do when
writing up our Methods is to report some basic information about our sample size. Let’s do that now!

# Computing average age by group

mydata1 %>%group_by(Sleep) %>%

get_summary_stats(Age, type = "mean")

## # A tibble: 3 × 4

## Sleep variable n mean

## <fct> <fct> <dbl> <dbl>

## 1 0 Age 86 23.7
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## 2 5 Age 86 24.0

## 3 8 Age 86 24.0

Note that n represents the number of participants per group, meaning that in total, we have data from
258 participants. More importantly, we can see that the number of observations per condition is equal,
therefore, this is a balanced design. If you have an unequal sample size, I recommend that you refer to
the following link for more information on conducting an unbalanced ANOVA:

How to perform one-way anova with unequal sample sizes in R?
However, I would still recommend reading through this guide to become familiar with R-studio. You

will be doing the same steps when doing an unbalanced ANOVA, with some adjustments to the code.

# Looking at the distribution of "Gender" across the three groups

table(mydata1$Gender, mydata1$Sleep) %>%#each cell represents the

number of subjects in this category

addmargins() ## we can add margins to the table to make it clearer

##

## 0 5 8 Sum

## F 37 36 45 118

## M 39 40 33 112

## Non-Binary 10 10 8 28

## Sum 86 86 86 258

RReeportinporting Pg Paartirticicipanpantsts

Here is an example of how you might report information about your sample size in your Methods
section based on the above summary tables.

Example: We recruited 258 participants from the introductory psychology undergraduate participant pool at

McMaster University in exchange for partial course credit. Participants were randomly assigned to either the no

sleep condition (39 males and 10 non-binary; Mean age = 23.7 years), 5 hour sleep condition (n=86; 40 males and
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10 non-binary; Mage = 24.0 years), or the 8 hour sleep condition (n=86; 33 males and 8 non-binary; Mage = 24.0

years)

VVisualizaisualizatition: Genon: Generaeratinting Plg Ploots & Fts & Fiiguresgures

With our summary statistics in hand. Let’s generate some nice summary plots to visualize our data!=

LINE PLOTLINE PLOT

The first one we will create is a line plot. So here we want to specify which factor we want on our x-axis,
as well as which summary measure of our dependent variable we want on our y-axis. In this case, we
want the Sleep factor (with 3 levels) on the x-axis, and mean Test Scores on the y-axis

Tip: One thing to keep in mind is that you should design your plots such that if a reader is colour-blind or chooses

to print your results in black-white, they can still easily distinguish between the different factors in your plot. Hence,

we will also use the shape of our points to also specify “BLOCK_TYPE”

anova1.lineplot <-ggline(mydata1, x = "Sleep", y = "TestScore",

add =c("mean_se", "jitter"), #adding standard error bars and jitter

# points representing each individual participant in each group.

order =c("0", "5", "8"), #organizing order of levels

ylab = "Mean Test Score (%)", xlab = "Hours Slept", #adding x- and y-

axis title

color = "black", #colour of line

linetype = "dashed",

font.label =list(size = 20, color = "black"),

size = 1,

point.color = "Sleep", #point color differs for each level of the Sleep

factor

palette =c("cyan4", "darkgoldenrod1", "deeppink2"),

shapes = 1, #point shapes

point.size = 2,

ggtheme =theme_gray(),

ylim=c(0,100) #adjusting the min and max value of y-aixs

)

# For more options run the ?ggline() code

# Change the appearance of titles and labels

anova1.lineplot +
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font("xlab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("ylab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("xy.text", size = 12, color = "black", face = "bold")

BOBOX PLOTX PLOT

anova1.boxplot <-ggboxplot(mydata1, x = "Sleep", y = "TestScore",

color = "Sleep",

palette =c("cyan4", "darkgoldenrod1", "deeppink2"),

order =c("0", "5", "8"),

ylab = "Mean Test Score (%)", xlab = "Hours Slept",

add = ("median_iqr"), #adding median and inner quartile range

font.label =list(size = 20, color = "black"),

size = 1,
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ggtheme =theme_gray(),

ylim=c(0,100) #adjusting the min and max value of y-aixs )

# Change the appearance of titles and labels

anova1.boxplot +

font("xlab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("ylab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("xy.text", size = 12, color = "black", face = "bold")

# For more options run the ?ggboxplot() code

BBAR PLOTAR PLOT

If you are interested in exploring your options when it comes to bar plots, I recommend the following
resources:

• Step-by-Step Barplots for One Factor in R

• ggplot2 barplots : Quick Start Guide

• This post explains how to draw barplots with R and ggplot2, using the geom_bar() function.
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• Elegant barplot using ggplot function in R

The following link will show you all the different colour palettes that you can use for designing plots.

• ggplot2 Reference and Examples (Part 2) – Colours.

# Notice that I am using the summary statistic table with the full

range of

# summary data not the printable one we made.

anova1.barplot <-ggplot(ANOVA1.summary.statistics,

aes(x =factor(Sleep), y = mean, fill = Sleep) ) +

geom_bar(stat = "identity", position = "dodge") +

geom_errorbar(aes(ymax = mean + sd, ymin = mean - sd), #adding standard

error bars

position =position_dodge(0.9), width = 0.25, color = "Gray25") +

xlab("Hours Slept") +

ylab("Average Test Score (%)") +

scale_fill_brewer(palette = "RdPu") +

theme_classic() +

theme(axis.line=element_line(linewidth=1.5), #thickness of x-axis line

axis.text =element_text(size = 14, colour = "black"),

axis.title =element_text(size = 16, colour = "black"),

panel.grid.major.y =element_line() ) +# adding horizontal grid lines

scale_y_continuous(breaks=seq(0, 100, 10)) # Ticks on y-axis from

0-100,

# jumps by 10

anova1.barplot
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CComomputinputing a Ong a One-e-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

# Computing the one-way ANOVA

one.aov <-aov(TestScore ~ Sleep, data = mydata1)

# Summary of the analysis

summary(one.aov)

## Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

## Sleep 2 60991 30496 117.4 <2e-16 ***

## Residuals 255 66212 260

## ---

## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
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InInterpreterpretinting & Rg & Reeportinportingg

We can see that the p-value (Pr(>F)) is significantly less than the significance level of 0.05, as highlighted
by the “asterisk” symbols in the summary table. Therefore we can reject the null hypothesis that there
were no differences between groups. When reporting these data, we typically have to report the degrees
of freedom, the F value, p-value, and a measure of effect size). Next we are going to calculate effect
sizes, in specific, we will be reporting partial eta squared here. You should consult with your principal
investigator on which measure of effect size they deem appropriate.

For a more comprehensive review of the effect size measure options please go to the following
resource: Effect Sizes for ANOVAs

options(es.use_symbols = TRUE) # get nice symbols when printing! (On

Windows, requires R >= 4.2.0)

eta_squared(one.aov, partial = TRUE)

## For one-way between-subjects designs, partial eta squared is

equivalent to eta squared. Returning eta squared.

## # Effect Size for ANOVA

##

## Parameter | η² | 95% CI

## -------------------------------

## Sleep | 0.48 | [0.41, 1.00]

##

## - One-sided CIs: upper bound fixed at [1.00].

PPaiair-r-WWise Cise Comompaparisonsrisons

Next, while our one-way ANOVA showed that there is a significant difference between groups, we
don’t know which pairs of groups are different. Using multiple pairwise comparisons, we can probe
where this difference lies between pairs of groups.

In R, there are multiple functions for conducting the same analyses. My personal favourite for this
next step is the function TukeyHD(), which takes our fitted one-way ANOVA as an argument.
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TukeyHSD(one.aov,

conf.level = 0.95#you may change this, default is 0.95)

## Tukey multiple comparisons of means

## 95% family-wise confidence level

##

## Fit: aov(formula = TestScore ~ Sleep, data = mydata1)

##

## $Sleep

## diff lwr upr p adj

## 5-0 25.82300 20.029891 31.61610 0.00e+00

## 8-0 36.65349 30.860383 42.44659 0.00e+00

## 8-5 10.83049 5.037386 16.62360 4.58e-05

When interpreting this output:

• diff: the difference between the means of the two groups

• lwr and upr correspond to the lower and the upper-end point of the confidence interval at
95%.

• p adj: p-value after adjustment for the multiple comparisons

It can be seen from the output that there is a significant difference between all combinations of the
groups! However, the biggest benefit in performance occurs when participants receive 8 hours of sleep
compared to no sleep.

Together with our ANOVA summary table, we now have everything we need to report our results.
RReeportinporting Rg Resulesults:ts:
The test score was statistically significantly different at the different amounts of sleep [F(2, 255) = 117.4, p < 0.001,

pη² = 0.48]. Post-hoc analyses with a Bonferroni adjustment revealed that all the pairwise differences, between

sleep levels, were statistically significantly different (p < 0.001).
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RReepeapeated Mted Measures Oneasures One-e-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

In the first experiment, we computed a one-way ANOVA for a factor that was manipulated between
subjects, Meaning that we compared different groups to one another. Let’s compute a within-
participants ANOVA.

In this hypothetical experiment, a group of participants are tested at three different time points, and
most importantly, they all experience different sleep manipulations.

mydata1within <- read_excel("OneWayWithin_Sample_DataFile.xlsx")

# Set-up factor

mydata1within <- mydata1within %>%

convert_as_factor(ID, Sleep)

str(mydata1within) #checking data structure and how factor is set-up

## tibble [258 × 5] (S3: tbl_df/tbl/data.frame)

## $ ID : Factor w/ 86 levels "29057","32239",..: 20 48 84 61 22 23 25

29 72 69 ...

## $ Gender : chr [1:258] "F" "M" "F" "F" ...

## $ Age : num [1:258] 23 22 23 23 22 22 22 22 22 22 ...

## $ Sleep : Factor w/ 3 levels "0","5","8": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...

## $ TestScore: num [1:258] 45.77 17.56 16.6 49.59 8.51 ...

SummaSummary Stary Statistitisticscs

mydata1within %>%

group_by(Sleep) %>%

get_summary_stats(TestScore, type = "mean_se")
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## # A tibble: 3 × 5

## Sleep variable n mean se

## <fct> <fct> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>

## 1 0 TestScore 86 30.8 2.43

## 2 5 TestScore 86 56.4 1.88

## 3 8 TestScore 86 67.5 1.26

I will be skipping over some of the steps, such as summarizing demographic info and visualizing the
data. But you can use the same codes as those for the between-one-way ANOVA for this one. The main
difference lies in computing the actual ANOVA, where we will be using a different function.

CComomputinputing Rg Reepeapeated Mted Measures Oneasures One-e-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

one.aov.within <-

anova_test(data = mydata1within, #data frame

dv = TestScore, #(numeric) dependent variable name

wid = ID, #subjects identifier; must be unique per participant

within = Sleep, # within-subjects factor variables

effect.size = "pes", #default is generalized eta square "ges" but here

we specify that we want partial eta squared

detailed = TRUE, #If TRUE, returns extra information (such as sums of

squares columns, intercept row, etc.) in the ANOVA table

)

# Run ?anova_test() to explore more options for this function.

get_anova_table(one.aov.within, correction = "auto") #automatically

apply GG correction to only within-subjects factors violating the

sphericity assumption

## ANOVA Table (type III tests)

##

## Effect DFn DFd SSn SSd F p p<.05 pes
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## 1 (Intercept) 1.00 85.00 686279.36 59317.41 983.417 1.71e-48 * 0.92

## 2 Sleep 1.37 116.22 60840.19 21389.16 241.777 2.37e-35 * 0.74

From the ANOVA table, we can see that there was a significant effect of sleep on test scores. Next we
want to see where the differences in scores lies.

PPost-Hoc Analost-Hoc Analysesyses

one.anova.within.pwc <- mydata1within %>%

pairwise_t_test(

TestScore ~ Sleep, paired = TRUE,

p.adjust.method = "bonferroni"

)

one.anova.within.pwc

## # A tibble: 3 × 10

## .y. group1 group2 n1 n2 statistic df p p.adj p.adj.signif

## * <chr> <chr> <chr> <int> <int> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr>

## 1 Test… 0 5 86 86 -14.7 85 5.39e-25 1.62e-24 ****

## 2 Test… 0 8 86 86 -17.1 85 2.69e-29 8.07e-29 ****

## 3 Test… 5 8 86 86 -10.3 85 1.15e-16 3.45e-16 ****
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20

RRSTUDIOSTUDIO WWORKORKSHOPSHOP:: TWTWO-O-WWAAYY ANOANOVVAA

WWiithinthin-P-Paartirticicipanpants Tts Twwo-o-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

We can use the same function that was used to compute a one-way within-subjects ANOVA for a
two-way ANOVA. I highly encourage you to attempt to conduct the analyses on your own before
progressing further into this guide.

For this exercise, we will be looking at the data file named “Practice_2WayANOVA_Within.xlsx”

• Measured Variable: TestScore

• 2 x 3 Repeated-Measures Design

• Factors: “Beverage” and “Sleep”

In this hypothetical experiment, participants attended 6 lectures across different time points. After
a lecture, they were asked to sleep for 0 hours, 5 hours, or 8 hours before coming back the next day
to be quizzed on the lecture content. At the time of test, they were given either coffee or a placebo
(decaffeinated hot beverage).
We are interested in whether Test Scores suffer when participants don’t receive enough sleep, and
whether consuming coffee alleviates that performance decrement.

mydata2w <-read_excel("Practice_2WayANOVA_Within.xlsx") #importing

our data file
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mydata2w <- mydata2w %>%

convert_as_factor(ID, Gender, Beverage, Sleep) #setting up factors

str(mydata2w) #checking factors

## tibble [516 × 6] (S3: tbl_df/tbl/data.frame)

## $ ID : Factor w/ 86 levels "29057","32239",..: 20 48 84 61 22 23 25

29 72 69 ...

## $ Gender : Factor w/ 3 levels "F","M","Non-Binary": 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

1 1 ...

## $ Age : num [1:516] 25 22 22 20 22 20 21 20 19 21 ...

## $ Beverage : Factor w/ 2 levels "Coffee","Placebo": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 ...

## $ Sleep : Factor w/ 3 levels "0","5","8": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...

## $ TestScore: num [1:516] 99 64.3 93.3 94.8 89.1 ...

# Summary Statistics Table

mydata2w.summarystat <- mydata2w %>%

group_by(Beverage, Sleep) %>%

get_summary_stats(TestScore, type = "full")

# Selecting rows of data only if ID value is unique

mydata2w.unique <- mydata2w %>%

distinct(mydata2w$ID, .keep_all=TRUE)

# Looking at the distribution of "Gender" in our sample size

table(mydata2w.unique$Gender)
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##

## F M Non-Binary

## 60 21 5

# Mean Age of Sample Size

mydata2w.unique %>%

get_summary_stats(Age, type ="mean")

## # A tibble: 1 × 3

## variable n mean

## <fct> <dbl> <dbl>

## 1 Age 86 21.5

mydata2w.summarystat

## # A tibble: 6 × 15

## Beverage Sleep variable n min max median q1 q3 iqr mad mean

## <fct> <fct> <fct> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>

<dbl>

## 1 Coffee 0 TestSco… 86 51.2 99.0 96.1 90.6 97.6 7.01 4.27 91.7
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## 2 Coffee 5 TestSco… 86 64.3 99.0 97.6 94.8 99.0 4.22 2.09 95.7

## 3 Coffee 8 TestSco… 86 64.3 99.0 97.6 94.8 99.0 4.17 2.06 96.0

## 4 Placebo 0 TestSco… 86 -6.95 74.8 23.2 14.2 40.4 26.2 18.8 28.2

## 5 Placebo 5 TestSco… 86 -1.67 79.1 62.2 45.1 70.0 24.8 14.8 56.4

## 6 Placebo 8 TestSco… 86 30.0 79.1 71.6 64.9 74.9 10.1 6.82 67.5

## # ⯑ 3 more variables: sd <dbl>, se <dbl>, ci <dbl>

VVisualizaisualizatitionon

# Line plots with multiple groups

anova2w.lineplot <-ggline(mydata2w, x = "Sleep", y = "TestScore", color

= "Beverage",

add =c("mean_se"), #adding standard error bars

palette =c("tan4", "pink1"),

order =c("0", "5", "8"), #organizing order of levels

ylab = "Mean Test Score (%)", xlab = "Hours Slept (hrs)", #x- and y-axis

title

linetype = "solid",

font.label =list(size = 20, color = "black"),

size = 1,

ggtheme =theme_gray(),

ylim=c(0,100) #adjusting the min and max value of y-aixs )

# Change the appearance of titles and labels

anova2w.lineplot +

font("xlab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("ylab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("xy.text", size = 12, color = "black", face = "bold")
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# Box plot with two factor variables

anova2w.boxplot <-ggboxplot(mydata2w, x = "Sleep", y = "TestScore",

color = "Beverage",

palette =c("tan", "black"),

ylab = "Mean Test Score (%)", xlab = "Hours Slept",

add = ("mean_ci"), #adding 95% confidence intervals

font.label =list(size = 20, color = "black"),

size = 1,

ggtheme =theme_gray()

)

# Change the appearance of titles and labels

anova2w.boxplot +

font("xlab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("ylab", size = 14, color = "black", face = "bold")+

font("xy.text", size = 12, color = "black", face = "bold")
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# Bar plot with two-factor variables

anova2w.barplot <-ggplot(mydata2w.summarystat,

aes(x =factor(Sleep), y = mean, fill = Beverage) ) +

geom_bar(stat = "identity", position = "dodge") +

geom_errorbar(aes(ymax = mean + sd, ymin = mean - sd), #adding standard

error bars

position =position_dodge(0.9), width = 0.25, color = "Gray25") +

xlab("Hours Slept") +

ylab("Average Test Score (%)") +

scale_fill_brewer(palette = "RdPu") +

theme_classic2() +

theme(axis.line=element_line(linewidth=1.5), #thickness of x-axis line

axis.text =element_text(size = 14, colour = "black"),

axis.title =element_text(size = 16, colour = "black"),

panel.grid.major.y =element_line() ) +# adding horizontal grid lines

scale_y_continuous(breaks=seq(0, 100, 10)) # Ticks on y-axis from

0-100,

# jumps by 10
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anova2w.barplot

CComomputinputing thg the Re Reepeapeated Mted Measures Teasures Twwo-o-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

mydata2w.2anova <-anova_test(

data = mydata2w,

dv = TestScore,

wid = ID,

within =c(Beverage, Sleep), #for more than 2 factors to count you must

use c()

#it combines 2+ values into a vector/list

detailed = TRUE,

effect.size = "ges"#we get the generalized eta squared, enter pes to

get
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) # partial eta squared

# Apply the Greenhouse Geisser correction on an as-needed-basis

mydata2w.2anova <-get_anova_table(mydata2w.2anova, correction = "auto")

# We can calculate partial eta square and add it as a new column named

"pes"

mydata2w.2anova$pes = mydata2w.2anova$SSn/(mydata2w.2anova$SSn +

mydata2w.2anova$SSd)

# Calculate the mean sum of error and add it as a new column named

"MSE"

mydata2w.2anova$MSE = mydata2w.2anova$SSd/mydata2w.2anova$DFd

# Convert tables to data frames

mydata2w.2anova <-data.frame(mydata2w.2anova)

# Deleting intercept info (first row)

mydata2w.2anova <- mydata2w.2anova[-1, ]

# Rename columns

colnames(mydata2w.2anova)[colnames(mydata2w.2anova) =="pes"] ="η2P"

colnames(mydata2w.2anova)[colnames(mydata2w.2anova) =="ges"] ="η2G"

colnames(mydata2w.2anova)[colnames(mydata2w.2anova) =="p..05"] ="sig"

mydata2w.2anova

## Effect DFn DFd SSn SSd F p sig η2G η2P MSE
## 2 Beverage 1.00 85.00 246966.79 18527.547 1133.025 6.47e-51 * 0.752 0.930 217.9711
## 3 Sleep 1.34 113.78 44095.24 12457.452 300.872 8.82e-39 * 0.351 0.779 109.4872
## 4 Beverage:Sleep 1.60 136.23 27663.08 9544.342 246.362 2.23e-41 * 0.254. 0.743 70.0605
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Any significant two-way interactions in this analysis must be followed up by further analyses looking
at the effect of the other factor while keeping the level of another constant.

In these analyses, a significant two-way interaction indicates that the impact that one factor (e.g.,
Beverage) has on the outcome variable (e.g., test score) depends on the level of the other factor (e.g.,
Sleep) (and vice versa). So, you can decompose a significant two-way interaction by treating factor A to
a one-factor ANOVA at each level of factor B.

PProcedrocedure fure for a sior a signifignificancant twt two-o-waway iny interateracctition:on:

SimSimpplle main effe main effecectt: run a one-way model of one factor by keeping the level of the other constant. As in,
run two one-way ANOVAs for one factor at each level of the other factor.

SimSimpplle paie pairwise comrwise compaparisonsrisons: if the result of either of the one-way analyses is significant as in if the
simple main effect is significant, then you will run multiple pairwise comparisons to determine which
groups are different as we did previously for the one-way ANOVA tutorial.

# Simple Main Effect

# Looking at the effect of Sleep separately for each level of Beverage

mydata2w.one.way <- mydata2w %>%

group_by(Beverage) %>%

anova_test(dv = TestScore, wid = ID, within = Sleep) %>%

get_anova_table() %>%

adjust_pvalue(method = "bonferroni")

mydata2w.one.way

## # A tibble: 2 × 9

## Beverage Effect DFn DFd F p `p<.05`

ges p.adj

## <fct> <chr> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr> <dbl> <dbl>

## 1 Coffee Sleep 1.17 99.4 22.4 2.11e- 6 *

0.07 4.22e- 6

## 2 Placebo Sleep 1.51 128. 331 1.76e-45 *

0.51 3.52e-45
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There was a significant effect of sleep for both levels of the Beverage factor. We must now conduct
pair-wise comparisons to determine where the difference in levels of sleep lies separately at both levels
of beverage.

# Pairwise comparisons between Sleep levels

mydata2w.pwc <- mydata2w %>%

group_by(Sleep) %>%

pairwise_t_test(

TestScore ~ Beverage, paired = TRUE,

p.adjust.method = "bonferroni"

)

mydata2w.pwc

## # A tibble: 3 × 11
## Sleep .y. group1 group2 n1 n2 statistic df p p.adj p.adj.signif
## * <fct><chr><chr><chr> <int><int><dbl><dbl><dbl> <dbl><chr>
## 1 0 TestScore Coffee Placebo 86 86 35.1 85 2.32e-52 2.32e-52
## 2 5 TestScore Coffee Placebo 86 86 22.0 85 6.52e-37 6.52e-37
## 3 8 TestScore Coffee Placebo 86 86 25.7 85 8.84e-42 8.84e-42

InInterpreterpretinting & Analg & Analyzinyzing Rg Resulesultsts

The two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of beverage [F(1,85)= 1133.0, MSE

= 218.0, partial eta squared = 0.930], and sleep [F(1.3,113.8)= 300.9, MSE = 109.5, partial eta squared = 0.780],

qualified by a two-way interaction [F(1.6,136.2)= 300.9, MSE = 70.1, partial eta squared = 0.743]. Considering the

Bonferroni adjusted p-value (p.adj), it can be seen that the simple main effect of sleep was significant at both

levels of Beverage [Coffee, p<0.001; Placebo, p<0.001]. Pairwise comparisons show that the mean test score was

significantly different between coffee and placebo conditions at 0 hours (p < 0.0001) and 5 hours (p < 0.0001) and 8

hours (p < 0.0001) of overnight sleep.

Note that instead of decomposing the sleep x beverage two-way interaction into the simple main
effect of beverage, you could have chosen sleep. As in performing the same analysis for the sleep
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variable at each level of beverage, You don’t necessarily need to do this analysis. You simply have to
interchange when the factors Sleep and Beverage are plugged into the codes for the post hoc analyses.

WhaWhat if: Nt if: Nonon-Si-Signifignificancant Tt Twwo-o-WWaay Iny Interateracctitionon

Importantly, if the two-way interaction was not significant in the overall ANOVA, but there were
still significant main effects (e.g., the main effect of Sleep and the main effect of Beverage), then you
need to interpret the main effects for each of the two variables by conducting pairwise paired t-test
comparisons.

# Comparisons for Beverage variable

mydata2w %>% pairwise_t_test( TestScore ~ Beverage, paired = TRUE,

p.adjust.method = "bonferroni" )

# Comparisons for Sleep variable

mydata2w %>% pairwise_t_test( TestScore ~ Sleep, paired = TRUE,

p.adjust.method = "bonferroni" )

MixMixed Ted Twwo-o-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

For practice, I encourage you to compute a mixed two-way ANOVA for the data file named
“Practice_2WayANOVA_Mixed.xlsx” with the following elements:

• Measured Variable: TestScore

• 2 x 3 Mixed Design

• Between-Participants: “Exercise”

• Within-Participants: “Sleep”

In this hypothetical experiment, participants attended 3 lectures across different time points. One
group of participants was asked to attend yoga classes three times a week for three months before the
lecture series and attended yoga classes during the experiment. After one lecture session, they were
asked to sleep for either 0 hours, 5 hours, or 8 hours before coming back the next day to be tested on the
lecture. Another group of participants experienced a nearly identical experimental design, except that
instead of yoga, they were asked to engage in mindfulness exercises.

We are interested in how sleep affects learning; in particular, whether test scores suffer when
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participants don’t receive enough sleep. Moreover, we are also interested in whether those who engage
in yoga are more resilient to this sleep-induced performance decrement. To the best of your ability
visualize the data and compute the appropriate summary tables and figures to compare before going
through the answers below.

# Data Prep & Summary Statistics

mydata2m <- read_excel("Practice_2WayANOVA_Mixed.xlsx")

mydata2m <- mydata2m %>% convert_as_factor(ID, Gender, Exercise,

Sleep)

str(mydata2m)

## tibble [516 × 7] (S3: tbl_df/tbl/data.frame)

## $ ...1 : chr [1:516] "259" "260" "261" "262" ...

## $ ID : Factor w/ 172 levels "23936","25440",..: 10 71 6 70 147 129

74 62 21 38 ...

## $ Gender : Factor w/ 3 levels "F","M","Non-Binary": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3

1 2 ...

## $ Age : num [1:516] 22 22 23 22 22 24 22 22 23 22 ...

## $ Exercise : Factor w/ 2 levels "Mindfulness",..: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 ...

## $ Sleep : Factor w/ 3 levels "0","5","8": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...

## $ TestScore: num [1:516] 32 43 44 46 31 45 21 48 40 32 ...

mydata2m.summarystat <- mydata2m %>%

group_by(Exercise, Sleep) %>%

get_summary_stats(TestScore, type = "full")

# Selecting rows of data only if ID value is unique
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mydata2m.unique <- mydata2m %>%

distinct(mydata2m$ID, .keep_all=TRUE)

# Looking at the distribution of "Gender" per group

table(mydata2m.unique$Gender, mydata2m.unique$Exercise)

## Mindfulness Yoga
## F 40 60
## M 39 21
## Non-Binary 7 5

# Mean Age Per Group

mydata2m %>% group_by(Exercise) %>%

get_summary_stats(Age, type ="mean")

## # A tibble: 2 × 4
## Exercise variable n mean
## <fct> <fct> <dbl> <dbl>
## 1 Mindfulness Age 258 22.6
## 2 Yoga Age 258 22.2
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mydata2m.summarystat

## # A tibble: 6 × 15
## Exercise Sleep variable n min max median q1 q3 iqr mad mean sd se ci
## <fct> <fct> <fct> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>
## 1 Mindful… 0 TestSco… 86 15 48 32 23.2 41.8 18.5 13.3 32.3
## 2 Mindful… 5 TestSco… 86 38 80.8 48 43 53 10 7.41 48.7
## 3 Mindful… 8 TestSco… 86 55 66 59 57 63 6 4.45 60.1
## 4 Yoga 0 TestSco… 86 35 55 44.5 40.2 51 10.8 8.15 45.5
## 5 Yoga 5 TestSco… 86 66 80 72.5 68 76 8 6.67 72.7
## 6 Yoga 8 TestSco… 86 74 100 85.5 79 93.8 14.8 11.1 86.6

I will be skipping over the visualization step here since you can use the same codes as those for the
within-subjects 2-way ANOVA here. I encourage you to practice making some summary plots on your
own.

CComomputinputing thg the Te Twwo-o-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

mydata2m.2anova <- anova_test(

data = mydata2m,

dv = TestScore,

wid = ID,

between = Exercise, #between-participants factor

within = Sleep,

detailed = TRUE,

effect.size = "ges"

)

# Apply the Greenhouse Geisser correction on an as-needed-basis

mydata2m.2anova <- get_anova_table(mydata2m.2anova, correction =

"auto")
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# Calculate partial eta square and add it as a new column named "pes"

mydata2m.2anova$pes = mydata2m.2anova$SSn/(mydata2m.2anova$SSn +

mydata2m.2anova$SSd)

# Calculate the mean sum of error and add it as a new column named "MSE"

mydata2m.2anova$MSE = mydata2m.2anova$SSd/mydata2m.2anova$DFd

# Convert tables to data frames

mydata2m.2anova <- data.frame(mydata2m.2anova)

# Deleting intercept info (first row)

mydata2m.2anova <- mydata2m.2anova[-1, ]

# Rename columns

colnames(mydata2m.2anova)[colnames(mydata2m.2anova) == "pes"] ="η2P"

colnames(mydata2m.2anova)[colnames(mydata2m.2anova) == "ges"] ="η2G"

colnames(mydata2m.2anova)[colnames(mydata2m.2anova) == "p..05"] ="sig"

mydata2m.2anova

## Effect DFn DFd SSn SSd F p sig η2G η2P
MSE
## 2 Exercise 1.00 170.0 57969.259 7475.35 1318.303 5.27e-82 * 0.699 0.8857759 43.97265
## 3 Sleep 1.89 321.9 104622.988 17468.35 1018.179 9.08e-137 * 0.807 0.8569239 54.26638
## 4 Exercise:Sleep 1.89 321.9 4365.807 17468.35 42.488 2.05e-16 * 0.149 0.1999531
54.26638
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PProcedrocedure fure for a sior a signifignificancant twt two-o-waway iny interateracctition:on:

# Simple main effect of Exercise at each level of the Sleep factor

anova2m.one.way <- mydata2m %>%

group_by(Sleep) %>%

anova_test(dv = TestScore, wid = ID, between = Exercise) %>%

get_anova_table() %>%

adjust_pvalue(method = "bonferroni")

anova2m.one.way

## # A tibble: 3 × 9
## Sleep Effect DFn DFd F p `p<.05` ges p.adj
## <fct> <chr> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr> <dbl> <dbl>
## 1 0 Exercise 1 170 109 4.39e-20 * 0.392 1.32e-19
## 2 5 Exercise 1 170 642 1.34e-59 * 0.791 4.02e-59
## 3 8 Exercise 1 170 742 6.34e-64 * 0.814 1.90e-63

OR you may opt to decompose the Exercise x Sleep interaction into the simple main effect of sleep
for each exercise group (code included below); however since we are aware that test scores suffer when
participants don’t get enough sleep, this may not be sensible. Here we are more interested in whether
yoga alleviates these sleep-induced performance decrements, therefore, we want to compare average
test scores across the two groups when equating the amount of sleep. Therefore, you should give
some thought to how you want to define your two-way interaction so that it addresses your research
question.

# Simple main effect of Sleep for each Exercise Group

# anova2m.one.way.alt <- mydata2m %>%

# group_by(Exercise) %>%
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# anova_test(dv = TestScore, wid = ID, within = Sleep) %>%

# get_anova_table() %>%

# adjust_pvalue(method = "bonferroni")

#anova2m.one.way.alt

Since the simple main effect of Exercise was significant, we must now run multiple pairwise
comparisons to determine which groups are different.

# Pairwise comparisons between Exercise levels

anova2m.pwc <- mydata2m %>%

group_by(Sleep) %>%

pairwise_t_test(TestScore ~ Exercise, p.adjust.method = "bonferroni")

anova2m.pwc

## # A tibble: 3 × 10

## Sleep .y. group1 group2 n1 n2 p p.signif p.adj p.adj.signif

## * <fct> <chr> <chr> <chr> <int> <int> <dbl> <chr> <dbl> <chr>

## 1 0 TestS… Mindf… Yoga 86 86 4.39e-20 **** 4.39e-20 ****

## 2 5 TestS… Mindf… Yoga 86 86 1.34e-59 **** 1.34e-59 ****

## 3 8 TestS… Mindf… Yoga 86 86 6.34e-64 **** 6.34e-64 ****

# If you computed the simple main effect of sleep the pairwise

comparisons would be as such:

#anova2m.pwc.alt <- mydata2m %>%

# group_by(Exercise) %>%
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# pairwise_t_test(TestScore ~ Sleep, p.adjust.method = "bonferroni")

#anova2m.pwc.alt

InInterpreterpretinting & Rg & Reeportinportingg
EXAMPLE: The mixed two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of exercise [F(1,170)= 1318.3, MSE

= 44.0, partial eta squared = 0.886], and sleep [F(1.9,322)= 1018.2, MSE = 54.3, partial eta squared = 0.857],

qualified by a two-way interaction [F(1.9,322)= 42.5, MSE = 54.3, partial eta squared = 0.120]. Considering the

Bonferroni adjusted p-value (p.adj), it can be seen that the simple main effect of exercise was significant for all

levels of the sleep factor [p<0.001].

Pairwise comparisons show that mean test score was significantly different between the two exercise groups

across all levels of sleep, such that the yoga group scored higher on the test than the mindfulness group when

participants slept for 0 hours (13.1%, p <0.0001), 5 hours (24.%, p <0.0001), or 8 hours (26.5%, p <0.0001) the night

before the test (see Figure 1).

Note that here I am pointing my reader to a Figure (bar plot), so they can see that the Yoga group
outperformed the mindfulness group. I’ve generated a bar plot for my Figure 1 here. I highly encourage
you to recreate this plot (with standard error bars) or any other type of plot that summarizes the data
well. Moreover, using the summary statistic table I’ve calculated the difference in average test scores for
the appropriate comparisons.
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21

RRSTUDIOSTUDIO WWORKORKSHOPSHOP:: MIXEDMIXED THREE-THREE-WWAAYY ANOANOVVAA

Now let’s put all of our training thus far together and run through a complex experimental design
(2x2x3).

• Dependent variable: TestScore

• Between-participant factor: Exercise (Mindfulness x Yoga)

• Within-participant factors: Beverage (Coffee x Placebo) and Sleep (0/5/8 hrs)

In this hypothetical experiment, two groups of participants are placed into a 3-month long exercise
program. One group attends 3 yoga sessions a week, the other is asked to complete mindfulness
practices three times a week at home for an hour.

After a month of engaging in exercise, participants are asked to attend 6 lectures administered at
different time points. After a lecture, they are asked to come back the next day to be quizzed on the
lecture content after having slept for either 0, 5, or 8 hours. At the time of the test, they are either
given coffee or a placebo (decaffeinated hot beverage). Therefore, across the two exercise groups, all
participants experience different levels of sleep and beverage manipulation.

Here we are interested in whether test scores suffer from a lack of sleep. We are also interested
in whether those who engage in yoga practices are more resilient to the negative effect of sleep on
learning. Moreover, we are interested in whether coffee can alleviate the effect of sleeplessness on test
performance.
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# Data Prep

mydata3 <-read_excel("3way_mixed_Sample_DataFile.xlsx") #importing data

file

# Set-up factors

mydata3 <- mydata3 %>%convert_as_factor(ID, Gender, Exercise, Beverage,

Sleep)

str(mydata3) #checking factors/levels

## tibble [1,032 × 7] (S3: tbl_df/tbl/data.frame)
## $ ID : Factor w/ 172 levels “23936”,”25440″,..: 10 71 6 70 147 129 74 62 21 38 …
## $ Gender : Factor w/ 3 levels “F”,”M”,”Non-Binary”: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 …
## $ Age : num [1:1032] 22 22 23 22 22 24 22 22 23 22 …
## $ Exercise : Factor w/ 2 levels “Mindfulness”,..: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 …
## $ Beverage : Factor w/ 2 levels “Coffee”,”Placebo”: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 …
## $ Sleep : Factor w/ 3 levels “0”,”5″,”8″: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 …
## $ TestScore: num [1:1032] 89.3 91.6 88.1 92.1 99 …

Let’s check to make sure that we have a balanced design. As in we have an equal number of
participants/observations at every combination of our three variables.

# Generating frequency tables to check balance of design

table(mydata3$Beverage, mydata3$Sleep, mydata3$Exercise)

# we are organizing the number of observations per every combination

of the within-subjects factors at either level of the between-subjects

variable

## , , = Mindfulness
##
##
## 0 5 8
## Coffee 86 86 86
## Placebo 86 86 86
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##
## , , = Yoga
##
##
## 0 5 8
## Coffee 86 86 86
## Placebo 86 86 86

We can see that we have an equal number of observations (n=86) across all levels of our three factors
(i.e., per cell), compared to an unbalanced design, which has an unequal number of observations. In this
case, the numbers in your frequency table will not all be equal.

If your experiment has an unbalanced design, I would recommend the following resource. However,
once you are comfortable with the codes here you should be easily able to do the same analyses with
your unbalanced design with some tweaks/adjustments.

Unbalanced ANOVA resource: https://www.r-bloggers.com/2011/02/r-tutorial-series-two-way-
anova-with-unequal-sample-sizes/

SummaSummary stary statistitisticscs

Now let’s compute some basic summary statistics.

# Computing a summary Statistics table for each independent variable

anova3.summary.statistics <-data.frame (mydata3 %>%

group_by(Exercise, Beverage, Sleep) %>%

get_summary_stats(TestScore, type = "full") )

Here I am looking for average performance along with standard error of the mean values, which I will
later use for my error bars when making figures. Some other measures that you can use are listed under
the info card for the get_summary_stats function and include: type = c(“mean_sd”, “mean_se”, “mean_ci”,
“median_iqr”, “median_mad”, “quantile”, “mean”, “median”, “min”, “max”)

For example, you may be interested in using mean standard deviation values for your error bars, in
which case you can use “mean_sd”. You may also use “full” as your type to get all the measures!

TTiipp: You can explore what each function offers with examples by putting a “?” right before the empty
function, as shown below. It will open up the information sheet for the function on the Help tab to your
bottom right on R studio. Try it!
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?get_summary_stats()

PPuubblishalishabblle Te Taabblleses Now, while this is a nice table, if you want to include summary statistics in your final
thesis paper, follow the next steps to generate nice printable tables!

# Create a copy and maintain the original with full summary statistics

which we

# will use for plots

anova3.summary.statistics.print <- anova3.summary.statistics

# Deleting the column "variable" by name since we only have one

dependent variable

anova3.summary.statistics.print

<-subset(anova3.summary.statistics.print,

select =-c(variable))

# Selecting columns by name that we want to include in our final

table

#colnames(anova3.summary.statistics) #print column names to see options

anova3.summary.statistics.print

<-subset(anova3.summary.statistics.print,

select =c(Exercise, Beverage, Sleep, n, mean, se))

# Let's round our numerical values in select columns to 3 significant

figures,

# but you may choose to change this depending on your own preference

anova3.summary.statistics.print$mean

<-signif(anova3.summary.statistics.print$mean,3)

anova3.summary.statistics.print$se

<-signif(anova3.summary.statistics.print$se,3)

# Next we will change column names to make them nicer

#colnames(T2.summary.statistics) # print all column names in data

frame
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colnames(anova3.summary.statistics.print)[colnames(anova3.summary.stat

istics.print)

=="n"] ="N"

colnames(anova3.summary.statistics.print)[colnames(anova3.summary.stat

istics.print)

=="mean"] ="Mean"

colnames(anova3.summary.statistics.print)[colnames(anova3.summary.stat

istics.print)

=="se"] ="SEM"

colnames(anova3.summary.statistics.print)[colnames(anova3.summary.stat

istics.print)

=="Sleep"] ="Sleep (hrs)"

# Generating the Printable Summary Stat Table

# Make sure to remove the comments sign "#" from the code below when

running to create and view the publishable table

#anova3.summary.statistics.print %>%

# kbl(caption = "Summary Statistics") %>% # Title of the table

# kable_classic(full_width = F, html_font = "Cambria", font_size = 10)

%>%

# add_header_above(c(" " = 4, "Test Score (%)" = 2)) # adding header to

columns

#in table by position. E.g.,

# for the first 5 columns we do not want a header so we leave empty

space.

# Over the last two columns we specified the header name.

SummaSummarizinrizing Demg Demograograpphihic Infc Infoo

# Selecting rows of data only if ID value is unique

mydata3unique <- mydata3 %>%

distinct(mydata3$ID, .keep_all=TRUE)

# Looking at the distribution of "Gender" per group

table(mydata3unique$Gender, mydata3unique$Exercise)
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##
## Mindfulness Yoga
## F 40 60
## M 39 21
## Non-Binary 7 5

nrow(mydata3unique) # total number of participants

# Mean Age Per Group

mydata3unique %>%group_by(Exercise) %>%

get_summary_stats(Age, type ="mean")

## # A tibble: 2 × 4
## Exercise variable n mean
## <fct> <fct> <dbl> <dbl>
## 1 Mindfulness Age 86 22.6
## 2 Yoga Age 86 22.2

RReeportinporting Samg Sampplle Sizee Size We recruited 172 participants from the introductory psychology undergraduate

participant pool at McMaster University in exchange for partial course credit. Participants were randomly

assigned to either the mindfulness condition (n=86; 39 males and 7 non-binary; Mage = 22.6 years) or the yoga

condition (n=86; 21 males and 5 non-binary; Mage = 22.2 years).

VVisualizaisualizatitionon

You will notice that the code I will be using for plotting the data for this data set is different than the
ones previously used.

The first one we will create is a line plot. So here we want to specify which factor we want on our x-
axis, as well as which summary measure of our dependent variable we want on our y-axis. In this case,
we want the Sleep factor (with 3 levels) on the x-axis, and mean TestScore on the y-axis Next we want to
choose some other identifiable feature of the graph to represent our other two independent variables.
In this case, we differentiated the two levels of the Exercise variable by the colour of the lines and line
type or shape to represent the different beverages consumed. You may choose any of the ones in the
cheat sheet and more!

TTiipp: One thing to keep in mind is that you should design your plots such that if a reader is colour-
blind or chooses to print your results in black-white, they can still easily distinguish between the
different factors in your plot. Hence, we will also use the shape of our points to specify BLOCK_TYPE
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LINE PLOTLINE PLOT

# Notice that I am using the summary stat table with the full range of

data not the printable one

anova3.lineplot <-ggplot(anova3.summary.statistics, aes(x=Sleep,

y=mean, color=Exercise, group=interaction(Exercise, Beverage))) +

geom_point(data=filter(anova3.summary.statistics, Exercise =="Yoga"),

shape=19, size=4.5) +#assigning point type 19 from cheat sheet to one

level of factor

geom_point(data=filter(anova3.summary.statistics, Exercise

=="Mindfulness"),

shape=1, size=4.5) +#assigning point type 1 from cheat sheet to other

level of factor

geom_line(data=filter(anova3.summary.statistics, Beverage =="Coffee"),

linetype="dashed", linewidth=1.2) +#assigning line type to one level of

factor

geom_line(data=filter(anova3.summary.statistics, Beverage

=="Placebo"),

linetype="solid", linewidth=1.2) +#assigning line type to other level

of factor

scale_color_manual(values =c("skyblue1", "darkred") ) +

xlab("Sleep (hrs)") +#add title to x-axis

ylab("Average Test Score (%)") +#add title to y-axis

theme_classic() +#this theme has no background, no bounding box.

theme(axis.line=element_line(linewidth=1.5), #thickness of x-axis line

axis.text =element_text(size = 14, colour = "black"),

axis.title =element_text(size = 16, colour = "black"),

panel.grid.major.y =element_line(), # adding horizontal grid lines

legend.position = "none") +

coord_cartesian(ylim=c(0, 100)) +

scale_y_continuous(breaks=seq(00, 100, 10)) +# Ticks on y-axis from

0-100, jumps by 10

geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=mean+se, ymax=mean-se), width = 0.12, size = 1)

#adding error bars

## Warning: Using `size` aesthetic for lines was deprecated in ggplot2

3.4.0.

## ⯑ Please use `linewidth` instead.

## This warning is displayed once every 8 hours.
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## Call `lifecycle::last_lifecycle_warnings()` to see where this warning

was

## generated.

anova3.lineplot

In the following code, we can make a custom legend for any figure. Feel free to play around with this
code. I prefer to create my legend separate from the function I use to plot my data, just because the
internal code for making the plots are a bit restrictive aesthetics-wise, especially if we are plotting more
than 2 factors.

plot.new()

legend("center", # location on screen (center, upper right, etc)

title=" Exercise Beverage ", # bit of a hack here but I put lots of

space to align with legend levels

legend=c("Yoga","Mindfulness","Placebo","Coffee"),
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col=c("skyblue1", "darkred",'black','black'),

pch=c(1,19,NA,NA), # assigning point shapes

pt.cex = 2, # setting point size

lty =c(0,0,1,2), lwd =c(NA,NA,2,2), # assigning line type

bty="o", # border around legend box

box.lwd = 2, # thickness of border line

border=T, # border around legend box

horiz = T, # title is horizontal

title.font = 2.5,

cex = 0.765# size of the legend box

)

I recommend this link for more options with editing the boxplots
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BOBOX PLOTX PLOT

anova3.bxp <-ggboxplot(

mydata3, x = "Sleep", y = "TestScore",

color = "Exercise", palette = "grey",

facet.by = "Beverage", #specifying grouping variables for faceting the

plot

# into multiple panels

bxp.errorbar = TRUE, bxp.errorbar.width = 1,

xlab = "Sleep (hrs)", ylab = "Judgement of Learning (JOL; %)"

) +

theme(axis.line=element_line(linewidth=1.5), #thickness of x-axis line

axis.text =element_text(size = 14, colour = "black"),

axis.title =element_text(size = 16, colour = "black"),

panel.grid.major.y =element_line() ) +# adding horizontal grid lines

scale_y_continuous(breaks=seq(0, 100, 10)) # Ticks on y-axis from

0-100,

# jumps by 10

anova3.bxp
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Now, I used the “grey” colour palette, which is boring if you ask me. While there are many options when it comes

to customizing the colour palette of your plot, here is a super cool and useful library for Scientific Journal and Sci-

Fi Themed Color Palettes for ggplot2. Go to the following link to see all the available options and different ways of

implementing them into your plots.

anova3.bxp.tron <-

anova3.bxp +

theme_dark() +#changing theme of plot

theme (panel.background =element_rect(fill = "#2D2D2D") )+#changing

plot

# background color

scale_color_tron()

## Scale for colour is already present.

## Adding another scale for colour, which will replace the existing

scale.

#This palette is inspired by the colours used in Tron Legacy. It is

suitable for

#displaying data when using a dark theme
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anova3.bxp.tron

BBAR PLOTAR PLOT

anova3.barplot <-ggplot(anova3.summary.statistics, aes(x

=factor(Sleep),

y = mean, fill =

Beverage:Exercise)) +

geom_bar(stat = "identity", position = "dodge") +

geom_errorbar(aes(ymax = mean + sd, ymin = mean - sd), #standard error

bars

position =position_dodge(0.9), width = 0.25, color = "Gray25") +

xlab("Sleep (hrs)") +

ylab("Average Test Score (%)") +

scale_fill_brewer(palette = "RdPu") +
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theme_classic() +

theme(legend.position = "none", # no legend

panel.grid.major.y =element_line() ) +# adding horizontal grid lines

scale_y_continuous(breaks=seq(0, 100, 10)) # Ticks on y-axis from 0-100,

jumps by 10

# Let's do some exploring with these different colour palettes

#This palette is inspired by the colours used in the TV show The Simpsons

anova3.barplot.springfield <- anova3.barplot +scale_fill_simpsons()

## Scale for fill is already present.

## Adding another scale for fill, which will replace the existing scale.

#This palette is inspired by the colours used in the TV show Rick and

Morty

anova3.barplot.schwifty <- anova3.barplot +scale_fill_rickandmorty()

## Scale for fill is already present.

## Adding another scale for fill, which will replace the existing scale.

#This colour palette is inspired by Frontiers:

anova3.barplot.default <- anova3.barplot +scale_fill_frontiers()

## Scale for fill is already present.

## Adding another scale for fill, which will replace the existing scale.

Now, what if we wanted to publish all these different variations of the bar plot on the same page?
Using the following function, we can organize two or more plots into the same page for printing. By
specifying the number of columns, you are organizing the plots horizontally, each occupying a column.
By specifying the number of rows you can organize the plots vertically. We can also adjust the size of
this figure with all three plots. Depending on how similar the plots are, you can also request to have a
common legend by entering “T” for “common.legend”, wherein R will automatically generate a legend
for you. However, I prefer to create my own legend, which we will do in the next chunk of code.

barplots <-arrangeGrob(anova3.barplot, anova3.barplot.default,
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anova3.barplot.schwifty, anova3.barplot.springfield,

nrow = 2, ncol = 2)

# Add labels to the arranged plots

barplots.gg <-as_ggplot(barplots) +#transform to a ggplot

draw_plot_label(label =c("A", "B", "C", "D"), size = 14, #add labels

x =c(0, 0.5, 0, 0.5), #specifying location of labels horizontally

y =c(1.017, 1.017, 0.53, 0.53)) #specifying location of labels

#vertically

# You can play around with the vertical and horizontal coordinates

# (corresponding to the label in the order they are listed).

barplots.gg

CComomputinputing Thg Three-ree-WWaay ANOy ANOVVAA

There are a bunch of options when it comes to conducting a three-way ANOVA. The afex library
in particular provides three functions for calculating ANOVAs. These functions produce the same
output but differ in the way how to specify the ANOVA.
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1. aov_car()

2. aov_ez()

3. aov_4()

I will continue using the same function that we used for our two-way ANOVAs. However, I would
encourage you to look into these other functions on your own time to find the one that you are most
comfortable using, or if the options may be more useful to you. Here are the following resources to get
you started on the afex library:

• ANOVA in R: afex may be the solution you are looking for

• afex: Analysis of Factorial EXperiments

# Three-Way Mixed ANOVA (2 BLOCK_TYPE x 2 TRIAL-TYPE x 3 SOA)

anova3.aov <-anova_test(

data = mydata3,

dv = TestScore,

wid = ID, #factor containing individuals/subjects identifier. Should be

unique

# per individual.

between = Exercise, #(optional) between-subject factor variable(s)

within =c(Beverage, Sleep), #(optional) within-subjects factor

variables

detailed = TRUE, #If TRUE, returns extra information (sums of squares

columns,

#intercept row, etc.)

effect.size = "ges"#generalized eta squared or "pes" (partial eta

squared),

#the option "both" is bugged and currently doesn't work

)

# Applies the Greenhouse Geisser correction to effects only when

sphericity is violated

anova3.aov <-get_anova_table(anova3.aov, correction = "auto")

# ?get_anova_table() to see other viable correction options

Now, I prefer to report two measures of effect size, both partial and generalized eta square values. So
to add pes I decided to calculate it by hand. I also report the standard error of the mean value by hand
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included below:

# Calculate partial eta square and add it as a new column named "pes"

# Codes for MSE and pes retrieved from

# https://sherif.io/2014/12/10/ANOVA_in_R.html

anova3.aov$pes = anova3.aov$SSn/(anova3.aov$SSn + anova3.aov$SSd)

# Calculate mean sum of error and add it as a new column named "MSE"

anova3.aov$MSE = anova3.aov$SSd/anova3.aov$DFd

#store ANOVA tables as a dataframe

anova3.aov <-data.frame(anova3.aov)

# Deleting intercept info (first row)

anova3.aov <- anova3.aov[-1, ] #removing first row

# Okay, let's make some beautiful printable ANOVA tables

# Selecting which values by column name we want to report from the

detailed ANOVA table

anova3.aov.printable <- anova3.aov %>%select("Effect", "DFn", "DFd",

"F", "MSE", "p", "p..05", "pes", "ges")

# Rename columns

colnames(anova3.aov.printable)[colnames(anova3.aov.printable) =="pes"]

="η2P"

colnames(anova3.aov.printable)[colnames(anova3.aov.printable) =="ges"]

="η2G"

colnames(anova3.aov.printable)[colnames(anova3.aov.printable)

=="p..05"] ="sig"

#anova3.aov.printable %>%

# kbl(caption = "THREE-WAY MIXED ANOVA") %>%

# kable_classic(full_width = F, html_font = "Cambria", font_size = 10)

%>%

# add_header_above(c(" " = 2, "Test Score (%)" = 8)) %>%

# add_footnote("Correction: Greenhouse Geisser")
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PPost Hoc Analost Hoc Analysesyses

The rule of thumb is to decompose the highest-order interaction. If there was a significant three-way
interaction effect, you should decompose it into: 1. Simple two-way interaction: essentially you must
run two two-way interactions at each level of a third variable. If there are any significant two-way
interactions, then you must further decompose it into… 2. Simple simple main effect: run one-way
ANOVA at each level of a second variable. If there is a significant effect here then conduct a … 3. Simple
simple pairwise comparisons: run pairwise or other post-hoc comparisons.

If you have read through the two-way and one-way ANOVA models earlier in the document, then
you should have no issues with the following next few steps. As you can see, decomposing high-order
interactions is very intuitive, you are simply retracing your steps to get to the bottom of where the
differences lie between our groups and their levels.

If yIf you dou donon’’t hat havve a sie a signifignificancant tht three-waree-way iny interateracctition…on… which is the case in the current example,
then you need to determine whether you have any statistically significant two-way interactions. In
our case, we have two: 1. Beverage x sleep interaction, which is analogous to a significant interaction
from a within-subjects two-way ANOVA 2. Exercise x beverage interaction, which is comparable to
a significant interaction from a mixed two-way ANOVA. In this case, we will retrace our steps by
conducting one-way ANOVAs looking into the effect of one factor at every level of the other factor it
is interacting with (i.e., simple main effects analyses) and then pairwise comparisons if necessary.

# Decomposing the Exercise x Beverage and Beverage x Sleep Interactions

# Analyzing the simple simple main effect of Exercise at each level of Beverage:

mydata3.coffee <- ananoova_va_testtest(data = filfilterter(mydata3, Beverage ==== “Coffee”), wid = ID, within = Sleep,
between = Exercise,

dv= TestScore, detailed = TRUE, effect.size = “pes”)

mydata3.placebo <- ananoova_va_testtest(data = filfilterter(mydata3, Beverage ==== “Placebo”), wid = ID, within =
Sleep,
between = Exercise, dv= TestScore, detailed = TRUE, effect.size = “pes”)

#Extracting ANOVA tables as data-frames

mydata3.coffee <- dadata.framta.framee (ggeet_ant_anoova_va_tatabbllee(mydata3.coffee, correction = “auto”) )

mydata3.placebo <- dadata.framta.framee (ggeet_ant_anoova_va_tatabbllee(mydata3.placebo, correction = “auto”) )

# Let’s make nice printable tables; note that I skipped calculating the MSE and opted to not have generalized
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eta squared in my table. # That was done purely to keep this guide a bit shorter. You are well equipped with the

proper codes in the previous ANOVAs to calculate # them on your own. Deleting intercept info (first row)

mydata3.coffee <- mydata3.coffee[––1, ]
mydata3.placebo <- mydata3.placebo[––1, ]

# colnames(mydata3.coffee) #get all column names

# Select Columns to keep by name

mydata3.coffee <- mydata3.coffee %>%%>% sesellecectt(“Effect”, “DFn”, “DFd”, “F”, “p”, “p..05”, “pes”)
mydata3.placebo <- mydata3.placebo %>%%>% sesellecectt(“Effect”, “DFn”, “DFd”, “F”, “p”, “p..05”, “pes”)

# Combining tables

mydata3.ss.results <- ccbinbindd(mydata3.coffee , mydata3.placebo)

# Rename columns

cocolnamlnameses(mydata3.ss.results)[cocolnamlnameses(mydata3.ss.results) ==== “pes”] =“η2P”
cocolnamlnameses(mydata3.ss.results)[cocolnamlnameses(mydata3.ss.results) ==== “ges”] =“η2G”
cocolnamlnameses(mydata3.ss.results)[cocolnamlnameses(mydata3.ss.results) ==== “p..05”] =“sig”

# Making printable ANOVA html

mydata3.ss.results %>%

kbl(caption = “Simple Simple Main Effect of Exercise at each level

of Beverage”) %>%

kable_classic(full_width = F, html_font = “Cambria”, font_size = 10) %>%

add_header_above(c(” ” = 1, “Coffee” = 7, “Placebo” = 7)) %>%

add_footnote(“Correction: Greenhouse Geisser”)

Since there are no significant two-way interactions, we will not be conducting pair-wise comparisons.
RReeportinportingg We submitted test scores to a three-way ANOVA with Beverage (Coffee vs. Placebo) and Sleep (0/

5/8 hours) as within-participant variables and Exercise (yoga vs. mindfulness) as a between-participant variable.

The ANOVA showed a significant main effect of exercise [F(1,170) = 33.0, MSE = 472.7, p <0.001, partial eta

squared = 0.163], beverage [F(1,170) = 1222.8, MSE = 266.3, p <0.001, partial eta squared = 0.878], and sleep

[F(1.3,219.3) = 525.1, MSE = 111.2, p <0.001, partial eta squared = 0.755]. There was also a significant exercise-by-

beverage interaction [F(1,170) = 52.2, MSE = 266.3, p <0.001, partial eta squared = 0.235] as well as a beverage-by-

sleep interaction [F(1.5,257.3) = 462.1, MSE = 68.8, p <0.001, partial eta squared = 0.731]. These interactions were

decomposed by submitting test scores from the coffee and placebo conditions to separate mixed two-way ANOVAs

with sleep as a within-participant factor, and Exercise as a between-participant variable.

A separate analysis of the placebo condition revealed a significant effect of exercise [F(1,170) = 45.3, p <0.001,
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partial eta squared = 0.210] and effect of sleep [F(1.4,238.4) = 238.4, p <0.001, partial eta squared = 0.771]. Analysis

of the coffee condition revealed only a significant effect of sleep [F(1.2,206.8) = 46.9, p <0.001, partial eta squared =

0.216].

PPraracctiticece

If you are interested in putting your newfound skills to the test then I have included two data sets as
well as a separate script with all the answers. I highly recommend that you analyze the data on your own
using the codes mentioned here and just check your answers with the script.

The first data set is named “HW1_RTut.xlsx”. In this example, we have two random samples, groups A
and B. We have a certain numerical measure under the column “Value”. We are interested in whether
there is a significant difference between the two groups.

The second data set is named “HW2_RTut.xlsx”. And is as such:

1. Participants represent different individuals.

2. WithinSubjectVar is a within-subjects variable with three levels (repeated measures).

3. BetweenSubjectVar is a between-subjects variable with two levels (Group A and Group B). 4.
Response is a continuous variable.

We are interested in the effect of the WithinSubjectVar and BetweenSubjectVar on Response
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WEEKWEEK 66 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=405#h5p-15
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Part VII

WEEK 7: CWEEK 7: Craftinrafting Yg Yourour
InIntrodtroducuctitionon

As the pieces of our thesis puzzle start fitting together seamlessly, we find ourselves at a pivotal juncture.

With the completion of our methods and results sections, the time has come to write the
introduction of our paper. This phase is the fruit of our laborious and consistent weekly engagements
with scholarly articles, spirited academic discussions, and diligent note-taking. Our aim for the
introduction is not merely to start the paper but to lay down a compelling narrative foundation for
our research. As researchers, we must understand that our responsibilities go far beyond the discovery
phase; we are entrusted with the vital task of effectively communicating our science. It’s this ability
to communicate that distinguishes a proficient researcher from an exceptional one. Scientific articles
should not be perceived as daunting texts reserved for experts; instead, they must strive towards
inclusivity and accessibility, welcoming readers with varied backgrounds.

This week, our mission is to sculpt an introduction that does more than introduce; it should narrate.
We plan to guide our readers through a meticulously thought-out journey, starting from the research
problem that has captured our attention, moving through the gaps in the existing literature that our
study aims to bridge, articulating why our research is significant, and finally, presenting our study as
the proposed solution. This narrative arc is designed to be more than informational; it aims to connect,
engaging the reader’s curiosity and intellect.

Our overarching goal is to transcend the barriers of technical jargon, making our research not just
accessible but also engaging and inviting. We envision our introduction as a gateway, opening up the
complexities of our study in a manner that is comprehensible and appealing to a broad audience. By
achieving this, we do more than just enhance the reach and discoverability of our work; we actively
invite a wider audience into the conversation around our scientific inquiry. This strategy not only
broadens the impact of our research but also bridges the gap between complex scientific concepts and
the public’s understanding. In doing so, we transform our research from a mere scholarly contribution
into a meaningful dialogue that welcomes diverse perspectives and enriches the collective knowledge
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of our field. Through this approach, we aim to not only contribute to the academic discourse but also
to democratize science, making it a shared venture that resonates with and benefits a wider community.

SciScienentifitific Cc Commommuniunicacatition: Alion: Aligningning Yg Your Manour Manuscriuscrippt wit with Yth Your Aour Audiudienencece

Having addressed the importance of inclusivity in your paper, it’s crucial to also focus on the
significance of identifying and catering to your target audience. This isn’t to critique highly specialized
papers that, at a glance, appear exceedingly niche and intended for a narrowly defined group. Such
papers fulfill a critical role by creating a research narrative tailored to their specific audience. For
example, if these papers were to dilute the complexity and specificity of their research to appeal to
a broader audience, they might fail to engage or be valued by their intended readers—those experts
deeply invested in nuanced findings within a particular domain. For a general audience,
elaborating on various concepts and engaging in extended discussions of effects
and the literature in the introduction can be highly valuable, offering a deeper
understanding and appreciation of the subject. However, for experts who are likely
familiar with much of the cited work, such extensive exposition might come across
as redundant, making the paper tedious and less engaging. They might perceive it
as an overly detailed and somewhat monotonous read. Therefore, striking a balance
is crucial when considering your readership. Tailoring your introduction to include
necessary context and depth for those less familiar with the topic, while also keeping
it concise and directly relevant for experts, ensures that your paper resonates with
a diverse audience. This balance ensures that your work remains accessible and
informative to novices without sacrificing the interest and engagement of seasoned
scholars in your field.

Therefore, engaging in a dialogue with your supervisor about the intended audience for your paper
is essential. Most likely your paper will primarily be read and evaluated by your supervisor, who is well-
versed in the subject matter. As such, they may not necessitate an extensive background introduction
or explanations of terms and phenomena already familiar to them. The key is to tailor your paper to
meet the expectations of such an audience, striking a balance between providing necessary information
and maintaining conciseness and depth. Your aim should be to produce a paper that your supervisor
finds both informative and succinct.

Crafting your paper with your target audience in mind does not mean compromising the quality or
integrity of your research. Instead, it involves making strategic decisions about how to present your
findings, what level of detail to include, and which aspects of your research to emphasize. By doing
so, you ensure that your paper not only adheres to academic standards but also resonates with and is
appreciated by those who are most invested in your work.

In summary, while striving for inclusivity, do not lose sight of the importance of specificity and
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relevance to your target audience. This approach ensures that your paper is both accessible to a wider
audience and deeply engaging to the experts most interested in your findings. Discussing these
considerations with your supervisor can provide valuable insights into how to best structure your
paper, making it a compelling and impactful contribution to your field.

AAdhdherinering to Guig to Guiddeelinlineses

Before you begin drafting your introduction, it’s essential to be aware of any specific requirements set
by your institution or supervisors regarding the word or page count, as well as the formatting guidelines
for your introduction. For instance, in my own experience with an undergraduate thesis project, my
instructor set clear expectations: the introduction should be at least 5 pages but no more than 7 pages,
double-spaced, and formatted according to the standard APA guidelines. He mentioned there was a
little bit of flexibility, allowing for an introduction that might extend to 7.5 pages without cause for
concern. However, he emphasized the importance of not falling below the 5-page minimum. These
precise instructions provided a solid foundation for crafting my introduction.

For my master’s thesis, on the other hand, the introduction was significantly longer, spanning 12
double-spaced pages. It had to conform to more stringent departmental guidelines, which were detailed
in an extensive document outlining specific requirements for headings, subheadings, and other
formatting details. This experience highlights that, while undergraduate thesis guidelines might be
somewhat flexible and largely determined by the individual supervisor, graduate-level work often
adheres to more rigorous departmental standards. It’s crucial, therefore, to familiarize yourself with
these guidelines early on in your thesis preparation. As a graduate student, you’ll likely encounter strict
formatting and structural expectations set by your department, which are important to follow closely
as you draft your introduction and other sections of your thesis.
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THETHE ARARTT OFOF COCOMPOSINGMPOSING AA RESEARRESEARCHCH NNARRAARRATIVETIVE

Writing an introduction to a thesis is very much an art form; it is an exercise in storytelling where
you, as the author, are tasked with drawing the reader into a world of inquiry and exploration. The
introduction is your opening chapter, a place where the broader context of your work is set against the
backdrop of existing knowledge, where you introduce the major themes, the critical gaps your research
seeks to bridge, and the significance of your journey. As a Ph.D. student who has traversed the path
of both undergraduate and graduate research, and as a mentor to other students, I’ve delved into a
multitude of introductory chapters across various theses. This unique vantage point has afforded me
a deep appreciation for the art of academic storytelling, and here, I share my counsel for those on the
cusp of weaving their own research tales.

CCaappturinturing Yg Your Rour Reaeadder’er’s Ins Interestterest

In the opening paragraph of your thesis, it’s important to capture the reader’s attention by introducing
a broader theme that resonates with your research focus. To reinforce this introduction and lend it
greater impact, incorporate research findings, data, and insightful quotations from reputable sources
like international or national professional bodies, governmental organizations, or leading experts in
your field. An effective strategy to underscore the relevance of your study is to contextualize your
research within everyday scenarios, highlighting its practical significance. For example, if your research
explores the mechanisms of selective attentional control, you could start by illustrating a scenario
where selective attention is crucial—such as the need to focus on relevant stimuli while driving. This
approach not only engages the reader but also vividly demonstrates the real-world applicability and
importance of your research.
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OffOfferinering a Guig a Guidded Ped Prerevivieew (w (OpOptitionalonal))

Incorporating a roadmap early in your introduction is a thoughtful strategy to prepare your readers
for the journey they are about to embark on through your thesis. This brief paragraph acts as a guided
preview, outlining the narrative structure of your introduction and setting expectations for the flow
of information. For instance, you could signal to your readers that the journey will commence with a
concise overview of the wider field or domain, laying the groundwork for the focal point of your study.
Following this, the discourse will taper to areas directly pertinent to your research, culminating in a
brief overview of the proposed study along with your research objectives.

Such a roadmap is instrumental in navigating the introductory landscape, significantly bolstering
understanding by contextually anchoring your research from the get-go. It serves as a beacon, guiding
the reader through the initial exploration of the general field before delving into the specifics of
your research question, the rationale behind your study, and the significance of your work within
the broader academic conversation. By providing this structured outline, you facilitate a smoother
transition for your readers, enabling them to grasp the scope of your research and its place within the
existing body of knowledge. This approach ensures that your introduction is not just a collection of
paragraphs but a cohesive narrative that logically progresses from the general to the specific, effectively
setting the stage for the detailed discussions that follow.

SeSettintting thg the Scene Scenee

Just as a novelist meticulously constructs the setting of their story, your introduction must skillfully
lay out the landscape of your research field. This section is your opportunity to showcase your mastery
of your chosen topic by providing a comprehensive summary of the current literature. Here, you draw
upon existing knowledge (i.e., your weekly readings) to give your reader a thorough overview of what
has been explored, what is currently being investigated, and what remains to be addressed to propel the
field forward. Begin with a broad sweep of the field or subject area to orient your reader and underscore
the significance of your research within the wider academic conversation.

Your narrative should seamlessly transition from exploring the broader aspects of the topic to
zeroing in on the specific area of your research. A useful guideline is to proceed as if the reader is
unfamiliar with your topic, ensuring accessibility and inclusiveness. Yet, it is vital to strike a balance
that resonates with your intended audience, such as your supervisor, tailoring the depth and detail of
your discussion accordingly.

Clarification and explanation of key definitions and foundational concepts are crucial, particularly
those derived from seminal research. Should you find the existing definitions inadequate or
unsatisfactory upon reviewing the literature, do not hesitate to refine or introduce your own, making
sure to clearly signal such contributions. This approach not only evidences your deep engagement
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with the topic but also enhances the academic dialogue by offering refined and clearer conceptual
understandings.

FFrom Broarom Broad to Nd to Naarrorrow: Zeroinw: Zeroing on Yg on Your Nour Niicchhee

Gradually refine your focus, honing in on the distinct area/niche your research addresses. This process
involves a critical identification of the gaps in the current body of knowledge that your study seeks to
bridge. The journey from a broad overview to a pinpointed research question is vital, as it underscores
the importance and urgency of your investigation. To compellingly advocate for your research, you
must articulate a persuasive rationale for its undertaking, highlighting its potential to significantly
enrich the existing literature. Achieve this by first pinpointing a specific gap or limitation within the
current literature and illustrating how your study proposes a resolution or enhancement. I hope that
you can appreciate how following the narrative structure proposed here, from broad to narrow sets up
a natural transition to the next section of your paper, being your methods. This strategic alignment
not only justifies the need for your research but also positions it as a valuable contribution to the field,
signalling its capacity to advance understanding or offer novel insights.

AArtirticulaculate Yte Your Rour Reseaesearcrch Questih Questionon((ss))

It is crucial to precisely and clearly articulate your research question(s) or hypothesis, as this will form
the cornerstone of your thesis. This declaration should be concise, targeted, and a direct reflection of
the identified gaps, serving as the guiding light for your narrative’s development.

You must mention three or four key research objectives that will underpin your investigation,
providing a clear direction for your study. Depending on the methodological approach of your research,
include corresponding research questions for qualitative studies or hypotheses for quantitative studies.
These components are generally derived from your research objectives and furnish a coherent structure
for your exploration.

I would like to note that your research objectives, questions, or hypotheses are designed to be
flexible, allowing for refinement as your investigation progresses and new findings emerge. For example,
should initial experiments yield results contrary to your expectations, it might prompt the design of
follow-up experiments to explore these discrepancies further. However, should there be no immediate
research to explain these outcomes, it is not advisable to alter your hypothesis retroactively. Instead,
maintain the integrity of your original hypotheses in your introduction delve into potential theories or
explanations for these unexpected results in your discussion section and mention the need for further
research.

This adaptive approach ensures that your research remains rigorous and transparent, allowing for
the exploration of unforeseen outcomes without compromising the initial premise of your study.
By framing your introduction this way, you set a solid foundation for your thesis and demonstrate
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a commitment to a thoughtful, analytical exploration of your research question(s), adaptable to the
dynamic nature of academic inquiry.

OutlinOutline Ye Your Mour Meeththododoollogiogical Acal Appproaproacchh

After integrating your research into the wider academic conversation and positioning your study as a
resolution to the gaps identified in existing literature, the final sections of your introduction should
focus explicitly on your research. Provide a concise overview of your methodological approach. This
overview serves as an essential snapshot, giving the reader a clear view of how you intend to bridge the
existing knowledge gaps. It’s crucial to strike a balance here; provide enough detail to illuminate how
your study directly engages with the issues highlighted earlier in your introduction, but avoid delving
into the extensive specifics that belong in the methods section.

This strategic presentation allows your audience to grasp the connection between your research
question(s), hypotheses, and the methodological strategies you’ve chosen. It essentially sketches the
blueprint of your study, offering insights into both the direction you intend to take and the scope of
your investigation. By doing so, you equip your reader with a comprehensive understanding of how
your research is positioned to contribute meaningful answers to the questions at hand, setting the stage
for the detailed exploration to come in the subsequent sections of your thesis.

Furthermore, mentioning any predictions based on your hypotheses at this point serves to sharpen
the focus of your introduction, providing a natural segue to the methods section. Concluding your
introduction with these forward-looking statements not only captivates the reader’s interest but also
sets the perfect stage for delving into the methodologies you will employ. This structured approach
ensures that your introduction not only contextualizes your research within the broader academic
framework but also primes the reader for the detailed examination of your methodological approach,
enhancing the coherence and flow of your thesis.

LeLet Yt Your Pour Passiassion Shinon Shine The Throughrough

Finally, let your passion shine through by infusing your introduction with the passion that drove
your research. The tone of genuine engagement and curiosity not only enriches the narrative but also
significantly boosts the reader’s interest and connection to your work. This element of passion is what
transforms a standard introduction into an inviting and compelling prologue to your research journey.

Your introduction serves as the thesis’s initial handshake with the reader, establishing the first and
most crucial impression. It is the preamble that sets the stage for the intricate dance of ideas and
discoveries that follow. A well-crafted introduction, brimming with enthusiasm for the subject matter,
has the power to captivate your audience right from the start, ensuring they are as invested in the
journey as you are.

By embracing these principles, you can sculpt an introduction that not only adheres to the highest
academic rigours but also deeply resonates with your audience. Such an introduction lays a robust
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and inviting foundation for the unfolding of your research narrative, promising a journey that is both
enlightening and impassioned.

DonDon’’t Leat Leavve Ye Your Rour Reaeadder Haner Hangingingg

A common feedback I often find myself offering to students is the observation that their thought
process isn’t fully evident in their work. This issue, which I encounter even in my own writing,
stems from a simple yet pervasive oversight: when articulating claims or making points, it’s crucial to
thoroughly unpack your reasoning. As the writer and subject matter expert, connections between ideas
might seem self-evident to you, given that you’ve conceived these ideas and understand intimately how
they’re interconnected. From your perspective, your writing might appear fluid and logically coherent,
leading you to believe that your conclusions are the only possible interpretations.

However, it’s essential to remember that your audience consists of deep thinkers whose backgrounds
and areas of expertise may differ significantly from your own. As such, leaving any part of your
discussion open to interpretation can lead to misinterpretations, with readers potentially drawing
conclusions vastly different from what you intended, thereby muddling subsequent claims you make.
Essentially, every writer needs to adopt the role of a devil’s advocate, revisiting their initial drafts after
some time to review them with fresh eyes. This practice of self-reviewing and seeking external feedback
on your drafts is invaluable, as it helps to identify and rectify any areas where your thought process may
not be as transparent as you assumed.

Moreover, always make it a point to elaborate on your reasoning. Your readers should never find
themselves puzzled over how or why you arrived at a particular conclusion. By explicitly detailing the
steps of your thought process, you ensure that your narrative is accessible and comprehensible, paving
the way for a more engaged and informed readership. Remember, clarity in your thought process not
only enhances the coherence of your argument but also bolsters the overall persuasiveness of your
work.

In CIn Case of Mase of Mulultitipplle Exe Experimperimenentsts

In thesis projects that include multiple experiments, it is a standard approach to sequence the
document starting with an overarching Introduction, followed by distinct sections for each
experiment—each labelled accordingly (e.g., “Experiment 1,” “Experiment 2,” “Experiment 3,” etc.).
These sections typically include Methods, Results, and short Discussion subsections, mirroring the
structure of the thesis itself on a micro level. To enhance the reader’s comprehension, it is advisable to
start each experiment with a brief, targeted introduction.

These preliminary overviews, ideally spanning 2-3 paragraphs and not exceeding a single page when
double-spaced, are designed to provide a snapshot of each experiment. They should efficiently
summarize the specific objectives, methodologies, and expected contributions of each experiment,
situating them within the larger thesis narrative. The purpose of these introductions is to guide the
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reader through the unique aspects and rationale of each experiment, thereby avoiding the need for
readers to revisit the general introduction to grasp the context of subsequent experiments.

By integrating these concise introductions, you not only offer a lucid roadmap through your
experimental journey but also significantly elevate the reader’s understanding and engagement with
your work. This technique ensures that each experiment is linked to the overall research objectives,
highlighting the methodical advancement and interconnectivity of your investigative efforts.
Moreover, this approach serves to streamline the reader’s experience, making the thesis not only
more coherent but also more accessible. The inclusion of these concise experiment introductions is
pivotal in achieving a seamless narrative flow, reinforcing the logical progression of your research and
underscoring the cumulative impact of your findings.
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TIPSTIPS OONN AAVVOIDINGOIDING WRITERWRITER'S'S BLOCKBLOCK

While this week’s exercises may appear limited in quantity, this by no means lessens the considerable
amount of work that lies ahead. Crafting an introduction is arguably the most challenging aspect of any
thesis project, a sentiment I can personally attest to from my own experience. The introduction sets the
tone for your entire thesis, requiring a delicate balance of breadth, depth, and engaging narrative that
can indeed be daunting. To assist you in this critical task and to help stave off writer’s block, here are
some general tips and strategies I’ve found to be particularly helpful.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=429#h5p-16
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WEEKWEEK 77 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=432#h5p-18

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=432#h5p-17
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Part VIII

WWeeeek 8: A Guik 8: A Guidde to We to Wriritintingg
YYour Discussiour Discussionon

Welcome back, scholars!
We are now approaching the final stretch, and it’s time to conclude our journey with a flourish. This

week marks the culmination of our efforts, as we turn our attention to crafting the discussion section of
your paper. This pivotal component is where we’ll weave together the threads of our research, interpret
the findings, and contextualize them within the broader academic dialogue. It’s the last significant
milestone before completing your project, so let’s engage with enthusiasm and dedication to ensure our
research narrative is compelling and conclusive.

The structure of the discussion section is significantly influenced by the methodological approach
of the research—be it quantitative or qualitative. In qualitative studies, common within the field of
Humanities and Social Sciences, it’s typical to see a fusion of the discussion and results sections. This
integrated approach allows for a consistent narrative that simultaneously presents data and explores its
implications. On the other hand, research in the Sciences often adheres to a more segmented structure,
with distinct sections for results and discussion, each serving its specific purpose.

Further complexity is added when considering the relationship between the discussion and
conclusion sections. The discussion offers a space for a thorough analysis and interpretation of the
findings, setting the stage for the conclusion, wherein we summarize the key takeaways of the research.
However, it’s not uncommon for some fields to merge these sections, creating a cohesive narrative that
both interprets data and highlights its significance in a single segment.

Deciding on the appropriate structure for these sections can be challenging and varies by disciplinary
conventions and specific research requirements. If in doubt, seeking advice from your supervisor is
invaluable, as is familiarizing yourself with the guidelines and expectations set forth by your academic
institution. This guidance ensures that your thesis not only adheres to disciplinary norms but also
effectively communicates the significance of your research within the academic community.
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In CIn Case of Mase of Mulultitipplle Exe Experimperimenentsts

If your thesis research comprises multiple studies, incorporating mini-discussion sections for each
experiment is highly recommended. These concise discussions, ideally limited to one or two
paragraphs, should effectively state the principal findings or conclusions derived from each specific
study. Their primary function is to provide a brief yet comprehensive summary of the outcomes,
facilitating a smooth transition between experiments by rationalizing the subsequent experiment.

These mini-discussions act as pivotal junctures within your thesis, reflecting on the implications
of each study’s results and how they contribute to the overarching research narrative. They are
instrumental in maintaining the flow of your thesis, ensuring that each experiment builds logically on
its predecessor and seamlessly leads into the next, thereby reinforcing the cumulative nature of your
research inquiry.

Furthermore, should you encounter findings that warrant a more in-depth exploration or discussion,
it is prudent to indicate within these sections that a thorough examination of these particular points
will be deferred to the general discussion section. This strategy not only keeps the immediate
discussions focused and concise but also signals to the reader that they can anticipate a more detailed
analysis of significant results. This approach ensures clarity and coherence throughout your thesis,
enabling readers to follow the evolution of your research insights while preserving a sense of
anticipation for a fuller exploration in the concluding discussions.
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GENERALGENERAL DISCUSSIODISCUSSIONN:: BRINGINGBRINGING ITIT ALLALL
TOGETHERTOGETHER

The discussion section serves as the heart of your research paper, where the true depth, significance,
and relevance of your findings are revealed. While the results section is dedicated to presenting the raw
data, the discussion section delves into its interpretation, offering insights and connecting the findings
to the broader academic discourse. It’s an opportunity to interpret your data in the context of existing
research, highlighting how your work either aligns with or diverges from established theories and
discussions. This is where you demonstrate the contribution of your research to the field, articulating
the novel insights your study provides and the implications these have for future research and practice.

While the introduction of your paper expanded from broad to narrow, the discussion section
inversely narrows to broad. Your general discussion starts with an in-depth analysis of the main
findings, elucidating their implications and how they address the research questions. The discussion
then widens to place these insights within the general context of the field of study. Additionally,
this section showcases your capacity for critical thinking and the formulation of creative solutions to
challenges, all derived from your findings. This approach ensures your findings are both thoroughly
explored and contextualized within the wider academic and practical realms. Below is a step-by-step
guide to help you craft a compelling discussion section.

SteStep 1p 1

Restating the Main Research Question

By the time your readers arrive at the discussion section of your paper, they have navigated through
the dense terrain of your methods and results sections, possibly becoming entangled in the intricate
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nuances of particular experiments. Given this, it is crucial to begin your General Discussion by clearly
restating your thesis question and hypothesis that were stated in the introduction. This serves as a
vital anchor, refocusing your audience’s attention on the broader objectives and central inquiries of
your study. It acts as a reminder of the original motivations and goals that guided your research, setting
the stage for a deeper exploration of how your findings contribute to the existing body of knowledge,
addressing the gaps identified in the literature and potentially opening new avenues for future research.

SteStep 2p 2

Summarizing Key Findings

Continue by providing a summary of your most critical findings to support the answer to your thesis
question. Avoid merely repeating the data you’ve already presented in detail. Instead, focus on
distilling a concise statement that directly tackles your main research question. This summary should
be concise, aiming to capture the essence of your findings in a single, well-structured paragraph. This
approach not only reinforces the key outcomes of your research but also provides a clear and focused
reflection on how these outcomes address the core question driving your study, offering your readers a
clear view of your research’s significant contributions.

SteStep 3p 3

Interpret Key Findings

Next, detail the significance of your key findings to demonstrate precisely how they address and
illuminate your research question. Remember to never leave your reader hanging. Elaborate on the
thought process behind your interpretations and conclusions; don’t leave any gaps in understanding.
Before stating a claim or arriving at a conclusion, meticulously walk your reader through the logical
sequence and reasoning that led you there. This meticulous approach ensures that your readers are
not left grappling with unexplained leaps in logic or unsupported statements. By providing a clear and
detailed exposition of how you’ve synthesized the data to reach your conclusions, you not only bolster
the credibility of your argument but also engage your readers in a deeper, more meaningful exploration
of your research findings. This level of transparency and thoroughness in explaining your analytical
process is crucial for fostering a robust and trustful academic dialogue.

The manner in which you interpret your main findings will vary depending on your research
methodology. However, there are several common strategies for making sense of your data, including:

• HiHighlighlighghtinting Cg Correorrelalatitions anons and Pd Paatternstterns: Unveil the connections, trends, and relationships
that emerge from your data, offering insights into how these elements interact within the
context of your study.
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◦ Remember correlation does not equal causation!

• EvalEvaluauatinting Exg Expecpectatatitions Vons Versus Rersus Realieality:ty: Reflect on whether your results aligned with your
initial predictions or if they diverged, providing support for your hypotheses or compelling
you to reconsider your stance.

• AAddddressinressing thg the Une Uneexxpecpected:ted: If your study yielded surprising outcomes, assess their
implications and discuss their broader significance.

• WWeieighinghing Alg Alternaternatitivve Ine Interpreterpretatatitions:ons: While presenting your findings, also consider other
potential explanations, crafting a well-reasoned argument that supports your interpretation
over others.

SteStep 4p 4

Implications

It’s crucial not only to present your own interpretations but also to place your key findings within the
landscape of existing research and theoretical frameworks, demonstrating how your work contributes
to or challenges these established paradigms. This segment of the discussion should demonstrate how
your results align with, diverge from, or expand upon the existing knowledge. It’s about weaving your
findings into the broader academic discourse, highlighting the novel perspectives or understanding
they bring and the potential implications your findings have for theoretical frameworks or practical
applications. For this step here are some points to consider:

• AliAlignmgnmenent wit with or Deth or Deviaviatition from Estaon from Estabblishlished Thed Theorieories:es: Do your findings support current
theoretical models, or do they cast these models in a new light? If they affirm established
theories, pinpoint the fresh nuances or dimensions your research introduces. If they seem to
contradict or modify existing frameworks, explore possible reasons for these discrepancies.

• PPraracctitical Rcal Reepercussipercussions:ons: Contemplate the tangible impacts of your research. How might your
findings influence industry practices, policy-making, or other applied fields? This reflection
can underscore the real-world relevance of your study.

To be even more clear, you should aim to answer the following questions when writing this portion of
your General Discussion.

• Do other studies corroborate your findings, contributing new insights or filling gaps?

• If your findings diverge from others, what could be the reason(s)?

• Do your results affirm or contest established theories?
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• What practical outcomes emerge from your findings?

The overarching goal is to articulate the value of your research clearly and compellingly. Your task
is to convince the reader of the significance of your work—how it enriches the academic dialogue,
pushes the boundaries of knowledge, and holds potential ramifications for theory and practice alike. By
meticulously addressing these aspects, you not only affirm the importance of your research within your
field but also underscore why it merits attention and further exploration.

SteStep 5p 5

Limitations and Future Direction

Even the most meticulously conducted research comes with its set of limitations. Openly
acknowledging these limitations is not an admission of failure but a testament to the rigour and
transparency of your scientific inquiry. It’s essential to understand that discussing limitations is not
about cataloging your mistakes; rather, it’s about offering a clear and honest appraisal of what your
study’s results can definitively conclude and what they leave unanswered.

These limitations could stem from your research design, specific choices made during the
methodological process, or unexpected challenges that arose while conducting your study. Regardless
of their origin, these constraints shape the scope of your conclusions and the generalizability of your
findings. After acknowledging these limitations, it’s crucial to circle back to the validity of your results
within the scope of your research objectives. Emphasize that, despite these limitations, your findings
provide meaningful contributions to answering your central research question. Highlight how your
study advances the current state of knowledge, opens new avenues for inquiry, or has practical
implications despite the constraints encountered.

This balanced approach to discussing limitations—paired with a reaffirmation of your study’s
value—underscores the thoughtfulness and rigour of your research process. It reinforces the notion
that while no study is without its boundaries, the insights gained are nonetheless instrumental in
pushing the boundaries of understanding in your field.

Moreover, offer recommendations that either suggest avenues for practical application
of your findings or propose directions for future research. When suggesting areas for future
inquiry, it’s important to go beyond the mere claim that additional research is needed. Propose specific,
actionable research questions or methodologies that future studies could employ to explore the gaps or
unanswered questions left by your research. This approach not only demonstrates a deep engagement
with your topic but also lays the groundwork for future scholarly work, encouraging a continuous cycle
of inquiry and discovery.

By integrating a thoughtful consideration of your study’s limitations with constructive
recommendations for future research or practical implementation, you enrich the academic dialogue
and contribute to the ongoing refinement and expansion of knowledge in your field.
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Here are several scenarios that might necessitate a discussion of limitations and how to effectively
articulate them:

• SamSampplle Size ane Size and Demd Demograograpphihics:cs: If your research relied on a small or highly specific group of
participants, it’s important to discuss the implications for the generalizability of your
findings. Acknowledge that while your results offer valuable insights within the context of
your sample, extending these conclusions to a broader population may be constrained by the
sample’s size or demographic makeup.

• DaData Cta Coollllecectition anon and Anald Analysis Challysis Challenengges:es: Encountering hurdles in gathering or analyzing
data is not uncommon. Transparently discussing these challenges helps readers understand
their potential impact on your study’s outcomes. Whether it was a technical glitch in data
collection tools or limitations in the analytical methods employed, explaining these issues
provides a clearer picture of how they might have influenced the reliability or interpretation
of your results.

• UnUnconcontrotrolllled Ced Confonfounoundinding Vg Vaariariabblles:es: In many research scenarios, completely controlling
for all potential confounding variables is challenging, if not impossible. If there were factors
outside of your control that could have affected the study’s outcomes, openly acknowledging
these and discussing their potential influence lends credibility to your research. It shows a
comprehensive understanding of the study’s context and the complexities involved in your
field of inquiry.

• RResource anesource and Td Tecechnhnoollogy Cogy Constrainonstraints:ts: Limited access to resources or technology can also
impact the breadth and depth of a study. Whether it’s a lack of funding for a larger sample
size or the absence of advanced technological tools for data analysis, these constraints can
affect the scope of your research. Discussing how these factors limited your study helps
underscore the potential for future research under better-resourced conditions.

• TTememporal anporal and Geograd Geograpphihical Limical Limitatatitions:ons: Studies conducted within a specific time frame or
geographic location may have results that are not applicable elsewhere or at other times.
Acknowledging these limitations is crucial for readers to accurately gauge the applicability of
your findings beyond the study’s immediate context.

AAvvoioidinding thg the Usual Te Usual Trarapsps

Crafting the discussion section of your paper requires a delicate balance, focusing on the interpretation
and implications of your findings without veering into uncharted territory. To ensure clarity and
precision in your narrative, there are specific pitfalls you should conscientiously avoid:

• DonDon’’t Int Introdtroduce Nuce Neew Rw Resulesults:ts: The discussion section is not the place for surprises. Every
piece of data you discuss should have been previously introduced in your results section.
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Introducing new findings here can confuse readers and disrupt the flow of your argument.
Stick to analyzing and interpreting the data you’ve already presented, exploring its
significance and how it contributes to your research question.

• DonDon’’t ot ovverinerinterpreterpret, kt, keeeep yp your cour claims grounlaims groundded:ed: While it’s tempting to draw bold
conclusions from your data, restraint is key. Overinterpretation and speculative claims that
extend beyond the scope of your data can undermine the integrity of your research. Ensure
every claim you make is firmly rooted in your findings and backed by evidence from your
study or existing literature. This approach maintains the scientific rigour of your work and
preserves the trust of your readers.

• FFramrame Limie Limitatatitions Cons Construconstructitivveelly:y: Discussing the limitations of your study is a critical
aspect of the discussion section, offering transparency and demonstrating your critical
thinking skills. However, this should not deteriorate into a focus on weaknesses or perceived
failures that could lead your reader to question the validity of your entire research. Instead,
frame limitations in a way that underscores the reliability of your findings and opens avenues
for future research. Discussing limitations constructively can enhance your credibility,
showing that you have a comprehensive understanding of your study’s context and potential
impact.

• RRefrain from Refrain from Reepepetitititivve Ce Conontentent:t: While it’s important to refer back to your results, avoid the
temptation to simply restate them in the discussion section. Focus on synthesis and
interpretation, adding value and insight beyond what was already reported.

• BeBewaware of Biased Inre of Biased Interpreterpretatatitions:ons: Approach your data with an objective lens. Avoid letting
personal biases or desired outcomes influence the interpretation of your results. The
discussion should reflect a balanced and fair assessment of the findings in light of the
research question.

• DonDon’’t Ovt Overerllooook Ck Conontratradidicctory Evitory Eviddenencece:: If your findings diverge from previous studies,
don’t ignore these discrepancies. Instead, explore and discuss potential reasons for these
differences, contributing to a broader understanding of the issue at hand.

By avoiding these common mistakes and adhering to these guidelines, you can craft a discussion
section that not only strengthens your paper but also advances the scholarly conversation in your field.
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LEALEAVINGVING AA MARK:MARK: TIPSTIPS FORFOR AA COCOMPELLINGMPELLING THESISTHESIS
COCONCLNCLUSIOUSIONN

Following your detailed discussion, the conclusion section wraps up your thesis. It summarizes the
main findings and presents your final conclusions and suggestions. The goal here is to give a clear and
concise overview of your research, highlighting its main contributions and importance. When writing
your conclusion, think about the key points you want the reader to remember. This section should
be able to stand on its own, providing a snapshot of your thesis. Examiners often read the abstract,
introduction, and conclusion first to get an overall sense of your work. Essentially, your conclusion is a
summary of your thesis, but it’s usually shorter than the general discussion.

The discussion and conclusion sections are often separate chapters, but sometimes they can be
combined, depending on the norms of your field. If you’re not sure which format to use, it’s a good idea
to ask your supervisor and check your institution’s guidelines.

A strong conclusion leaves the reader with a clear understanding of the main point or discovery of
your thesis. It reminds them why you chose your research approach, what you hoped to find, and if
your results met those expectations.

It’s important to highlight the value of your research in the conclusion so that readers are engaged
and might consider following up on one of your suggestions or collaborating with you in the future.

In terms of content, the conclusion usually includes:

• A review of how your findings solve a problem and add to the knowledge in your field,
referring back to your research question.

• An explanation of how your research fills a gap in the existing literature.

• A discussion of how your findings fit with current theories or challenge them.
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• A brief mention of the limitations of your study, focusing on the most important ones if they
have already been discussed.

• Suggestions for how your research could be used in practical ways or for future studies,
emphasizing the most important recommendations if they have been mentioned before.

Finish your conclusion with something that sticks in the reader’s mind, like a thought-provoking
question, a warning, or a call to action.
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WEEKWEEK 88 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=463#h5p-20

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=463#h5p-19
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Part IX

WWeeeek 9: Fk 9: Finishininishing Tg Toucouchheses

Fantastic work! You’ve made remarkable progress, and it’s clearly paying off. You’re on the final stretch
now! The major parts of your thesis have been drafted, and by now, you should have received at least
one round of feedback from your supervisor on all sections you’ve drafted so far. This week is all about
those final adjustments. If you’ve received feedback and haven’t yet incorporated it, now is the perfect
time to do so. If you haven’t received any feedback, make sure to reach out to your supervisor to request
it.

After spending some time away from your paper, you’re in a prime position to review these sections
with fresh eyes. Taking a break allows you to return to your work with a new perspective, making it
easier to spot areas that need revision.

It’s also beneficial to engage in peer feedback. By exchanging drafts with your peers and offering
each other constructive criticism, you can uncover gaps in your work that you might not have noticed.
Remember, being deeply involved in your project can sometimes make you overlook certain details,
a challenge your supervisor might also face due to their familiarity with the topic. Fresh perspectives
from your peers can be incredibly valuable. Moreover, reviewing the work of others can sharpen your
analytical skills and might even introduce you to new strategies or insights on structuring your thesis.
In my opinion, the peer review process is a win-win with no downsides, only advantages.

Additionally, ensure that all your sources are accurately cited. Please spend some time refining
your references page to ensure it adheres to the formatting standards required by your institution or
supervisor. Now is also the time to organize your thesis document for submission, including creating a
cover page and finalizing your thesis title. Having a comprehensive view of your project can inspire a
fitting title, and your supervisor might offer useful suggestions.

Below, we’ve included a brief guide to help you brainstorm a title for your thesis project, which you
might find useful.
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An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=294#h5p-21

Finally, the last piece to tackle is the abstract. In the next section, we’ll explore what the abstract
entails and guide you through the process of crafting an effective one, ensuring your thesis is presented
clearly and compellingly from the start.
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TIPSTIPS FORFOR WRITINGWRITING YYOUROUR ABSTRAABSTRACTCT

The abstract’s purpose is to give readers a quick, clear understanding of your research’s aims, methods,
results, and significance without delving into the details. They typically range from 100 to 300 words,
but make sure to check the formatting requirements set by your supervisor or institution. In
dissertations or theses, the abstract appears after the title page and acknowledgements but before the
table of contents. Writing the abstract last ensures it accurately reflects the content of your work. Some
key characteristics of an abstract include:

• SeSelflf-con-containtained:ed: The abstract should stand alone, offering a complete overview without
needing to refer to the paper.

• ClCleaear anr and Und Undderstanerstandadabbllee:: It should be comprehensible on its own, without any excerpts
from the paper.

• RRefleceflectitivve of the of the We Worork:k: The abstract mirrors the structure of the larger document.

Tips for Writing an Effective Abstract:

• RReaead Othd Other Aer Abstrabstraccts:ts: To improve your abstract writing, start by immersing yourself in a
variety of abstracts from your research field. This exercise will help you grasp the prevalent
style and structural norms specific to your discipline. Pay attention to how successful
abstracts are organized, the type of language used, and how they manage to convey key
information concisely. Analyzing abstracts from top journals or highly cited papers can offer
insights into what makes an abstract effective and engaging. This practice not only
familiarizes you with the style and structure of an abstract but also inspires ideas on how to
articulate the essence of your own research compellingly.
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• RReevverse Outlinerse Outlinee:: The reverse outlining process is a strategic approach to structuring your
abstract. Break down your completed work into its constituent parts, and summarize each
section in a sentence or two, ensuring that all critical aspects of your research are
highlighted. This method involves listing the main points or findings from each section of
your paper and then using these points to draft concise sentences for your abstract.

◦ An exercise has been created here for you to help structure your writing process.

• WWririte Clte Cleaearrlly any and Cd Cononciseciselly:y: Make every word count. Use an active voice and concise
expressions. Avoid using jargon or overly complex terminology that might alienate readers
unfamiliar with the specific nuances of your field. If technical terms are necessary, ensure
they are either widely understood within your discipline or briefly defined in a way that
doesn’t detract from the abstract’s brevity.

• AAvvoioid Ded Detailtailed Descried Descripptitions:ons: Detailed descriptions, extensive definitions, and in-depth
background information should be avoided. Focus on what’s essential for someone to know
about your research, its outcomes, and its implications, keeping the content streamlined and
to the point.

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=468#h5p-22

Crafting a compelling abstract is about balancing brevity with comprehensiveness. By following these
guidelines, you’ll be able to create an abstract that effectively communicates the essence of your
research to both experts and broader audiences.
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APPENDICESAPPENDICES

The appendices section serves as a repository for supplementary information that, while
not crucial to the core argument of your paper, could be beneficial for the reader. If
you deem an appendix essential to your thesis, or if you’re contemplating incorporating one, the
insights offered in this chapter will prove invaluable. Aimed at clarifying the role and significance of the
appendices section, this guide is designed to assist you in understanding its functions and in compiling
an effective appendix. Through detailed explanations and strategic advice, we strive to illuminate
the process, ensuring you can enhance your thesis with well-organized and impactful supplementary
material.

ThThe Essene Essence of Ace of Apppenpendidicesces

Appendices are located at the end of your academic work, designed to house information that is related
to but not essential for understanding the main text. The fundamental principle here is that your
paper should be coherent and complete without the need for readers to consult the appendices. This
doesn’t undermine the appendices’ value; rather, it underscores their role in enriching the reader’s
comprehension of your research without cluttering the main narrative.

WhaWhat to Int to Inccllududee

The appendices can encompass a wide range of content types, from tables, charts, and figures to
interview transcripts and raw data. Essentially, if a piece of information is useful but not strictly
necessary to the main body of your paper, it can find a home in the appendices. This includes:
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• Tables and charts that provide additional data points or analysis.

• Extended descriptions and technical specifications that would otherwise disrupt the flow of
your paper.

• Original documentation, such as scanned letters of approval or research instruments like
surveys and interview questions.

StrucStructurinturingg

The organization of appendices is flexible, allowing you to include as many as your research warrants.
Appendices can be incorporated into academic papers formatted in APA, MLA, or Chicago style, each
with its guidelines for structuring appendices. However, each appendix should be clearly labelled and
titled to facilitate easy navigation for the reader. Here’s how to do it:

• Single Appendix: Simply title it “Appendix.” Reference it in your text as needed.

• Multiple Appendices: Label them alphabetically (Appendix A, Appendix B, etc.). Each
should have a specific title describing its content.

◦ Formatting: Begin each appendix on a new page, with the label and title centred
and bolded. Follow the formatting style of your main text for any written content
within the appendices.

• Placement: Typically, appendices are placed after the reference list or bibliography. However,
consult with your instructor or guidelines as practices may vary.

TTiips fps for Effor Effecectitivve Ae Apppenpendidicesces

• RReelleevanvancece: Ensure all included materials in the appendices are pertinent to your research and
provide added value to the reader.

• ClaClarirityty: Label and title each appendix clearly, making it easy for readers to find the
supplementary information they might be interested in.

• RRefeferenerence in Tce in Teexxtt: Mention each appendix in the main body of your paper at the relevant
point to guide readers towards additional data or material. Here’s how you can seamlessly
integrate such references:

◦ Direct Reference: Explicitly point your readers to the appendix for more
information. For instance, you might write, “For a comprehensive breakdown of
the statistical analysis methods employed, refer to Appendix B.”

◦ Contextual Mention: Embed appendix references naturally within the
discussion. For example, “The extended list of interview questions (see
Appendix C) highlights the diverse range of topics covered.”
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◦ Supporting Evidence: When presenting findings or conclusions that
rely on additional data or resources housed in your appendices,
mention this. For instance, “The raw data supporting these
conclusions are fully detailed in Appendix D.”

A NA Noote on thte on the Ae Apppenpendidicesces

It’s crucial to remember that the appendices, while often overlooked during the proofreading process,
play a significant role in the overall impact of your thesis. This oversight can be a critical mistake, as
the appendices are not just ancillary material; they are an integral part of your academic presentation.
The most engaged and diligent readers, those with a deep interest in the nuances of your research,
are likely to consult your appendices for further information. Therefore, it is essential to approach the
preparation and review of these sections with the same level of care and attention to detail as the rest of
your thesis.

The appendices offer a unique opportunity to substantiate your findings, present detailed data, and
showcase the breadth of your research in a structured way. They reinforce the rigour and credibility
of your work, providing a comprehensive perspective to readers who seek to understand your
methodology, data analysis, and the foundational elements of your research more deeply. By dedicating
the necessary time and attention to your appendices, you ensure they serve as a valuable asset to your
thesis, reflecting the thoroughness of your research and leaving a lasting, positive impression on those
most interested in your work. To ensure your appendices enhance rather than detract from your thesis,
consider the following strategies:

• Thorough Proofreading: Just as with the main body of your thesis, meticulously proofread
your appendices to eliminate errors and ensure clarity. This includes checking for
typographical mistakes, consistency in formatting, and the accuracy of data presented.

• Consistent Formatting: Apply the same formatting rules to your appendices as to the rest of
your document. Consistency in font size, style, and heading levels contributes to a
professional and polished presentation.

• Clear Labeling and Referencing: Make sure each appendix is clearly labelled and referred to
at the relevant points in your thesis. This not only aids navigation but also underscores the
interconnectedness of your appendices with the overarching narrative of your research.

• Engagement and Accessibility: Consider the layout and presentation of your appendices to
ensure they are accessible and engaging for your readers. Well-organized tables, clearly
labelled figures, and succinct descriptions can make complex information more digestible.

To conclude, the appendices section is a powerful tool in academic writing, offering a space to share
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comprehensive datasets, detailed methodologies, and ancillary information without disrupting the
narrative flow of your paper. By understanding how to curate and structure your appendices effectively,
you can enhance the accessibility and depth of your research, providing readers with all the tools they
need to fully appreciate the scope and significance of your work.
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WEEKWEEK 99 EXEREXERCISESCISES

An interactive H5P element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online
here:
https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/craftingresearchnarratives/?p=491#h5p-23
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Part X

WWeeeek 1k 100: C: Commommuniunicacatintingg
YYour Rour Reseaesearcrchh

You’ve reached the culmination of your academic endeavour! I am immensely proud of each one of
you for the steadfast dedication and resilience you’ve shown throughout this Thesis Bootcamp. It’s my
sincere hope that this program has provided you with a solid framework, making the journey through
your thesis a bit more manageable and less daunting. The diligence and commitment you’ve displayed
are truly commendable, and your achievements reflect the tremendous effort you’ve invested.

Now, as we near the end of this journey, I’m reminded of the poignant Latin phrase “Dulcius
ex asperis,” or “sweeter after difficulty.” One final effort stands between you and the sweet relief of
summer, the contentment of completion, and the celebration of your impending graduation. Your
exceptional work deserves recognition, and I assure you, it has been noted.

In the coming week, take the time for any additional refinements your thesis may require. Equally
crucial is familiarizing yourself with the submission protocols specific to your department. Be sure to
consult your department’s guidelines to ensure your thesis meets the necessary standards, particularly
in formatting. This attention to detail is the final step in polishing your work and presenting a thesis
that not only meets but exceeds expectations. Keep going strong—you’re almost there!

This week, our focus shifts towards the pivotal aspect of disseminating your research. For
undergraduate thesis students, this often translates into the creation of a research poster and
presenting your project at an undergraduate research fair. This poster presentation might not only be a
requirement but could also influence a portion of your thesis grade.

Even if presenting a poster isn’t compulsory for your degree, I strongly recommend engaging with
this week’s material. Understanding the value of a research poster extends beyond immediate academic
requirements. It opens up avenues for broader academic communication, offering a platform to share
your research insights with a wider audience. Consider the possibility of discussing with your
supervisor the opportunity to showcase your findings at a conference. Participating in such academic
forums can significantly enhance your professional and academic profile.

Here’s why diving into the process of creating and presenting a research poster is worthwhile:
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CCononcise Ccise Commommuniunicacatitionon

A research poster challenges you to distill complex research findings into a clear, concise, and visually
appealing format. This exercise improves your ability to communicate complex ideas simply and
effectively, a skill that’s invaluable in both academic and professional settings. It also helps sharpen your
design skills.

EnEngagaggememenent ant and Nd Neetwtwororkinkingg

Poster sessions at fairs and conferences are networking goldmines, allowing you to connect with peers,
faculty, and industry professionals who share your research interests. It fosters networking, offers the
chance to receive feedback, and can lead to collaborations, future research opportunities, postgraduate
studies, or career opportunities in your field.

CConfionfiddenence Builce Buildindingg

The experience of presenting and discussing your research with others builds confidence in your
knowledge and abilities, preparing you for future academic or professional presentations.

VVisual Leaisual Learninrning ang and Pd Presenresentatatition Son Skillskills

Designing a poster enhances your visual communication skills, teaching you how to use visual
elements to complement textual information. Additionally, presenting your poster hones your public
speaking and presentation skills, as you learn to discuss your research confidently and respond to
questions on the spot.

InIncreased Vcreased Visiisibilibilityty

Research posters can increase the visibility of your work within the academic community. By
summarizing your research in an accessible format, you reach a wider audience than might be achieved
through published papers alone, especially at interdisciplinary conferences where attendees have
varied backgrounds. A well-crafted poster can significantly increase the visibility of your research,
drawing attention to your hard work and potentially sparking interest for future collaboration or study.

FFeedeedbabacck ank and Imd Improprovvememenentt

The interactive nature of poster sessions allows for immediate feedback from viewers. This feedback
can be invaluable for identifying areas of improvement, refining your research questions, or even
generating new ideas. It’s also a gentle way to introduce less experienced researchers to the peer review
process. It opens the door to constructive feedback, providing fresh perspectives that can refine your
understanding and approach to your topic.
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EdEducaucatitional Vonal Valalueue

For students, creating a research poster can be an excellent educational experience. It allows students
to apply what they have learned in a practical format, deepening their understanding of their subject
matter and the research process itself.

PProfrofessiessional Deonal Devveelloopmpmenentt

Participating in poster sessions at conferences and seminars can be a significant addition to your
professional portfolio. It demonstrates your active participation in the research community and your
commitment to disseminating knowledge, which can be beneficial for academic advancement,
scholarship applications, and job searches.

MMootitivavatition fon for Onor Onggoinoing Rg Reseaesearcrchh

The process of preparing for a poster presentation can serve as a motivational boost. It encourages you
to push forward with your research, refine your analysis, and consider your work’s implications more
deeply in preparation for presenting it to others.

AAccessiccessibilibilityty

Posters make your research more accessible not only to experts in your field but also to a broader
audience, including students and non-specialists. This wider accessibility can lead to increased interest
in your work and opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration.

In summary, creating and presenting a research poster is a multifaceted opportunity for professional
growth, enhanced communication, and academic engagement. It’s a valuable component of the
research dissemination process, offering benefits that extend well beyond the conference hall or
seminar room.
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32

AA SEMI-BRIEFSEMI-BRIEF GUIDEGUIDE OONN CRAFTINGCRAFTING AA RESEARRESEARCHCH
POSTERPOSTER

Creating a compelling research poster for your thesis project is an art that combines clear
communication with visual appeal. Here’s a brief guide to crafting a poster that effectively conveys your
research and captivates your audience:

SeSellecect yt your dour desiesign toogn tooll

The process of creating a research poster begins with choosing a design tool that suits your comfort
level and design needs. There are several popular options available, each offering unique features and
templates to assist in crafting an effective and visually appealing poster. I have a personal preference
for Canva due to its user-friendly interface, versatility, and comprehensive library of design elements.
Here’s a brief overview of some commonly used design tools for creating research posters:
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PProsros CConsons

CCananvava

An intuitive drag-and-drop
interface, a wide range of templates,
an extensive library of images and
icons, and easy collaboration
features.

Limited customization in the free
version compared to the pro
version. But it does offer a free trial
period that you can take advantage
of.

AAddoobe Illbe Illustraustratortor
Professional-grade software with
extensive customization options,
precise control over design
elements, and high-quality output.

Steeper learning curve and higher
cost.

MiMicrosoft Pcrosoft PoowwerPerPoinointt
Widely accessible and familiar to
most users, straightforward design
process, and suitable for basic
poster designs.

Limited design flexibility compared
to specialized design software.

InkscaInkscapepe
Free and open-source vector
graphics editor, offering
sophisticated design capabilities
similar to Illustrator.

May have a learning curve for those
new to vector graphics.

FFormaormattintting Rg Reqequiuiremremenents ants and Sizind Sizingg

Once you’ve selected your design tool, the next critical step in creating your research poster is to
determine the maximum size to which it can be printed. This dimension is typically dictated by
the specifications of the poster display area at the conference or event where you’ll be presenting.
It’s essential to consult the official website or guidelines provided by the organizers to ascertain the
maximum allowable dimensions for posters.

Once you have identified the maximum size, you should then proceed to design your poster within
these parameters. Begin by setting up your design tool to use a background that matches these
dimensions. This foresight ensures that during the printing process, your poster will not only fit
perfectly within the allocated display space but also maintain the highest possible quality, without the
need for resizing or compromising on the design elements.

By designing at full scale, you can accurately assess how readable your text will be
from a distance, allowing adjustments as necessary. You will also have a clear understanding
of how graphics and images will appear in terms of size and resolution, enabling you to make more
informed design choices. It will also prevent the potential loss of quality that can occur when resizing
elements, ensuring crisp visuals and text. Importantly, providing the printer with a file that is already
sized correctly simplifies the printing process, potentially reducing costs and preventing delays.

Remember, the clarity and impact of your poster are paramount; working within the maximum size
from the outset is key to achieving a professional and effective presentation of your research. Always
double-check the requirements before starting your design to ensure compliance with event guidelines,
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and consider reaching out to the event organizers if you have any questions regarding the poster
specifications.

TTipip:: Based on personal experience, I’ve noticed that when conference websites list the dimensions for poster sizes,

they often present them as simple numeric pairs, such as 3×4, typically specifying these measurements in feet or

inches. However, what they frequently fail to clarify is which of these dimensions corresponds to the height and

which to the length. A useful tip, borne out of my own encounters, is that research posters are commonly designed

in a rectangular format. In the majority of instances, the bigger number represents the width (length), while the

smaller number denotes the height. This understanding can be invaluable as you design your poster, ensuring you

align its orientation correctly from the outset.

PPoster Coster Conontententt

Next, let’s delve into the components that should be featured on your poster. Before doing so, it’s
important not to get ahead of yourself by finalizing your presentation script just yet. My advice is to
prioritize the visual and content layout of your poster first. The creation of your poster isn’t just about
assembling information; it’s about setting the stage for how you’ll engage with your audience. Once
the visuals are in place, they will serve as a roadmap, guiding the development of your presentation
narrative.

During the design phase, you’ll find that the process of organizing your poster’s content—deciding
what goes where, how data is presented, and which highlights to emphasize—will naturally influence
the flow of your spoken presentation. This is because the visual elements of your poster are not merely
decorative; they are integral to how you communicate your research story. As you arrange and refine
these elements, you’ll start to envision the most effective ways to guide your audience through your
findings, sparking ideas for your verbal presentation.

Here are key elements to consider including on your poster, which will later inform your dialogue:

Title and Authors

While it’s perfectly acceptable to use the same title for your poster as you did for your thesis paper, you
also have the option to craft a revised title specifically for your poster presentation. Often, thesis titles
tend to be longer and more detailed, whereas poster titles benefit from being more succinct and direct.
Additionally, when devising a title for your poster, you’re afforded greater creative latitude. This allows
you to not only ensure the title’s clarity and significance but also to infuse it with an element of intrigue
to capture the audience’s attention more effectively. If you’re contemplating a fresh, revised title for
your poster, I recommend revisiting our guide on creating a thesis title from last week’s content. This
resource can provide valuable insights and strategies for developing a title that is both informative and
engaging, making your poster stand out.
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Introduction

Provide a brief overview of your research question and its significance. This segment should offer
just enough background to enlighten your audience about the context and significance of your study.
Think about what information your audience needs to know to understand the background and
context of your research.

• Begin with a clear and direct statement of your primary research question. This should
immediately inform viewers of the focus of your study.

• Briefly explain why this research question matters. Touch on the potential impact of your
findings on the field, industry, societal issues, or theoretical frameworks.

• Your introduction should smoothly transition into the subsequent sections (typically the
methods section) of your poster. It should create a narrative flow that guides the viewer from
understanding the ‘why’ behind your study to the ‘how’ and ‘what’ that follow in the
Methods and Results sections.

Methods

Your objective for this section should be to elucidate the experimental setup and protocol in a manner
that is both accessible and informative. This clarity enables viewers to comprehend the approach you
employed to tackle your research question, providing them with a clear pathway to the origin of your
main results.

• Begin with a concise description of your experimental setup, highlighting the design choices
you made and why they were essential for your study. This could include the type of study,
control groups, and the overall framework of your experiment.

• Briefly describe the procedures and methodologies you utilized, ensuring to include any
specific techniques, tools, or software that were pivotal to your research. Aim to balance the
need for detail with the necessity of brevity, providing a clear but concise overview.

• VVisual Aiisual Aidsds:: Where possible, incorporate diagrams, flowcharts, or images that can help
visualize the experimental setup and methodology. Visual aids can make complex processes
more understandable and engaging. Include any specific details that your audience may
wonder about, such as your sample size, equipment, etc as a part of these visual aids. You do
not need to go over these details in your verbal presentation unless it is a very key aspect of
your design and research question. But its good to be prepared so should your audience ask,
you can point them to the area on your poster where you thoughtfully included such details.

• Your objective should be to furnish sufficient details so that you can guide your audience
toward specific conditions or manipulations within your study, and articulate what
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outcomes you anticipated from these manipulations. By clearly conveying your predictions
and intuitions, you effectively set the stage for unveiling the primary results of your research.
This approach not only clarifies the rationale behind your experimental design but also
primes your audience for a deeper understanding of the significance of your findings.

Results

In the Results section, you spotlight the core of your research poster. This segment is dedicated
to describing your findings and the analysis thereof, making it the focal point where your research
outcomes are visually and textually communicated. Here’s how to effectively showcase this crucial part
of your poster:

• Start by summarizing the most significant results of your study. Use clear, concise language
to convey the outcomes of your research, emphasizing the findings that directly address your
research question or hypotheses.

• VVisual Aiisual Aidsds: Employ graphs, charts, and other visual representations to illustrate your results
compellingly. Visual aids should be chosen and designed to clarify complex data, highlight
trends, and demonstrate relationships within your findings.

• PProrovividde Cle Cleaear Cr Caapptitionsons: Every figure or chart should be accompanied by a caption that
succinctly explains what the viewer is seeing. Captions should facilitate understanding by
briefly describing the visual content and pointing out the relevance of the data presented.

• Organize fOrganize for Claor Claririty:ty: Arrange your visuals and text in a logical order that guides the viewer
through your results systematically. Group related data together and sequence the
information in a way that builds upon each previous point, leading to a coherent narrative of
your findings.

• Where appropriate, include brief interpretations of the data next to the corresponding
visuals. This can help viewers grasp the implications of your results without waiting for the
full discussion section.

• EmEmpphasize Sihasize Signifignificancant Rt Resulesults:ts: Use design elements like color, font size, or placement to
draw attention to the most critical results. Highlighting these findings ensures they catch the
viewer’s eye and are remembered.

• Be MinBe Mindful of Ovdful of Overerlloaoadd: While it’s tempting to include all your data, focus on the results
that are most relevant and impactful. Overloading your poster with too much information
can overwhelm viewers and dilute the impact of your key findings.

Discussion/Conclusions

While the Results section was dedicated to the explicit presentation of your study’s findings, the
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Discussion and Conclusions should zoom out to examine the larger picture. This entails delving into
the broader significance of your results, interpreting what these findings mean beyond the immediate
context of your study, and identifying the core message or key takeaway for your audience. Here’s how
to approach this:

• Begin by summarizing the most important results of your research. What stands out as the
fundamental contribution of your study to the field?

• BroaBroadder Imer Impplilicacatitions:ons: Expand on the significance of these findings within a wider context.
How do they enhance, challenge, or refine existing knowledge? Discuss the implications for
future research, policy, practice, or theoretical frameworks within your discipline.

• Clearly articulate the key takeaway from your research. What should your audience
remember or consider as the most critical insight your study provides? This message should
resonate with the broader themes and challenges in your field.

• FFull Cull Ciircrclle Me Momomenent:t: Reflect back on your initial hypothesis or research question. How do
your findings align with your expectations, and what does this alignment—or lack
thereof—suggest about the area of study?

• FFuture Diuture Direcrectitions:ons: While the Results section is about what was found, the Discussion and
Conclusions should also hint at what comes next. What questions remain unanswered?
What new inquiries have emerged from your research? Suggest pathways for future studies
that could build on your work.

• CCononcclludude wie with Imth Impapacct:t: End your discussion with a strong, impactful statement that
emphasizes the significance of your work. Leave your audience with a clear understanding of
the value and relevance of your findings.

References

It’s essential to acknowledge the scholarly work that has underpinned and informed your research.
Crediting references is not only a practice of academic integrity but also provides your audience
with the context and foundation of your study. If your research poster includes numerous references,
managing how you present these citations can be challenging without overcrowding the space with
text. To efficiently manage and credit your references without cluttering your research poster, consider
using a QR code. This approach minimizes text by providing a direct link to a digital document
containing your full list of citations. Simply generate a QR code linked to your references online, then
include it on your poster with a brief instruction (something as short and simple as “Scan Me”) for
viewers to scan for detailed reference information. This method saves space, enhances accessibility, and
leverages technology for a streamlined presentation.
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Acknowledgments

Acknowledge the contributions of those who supported your research, including any funding sources,
by incorporating their logos on your poster. This acknowledgment not only demonstrates gratitude but
also adheres to ethical standards of transparency in research.

Contact Information

Ensure your poster includes your name, affiliation, and contact details, such as your institutional email,
to facilitate further engagement from attendees interested in your work. Incorporating a QR code that
directs to a digital business card, your LinkedIn profile, or even a draft email page is an innovative way
to streamline communication. Consider these options to enhance accessibility and make connecting
easier for your audience.

As you piece together these elements on your poster, you’ll naturally start to draft a rough outline of how to

verbally navigate through your content during the presentation. Remember, creating your poster and developing

your presentation dialogue are interconnected activities that evolve together. By focusing first on crafting a

compelling visual narrative, you’ll lay a solid foundation for a persuasive and engaging oral presentation.

TTaargrgeet At Audiudienencece

Understand who your audience will be. Tailor the complexity of your content and the language you
use to suit their level of expertise. Whether your audience consists of experts in your field or a general
scholarly crowd, your message should be accessible and engaging to them.

DesiDesign fgn for Ror Reaeadadabilibility anty and Imd Impapacctt

Use contrasting colours for text and background to ensure readability. A minimalistic color palette can
prevent visual overload.

• PPrro tipo tip: To create a visually compelling and cohesive poster, I strongly recommend utilizing
the Google Chrome extension, ColorPick Eyedropper. This tool allows you to explore
images online that feature aesthetically pleasing colour combinations and high contrast.
With ColorPick Eyedropper, you can easily identify and select these colours to develop your
personalized colour palette for your poster. Additionally, consider researching colour
palettes commonly associated with your field of study and incorporating them into your
design. This approach not only enhances the visual appeal of your poster but also ensures
relevance and resonance with your research area.

• Choose a font that is professional and easy to read. Sans-serif fonts like Arial or Helvetica
are often recommended for their clarity, especially for headings and main points.
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EffEffecectitivve Use of Ve Use of Visualsisuals

• When designing your research poster, it’s crucial to prioritize the quality of visuals over their
quantity. Ensure that every chart, graph, or image included serves a distinct purpose and
effectively supports the key points of your thesis. Refrain from adding any visual elements
unless they are directly relevant to your research and you are fully prepared to discuss and
answer questions about them. This focused approach ensures that your poster remains clear,
impactful, and directly aligned with your research objectives, facilitating a deeper
understanding among your audience.

• I strongly advise against the inclusion of irrelevant visuals, such as generic images from
Google, in your research poster. Opt for visuals that are directly related to and enhance the
understanding of your research findings. This ensures your poster remains professional,
focused, and academically rigorous.

• Ensure that visuals are self-explanatory to some extent, with concise legends and labels that
make them understandable without extensive text.

DynamiDynamic Lac Layyoutout

• Arrange content blocks in a way that guides the viewer through your poster logically,
typically from the top left to the bottom right.

• Consider using a grid layout to organize information neatly and cohesively, which can help
maintain balance and flow.

EnEngagaggememenent ant and Ind Interateracctitionon

• Engage viewers with questions or thought-provoking statements that invite them to think
more deeply about your research.

• Provide a way for viewers to interact with your poster or research further, whether through
QR codes, a website link, or social media handles.

AAttenttentition to Deon to Detailtail

• This should go without saying but proofread your poster meticulously to avoid
typographical and grammatical errors. Such mistakes can detract from your credibility and
the overall impact of your presentation.

• Pay attention to alignment and spacing. Consistent margins, aligned text blocks, and evenly
spaced elements contribute to a professional and polished appearance.
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RReelleevanvance ance and Cd Conontetexxtt

Make sure your poster tells a story. It should not only present data but also explain why your research
matters. Contextualize your findings within the broader field or societal implications.

PPraracctitical Ccal Consionsidderaeratitionsons

When printing, choose a matte finish over glossy to reduce glare, making your poster easier to read
under conference lighting. If your poster session is virtual, ensure your poster is optimized for digital

viewing. This might mean adjusting the layout or providing an interactive version that allows for
zooming on specific sections.

PPersonal Personal Prerepapararatitionon

Beyond rehearsing your pitch, prepare to answer deeper questions about your research. This could
involve thinking about future directions, the limitations of your study, and how your work fits within

the current state of the field.
Wear a name tag during your presentation, and if possible, dress in a way that is professional yet
approachable. This makes you easily identifiable as the presenter and can make attendees more

comfortable engaging with you.

FFoollllooww--UpUp

Be ready to take notes on questions or feedback you receive. This can be invaluable for future research
or presentations. Have business cards or a simple handout with your contact information and a brief
summary of your research. This allows interested attendees to follow up after the event.

By eBy exxpapannding yding youour apr appprroaoacch th to ino incclluudde te thehesse ae addditioditional cnal coonsidnsidereratioationsns, y, you cou caan crn createate a re a reesseaearrcch poh postster ter thathat

nnot oot onlnly py prreessentents ys youour tr thehesis wosis worrk effk effectiveectivelly but alsy but also mako makees a lasting imps a lasting imprreesssiosion on on yn youour ar auudiendienccee..
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Part XI

CCononGRADulaGRADulatitions!ons!

Heartfelt congratulations on reaching this pivotal milestone in your academic voyage! The
completion of your thesis is not just a testament to your scholarly achievements but also a profound
reflection of your unwavering commitment, persistent drive, and intellectual evolution. As you stand
on the brink of exciting new chapters—be it furthering your education, diving into your career, or
embarking on diverse ventures—carry with you the assurance that the hard-earned triumphs of this
academic journey will serve as a robust foundation for all your future undertakings.

Whichever path you choose to tread, may it be strewn with triumphs, joy, and the realization of
your aspirations. The expertise and acumen you’ve honed will undoubtedly guide your way, and the
grit you’ve demonstrated in the accomplishment of your thesis stands as a powerful testament to your
capability to surmount obstacles and realize your ambitions.

As you transition from the realm of academia into the broader world, hold fast to the knowledge
that your potential is boundless. Approach each new opportunity with the same zeal and ardour that
brought you to this moment, and may you continue to embrace the ethos of lifelong learning. Fondly
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recall the experiences that have shaped you, the bonds you’ve forged, and the wisdom you’ve amassed
throughout your undergraduate journey.

I extend to you my most sincere best wishes for your future paths. This is merely the commencement
of an extraordinary journey, rich with limitless prospects. May you go forth and continue to flourish,
making indelible marks on the world.

With the warmest of congratulations and the best of wishes for your journey ahead!
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AApppenpendixdix

This is where you can add appendices or other back matter.
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